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State Posts Notice

Work Ordered Stopped
At Old Post Office

Stop Work Order Posted At Old Post Office Building

By PHYLLIS0. McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
The state director of Division of
Building Codes Enforcement has
ordered renovation worked stopped at the old post office.
However,county officials strongly
disagree with that order.
Jack M. Rhody, director of the
building codes enforcement division, sent County Judge Robert 0.
Miller a letter dated Nov. 1 ordering the county to either comply
with regulations within eight days
or remove workers from the
premises.
State officials say they received
no response to that letter and
Tuesday placed a stop work order
on the door. Today, no one seems
to know whether work at the
building has ended or not.
Miller is out of town.and not expected to return to his office until
later this week. County Attorney
Max Parker was given the letter

Budget Balancing Work Should Proceed
lines Reagan laid out in his ,iewv
.id Sen.
conference Tuesila v
the
Pete V. Domenici.
panel's chairman.
Reagan Said he would defer tirf7
til January two 1982 liodget proposals initially outlined in
September -- $3 billion in selected
tax increases and $2.6 billion in
cuts in government benefit programs.
Senate GOP sources also said
numerousRepublicans were upset
because Reagan complained
Tuesday tnai none of the annual
appropriations. bills hai yet reachThe Interstate Commerce Com- stop abandonment again was filed ed his desk.
In other congressional_ business
mission again has been requested by the Paducah-based railfirm.
by the Western Kentucky
If the request is approved, Tuesday:
—The Senate rejected a
Railroad Co. to delay abandon- negotiations will continue.
ment of 38 miles of Louisville and
Officers of the Paducah rail Democratic effort to require
Nashville rail line between Mur- company include Roy H. Duncan, Reagan and the Federal Reserve
ray and Paducah while the Paducah; J. E. Rice, Benton; W. Board to set voluntary interest
railroad company negotiates for C. Cunningham and Arthur G. rates as a way of lowering_ rates_
the purchase of the line.
Richenor, both of Chicago for home mortgages, cars and
small businesses
The railroad company has of- Heights, Ill.
—A senior State Department offered $1,076,960 for the line, acShippers of the line include Harcording to documents filed with din Grain Elevators, Hardin;' ficial told a Senate Foreign Relathe ICC. It also said L&N is asking Heublein, Paducah; and Con- tions subcommittee that the
United States now has chemical
$1,855,065 for the line which serves solidated Aluminum,Benton.
proof that lethal toxic weapons
Calloway, Graves, Marshall and
have been used inside Laos, in adMcCracken Counties.
dition to Cambodia. Richard Burt
The ICC approved a request in
said the inounting evidence of
March for L&N to abandon the
biological warfare. -by Sovietline. The Western Kentucky
backed regimes has "grave imRailroad Co. began negotiations
A relatively short agenda is in plications" for future arms confor the line in April. Negotiations
were stopped in August due to store for members of the Murray trol efforts.
—Reagan and an Air Force
technical errors in the ICC's ap- City Council at its regular meeting
general challenged a congresproval of L&N abandonment re- Thursday.
The council will hear the second sional estimate that it would cost
quest. The errors were corrected
during October and the request to reading of an ordinance nearly four times more to build
establishing regulations for and equip 100B 1 bombers than the
customers of the Murray Sewer $10.5 billion Defense Secretary
Parks Board Sets
Caspar Weinberger has
System.
Prior to the 7:30 p.m., the coun- calculated.
Tuesday Meeting
Lt. Gen. Kelly H. Burke, chief
cil's budget committee will be in
The Murray-Calloway County session. That panel will convene of staff for research and development, said the Congressional
Parks Board will meet at 5:30 at 7 p.m.at City Hall.
p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 17, in the jury
room of the Calloway County
Courthouse.
Items on the agenda include the
monthly financial report, insurance review, director's report
and the proposed budget from the
financial committee, according to
parks director Gary Hohman.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Work
on a three-year plan to balance the
budget should proceed now, some
Senate Republicans say, despite
President Reagan's intention to
wait until January to request
selected tax increases and more
cuts in benefit programs.
At least few Senate Budget

Committee members, led by Sen.
William Armstrong, R-Colo., are
urging that the panel draft a
budget plan contrary to Reagan's
strategy, several sources said
Tuesday.
"There is do unanimity among
Republicans on the Budget Committee that we proceed" along the

ICC Again Requested
To Delay Abandonment

City Council
Slates Meeting

Budget Office estimate of $39.8
billion ''includes a large number
of items that we have no intention
of putting on the B-1." And, commented Reagan, "I trust his
figures better than I trust theirs."
- -Three convicted members of a
860 million drug smuggling ring
called "The Company" told a
Senate governmental affairs subcommittee how they paid Colombian officials $125,000 to arrange a
jailbreak so they could resume
flying marijuana-laden DC-7s into
the United States.

addressed to Miller Tuesday, he
said. According to the letter it is
unlawful for the county to continue renovation until the plans
for that work are approved by the
state department.
Charles McKenney, supervisor
of the renovation project and
county building inspector, said,"I
will reserve comment until I can
meet with the county judge and
magistrates."
Parker explained the county,
'must be a good citizen. We don't
want to disobey any-code enforcement department, but we feel they
ire picking at gnats." He said
plans are underway for be and the
judge to meet with state officials
to resolve the matter.
Assistant director for the
building codes enforcement division, Joseph Steier said his
department feels the county must
provide architectural plans for the
werk. According to both he and
Parker there have been no architectural plans drawn from the
renovation.
"We don't need an architect. We
have the blueprints - from, the
original post office and are just
building some inside walls,'"
Parker explained. One of the
county's contentions is the work is
not a major renovation of the
building since no outside walls or
plumbing, heating or air conditioning system will be disturbed,
according to the county attorney.
"We need the plans. Our plan
reviewer has indicated to us we

Regents To Meet
This Saturday
The Murray State University
Board of Regents will meet at 9
am. Saturday, Nov. 14, in the
board room on the third floor of
Wells Hall.
The agenda includes establishment of the.West Kentucky Small
Business Development Center,
amendment to employee tuition
policy, payroll deductions for taxdeferred annuity program, personnel items and an executive session. -

County Board
Meeting Planned
The Calloway County School
Board will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 12, in the board of
education office on College Farm
Road.
Items to be discussed include
1980-81 adults, student handbooks,
drug and alcohol policy, surplus
property sale and personnel, Dr.
Jack Rose,superintendent,said.

OUT THERE SOMEWHERE! — Dense fog made driving almost
impossible this morning. Motorists were forced to turn on their
headlights in order to get to work. Visibility was considered very
poor until late morning when the heavy mist lifted.
—Photo by Jennie Gordon

Adult Work Program
Schedules Open House

The Adult Work activities program, of the Murray-Calloway
County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Center will have an
open house Friday, Nov. 13.
The purpose of this special
event is to acquaint the community with the program by inviting
Mostly sunny today with
everyone to stop by 704 Main St.,
ighs in the mid to upper 500.
between the hours of 9 a.m. to 1
Clear tonight and Thursday.
p.m., a center spokesman said.
Lows tonight in the low to
The program which serves menmid 30s. Highs Thursday in
tally and-or physical handicapped
adults in Calloway County.
the mid to upper 50s.
presently has an enrollment of
Friday through Sunday:
nine. During the open house many
Fair and unseasonably mild
handcrafted items and Christmas
with lows mostly in the 40s
decorations made by the adults
and highs in the 60s.
will be for sale and all proceeds
will go to them.
The open house is part of a comawareness campaign
_
munity
Pages
n'-24
. Two Sec
sponsored by the local board to in18-k
Aces
form the community of•tht need
10-B,11-B
Classifieds
-.
MB • •
- fa continued supponlit
Curren* the budgetis $32,000 a
10-B
Crosswords
year. The center muSt raise
5-A
Dear Abby
$15,000 of this amount locally as
4-A
Dr. Lamb
the federal-state money has been
5-A
Horoscope
reduced to $17,000. This is down
4-A,5-A
Local Scene
CAREER DAY — Forty-two representatives from businesses, rilifitarY, callege-vacatianal and idarraY - from $20,000 last year and will
12-A
Obituaries
State University were at Camay-County High School to discuss careers with *dor and senior stadents. A most likely decrease more in
3-A
Opinion Page
segment in career opportunities was sponsored by the Murray Rotary Club. Discussing law enforcement future years, a board membes
1-13, 2-B
Sports
career posSibillties with Students was Calloway County Deputy Sheriff 8111 Marmon.

mostly sunny

today's index

must have architects plans before
we can approve the work." Steier
said. He explained our criteria for
major renovation at the building is
whether or not 50 percent or more.
of the assessed tax value will be
spent on the building. However, he
explained since this building was
owned by the federal government
and is now owned by the county, it
is exempt from taxes and has not
been assessed.
However, Parker said today he
feels sure the tax assessor would
place a tax value on the building.
It was purchased by the county for
$125.000. Parker said.
The order tacked to the front
door of the Fourth and Maple
Street Building says, "All persons
acting contrary to this order or
removing or mutilating this notice
are liable to arrest unless such action is authorized by the department ( of building codes enforcement 1," Steier explained the state
department normally works with
the .county attorney in obtaining
arrest warrants for those disobeying an order. However, in this instance the county attorney works
both for the department and
represents the fiscal court. Obtaining a warrant may be most
difficult.
"I'm really caught in .the middle," Parker said. He did stress.
"The county wants to be a good
citizen. We must set the example
for others. We will try to work this
matter out with the department to
everyone's satisfaction."

said.
The law and regulations attached to the federal money do not
allow the center to charge fees to
the disabled clients or their
families. The local board also
pointed out that none of the money
from the Paducah Lions ClubWPSD Telethon returns to
Calloway County to help' this program.
Also in an effort to involve the
community, a benefit.gospel concert is planned Saturday, Nov. 14,
7 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
Featured singen.will include
y,"The Don
11
The kings Sons,‘a
Henley Singers, Mayfield, and
The Watchman's,Farmington.
Admission will be free but donations will be • taken -after the
singing with all proceeds going to
the continued operation of the pro49oard spokesman urged the
community to support the program by visiting the center on Friday at the open-house and by !ittending the gospel concert on
Saturday evening. Teachers at the center arei\Cindy Clemson and Peggy Williams.
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Organizations Challenge Restoration
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
About 12 tourism organizations
and chambers of commerce in the
Kentucky Lake-Lake Barkley
area are challenging an attempt
.by the state to restore the old
Smith Mansion in Paducah.
The Kentucky Department of
Transportation ,purchased a 120year-old house and 10.5 acres of
land from Paducah Community
College for $175,000. The state
wants to restore the house in an attempt to attract travelers from
nearby Interstate 24.
But at a meeting here Tuesday,
the tourism groups said they
. would oppose an application for
federal funds for the project in a
_letter to Robert Johnson, federal
highway administrator for Kentucky.
Johnson said Tuesday that the

state has applied for $1.3 million in portunity to talk with state
Transportation Secretary Frank
federal funds for the information
center. The state would match Metts about the purchase.
Metts was not available for
that amount with almost $400,000.
People in the Paducah area comment Tuesday.
But Jim Clark, a member of his
seem in favbr of restoring the
house, -which was built around staff, said "The plan for tbeSmith Mansion is on schedule."
1860.
Mrs. Nita Ewing, executive
The tourism organization believes the house is located in an director of Kentucky's Western
Waterland, said the state applicaarea that won't attract many
tourists. They said they want the tion for federal funds went to
state to build a conventional Johnson without a notation that
tourist center between Paducah there had been public opposition
to the proposal.
and the Ohio river bridge.
"Of course there would have
"The plan to restore the old
house at an unreasonable cost is been if we had known the project
typical bureaucratic mentality," was to be passed on," she said.
The tourism groups also comsaid Ed Rezek, vice president of
that the Purchase Area
plained
Kentucky Lake Vacationland.
Jim Suitor, president of Ken- Development District approved
tucky's Western Waterland, said the project without notifying obthe groups have never had the op- jectors that it was under con-

Environmental Consortium Slated
Representatives of several colleges and universities, including
Murray State University, will
meet at Hancock Biological Station on Kentucky Lake on Friday,
Nov. 13, to establish the Environmental Consortium of MidAmerica(ECOMA).
Dr. C. E. Kupchella, chairman
of the Department of Biological
Sciences at Murray State, said
member institutions of ECOMA
will make joint use of the facility,
a biological research station
operated through the College of
Environmental Sciences at Murray State.
More than 18 colleges and
universities have expressed interest in joining ECOMA, according to Kupchella,.to have ac-

cess to the various facilities of the
Hancock Biological Station for
educational, research and service
projects.

research and teaching purposes.
Kupchella said consortia to
coordinate sharing of resources
among institutions are rapidly
becoming a trend because of
Expected to attend the Friday
restraints recently placed on funmeeting are representatives of the
ding at many institutions.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky
Members of ECOMA will also
Wesleyan, Oakland City College • use the resources of the Land Betand the Community College of St.
ween The Lakes and the Kentucky
Louis, along with Murray State, Lake-Lake Barkley complex for
but Kupchella said other schools
the educational and investigative
may make a last-minute decision
efforts of students, teachers and
to attend.
researchers.
The cooperative agreement
The Hancock Biological Station
among institutions joining
ECOMA includes the
use of is located on a 63-acre woodland
Laboratories, classrooms, library, site on the west shore of Kentucky
aquarium room, limited living
Lake about 15 miles from Murray
quarters and all other equipment and four miles from Kenlake State
available at the station for
Resort Park.

sideration.
Johnson said the design of the
proposed center has been approved.
He said the tourism organizations will be able to present their
_ caseata Dec.10hearing.

Nuclear War
Protest
Campuses
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —
College campuses around the
country were holding lectures,
music and even puppet theater today to dramatize the horror and
threat of nuclear war in what
sponsors call the biggest teach-in
since Vietnam War days.
Harvard and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology scheduled
talks on the economics of the
nuclear arms race by Nobel Prizewinning economist Paul
"PHARMACOLOGY UPDATE" — Hal Kemp,registered respiratory
Samuelson,and a discussion of the therapist, and chief of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
status of nuclear disarmament by respiratory therapy, was one of several speakers at the "Pharmacology
Paul Warlike, the former chief Update" workshop at the hospital, sponsored by the Western Kentucky
SALT H negotiator for the United Hospitals Continuing Education Consortium.
States.
Other scheduled speakers included George Kistiakowsky,
former science adviser to President Eisenhower, Dr. Helen
Caldicott, president of Pysicians
for Social Reponsibility, and Gen.
James Gavin, a former amwhich has joined together to proThe second session of a two-day
bassador to France. Films depicvide approved educational proting the horrors of nuclear war "Pharmacology Update"
grams for health care personnel in
will be screened by the Harvard workshop was scheduled today at
the area, Kathy Hodge, Murtay
the Murray-Calloway County
School of Public Health.
hospital public relations director
Other campuses planned Hospital.
said.
similar sessions that also included
The Murray hospital joined the
Sponsored by the Western Kenmusic and street theater. At the
earlier this year in an
consortium
tucky
Hospitals
Continuing
University of Vermont, parits nurses in their
assist
to
effort
Education
the
Consortium,
which
ticipants were offered a play percontinuing educameet
to
efforts
local
a
is
hospital
the
member,
formed by puppets.
workshop today was to discusa tion requirements,Hodge said.
Astronomer Carl Sagan and
Kentucky's mandatory continuSen. Gary Hart, D-Colo., were drug interactions, anti-microbial
education law requires each
ing
agents,
anti-cancer
agents
and
scheduled to speak at Cornell
and licensed practical
registered
legal
of
implications
drug
adUniversity. UCLA planned films
to
nurse
have
ministration.
five contact hours
and a talk by Marvin Goldberger,
of approved continuing education
Tuesday's program covered
president of the California Inanti-hypertensive, car- credits by licensure renewal in
stitute of Technology.
1982, Hodge said.
"I think it's the biggest thing diovascular, anesthetic and
respiratory
agents.
Additional programs planned at
around the country on the camForty-six
the
Murray hospital include
nurses,
24
from
the
puses in a long, long while," said
"Management for Charge
Lois Traub, a spokeswoman for Murray hospital, have signed up
Nurses," in March; "Post
the Union of Concerned Scientists, for the program, approved by the
Operative Complications," inthe Cambridge-based organiza- Kentucky Board of Nursing for
April and May; and "Legal Imtion sponsoring the nationwide seven contact hours.
The consortium is a group of
plications in Nursing," In Septrally.
hospitals in Western Kentucky
member,Hodge said.

Hospital Hosts Workshop
For 'Pharmacology Update'

Board Members Await Action
From Congress On TVA Bonuses
By JOHN NOLAN
Associated Press Writer

PLAY TO OPEN — Scott Dowdy, Mike Shore and Jim Coffey are shown in a scene from Preston Jones'
play, The Last Meeting of the Knights of the White Magnolia, which will show on Thursday,Friday and Saturday of this week at the Johnson Theatre. The play,a comedy for mature audiences, will be presented as a part
of the University Theatre Season.For ticket reservations,call 767-6797.

Open
24
Hours
801 Coldwater Rd. at 5 Pts.

Field
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DAYTON, Tenn. (AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority board
of directors isn't commenting on
its plan to give bonuses to top TVA
managers — at least until Congress acts upon legislation intended to block the plan.
All three TVA board members
refused, at a meeting Tuesday
night, to comment when reporters
asked if the federal agency is still
going ahead with the plan, or
reconsidering it, in the face of intense congressional opposition.
"Right now, we're not going to
say anything about it," TVA
Chairman Charles Dean Jr. said.
"It's like trying a case while the
jury's out."
TVA Power Manager Hugh Parris told the board that the agency
should not have to increase its
electric rates for the rest of the
fiscal year, which began Oct. 1.
Parris said electricity sales for
the year will be $18 million less
than TVA forecasters had projected, but he said this shortfall
will be covered from a $60 million
contingency fund in the power
operations budget.
"We think right now the chances
are very, very good that we'll be
able to get through the year with
the rates that were set back in
August," Parris said, referring to
an 8.6 percent rate increase the
TVA board approved then.
The meeting was briefly interrupted by three people, two men
and a woman, who wore pink
hoods decorated like pig heads
and pretended to gobble play
money from a basket marked
"Consumer Dollars," tig a commentary on TVA spending.
Another bearded man in costume,
who called himself "Solar Claus,"
addressed the board in front of
television cameras and Urged the
directors to spend money on solar
energy projects instead of nuclear
power.
The TVA board has absorbed
sharp criticism, much of it from
membered( Congress, since it approved Oct. 7 the plan to give
bonuses of up to $36,000 to approximately 75 top TVA managers —
including some now beitig paidsalaries in the $50,000-plus cange.
The board members have said'
repeatedly that the bonuses are
necessary to keep the managers
from leaving to take higherpaying jobs with private utilities.
But congressional opponents
say the bonsues are unnecessary

and further burden TVA
customers already struggling
with power rate increases. The opponents also say the bonuses
violate a federal pay limit for
employees and violate the TVA
Act, the 1933 law under which TVA
was created.
Tennessee's delegation to the
U.S. House of Representatives
and Rep. Ronnie Flippo, D-Ala.,
are supporting a resolution that
urges TVA to scrap the bonus program. Rep. Robin Beard, RTenn., filed a lawsuit Oct. 3
designed to halt the program.

Sen. James Sasser, D-Tenn.,
authored a Senate-passed amendment to TVA's appropriations bill
that would keep the bonuses from
going to, or being implemented
by, TVA officials whose salaries
are paid entirely or in part with
tax dollars.
The amendment goes to a
House-Senate conference committee next week to reconcile differences, because the TVA appropriations measure passed by
the House did not contain the
amendment. Dean said TVA officials are waiting to see what action the committee takes. %.

Unions Seek Court Order
To Rehire Controllers
WASHINGTON (AP) — Several
unions, claiming flight cutbacks
are limiting travel by union officers and harming collective
• bargaining, say they will ask a
court to order the rehiring of
11,500 fired air traffic controllers.
The unions, spearheaded by the
United Auto Workers, are being
joined by consumer activist Ralph
Nader in a lawsuit expected to be
filed Thursday, labor officials
said.
UAW president Douglas Fraser
and Nader scheduled a news conference later today to give details
of the lawsuit.
Nader confirmed Tuesday night
that he plans to be a plaintiff in the
suit but said his primary concern
is "safety and the efficiency of the
air traffic control system." He accused the Reagan administration
of trying to stigmatize the fired
controllers for life.
Despite the renewed effort. by
the unions, the Reagan administration is showing no sign of
softening its hardline stand
against the controllers, who were
fired after launching an illegal
strike Aug. 3.
Transportation Secretary Drew
Lewis acknowledged Tuesday that
the dismissals and subsequent
reductions in air traffic have
"pioduced problems for both
(airline) operators and •
travelers."
.But Lewis told a group of commuter airline executives in New
Orleans that the government's
decision to fire the controllers was
one of principle. "We 'cannot permit people or organizations to pick
and choose the laws they will

obey," he declared.
A UAW statement said the union
will argue in the suit that the
reduced level of air service caused by the controller walkout and
firings "will cripple the activities
of officers, directors and staff of
the union and is likely to have a
harmful effect on the country's
labar relations and economy."
After the strike began, many
unions told their officers not to
travel by air asa demonstration of
support for the walkout by
members of the Professional Air
Traffic Controllers Organization.
However., a number of unions
lifted the restriction after PATCO
was decertified by the Federal
Labor Relations Authority last
month.
The Federal Aviation Administration has cut air traffic,
especially at the 22 major airports, because of the reduced
number of controllers. FAA
guidelines are aimed at limiting
commercial flights to about 78
percent of normal through the
winter, although the reductions
are often more severe during peak
travel hours at major airports.
Nader accused the administration of being unreasonablhorsh
toward the controllers, who walked off their jobs despite a law prohibiting a strike against thefederal government.
"How can they refute,to rehire
them?" Nader saitl. "The uniop is
smashed. There is no other penalty they can apply to these individual controllers....Are they
stigmatized for life? They don't
even do that to corporate:
criminals. They still get government contracts."

•
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Opinion Page,

Bark

If) Years Igo
Observers IMMord the set end
meeting of "Operaliaa Townlift
Til--blirlifs001101111-surrett-with-over 10 business and profe&snow
people in attendance Nov 9 at
Woodmen of ttw World Hall
Leonard Yalialin served 83 chair
man
Deaths reported include Lorene
Parmer.-475. and Ronald Page
liasmAlt
Karen Alegander. daughter ot
Mr. and Mrs Hugh Alezander.
and Kenneth Paschall. son 01 Mr
and Mrs Carves Paschall, were
named winners of the Callowa)
County 4-H Award at Excellence
contest, sponaord by The Courier Journal and Louisville Tunes
Births reported included a girl
to Mr and Mrs. Mike Charlton. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs Kenneth
Peterworth and a girl to Mr and
Mrs. James Thomas Nesbitt, all
on Nov. 1.

Students Deserre
Quality Education

The funds are based on enrollment so.uf enrollment decreases,
as is the nationwide trend, the
allotments also decrease. In addition to this decrease, all districts
lost additional money because of
the three cuts from the governor's
office. As a result, a small school
district such as ours has received
cuts totaling approximately
$200,000 during the past year.
House Bill 44, Kentucky's
analogue to California's Proposition 13 and Massachusett's Proposition 242, was passed in 1979
during a special session of the
General Assembly despite the
modest burden of property taxes
on the average Kentucky property
2f) Years Ago
owner.
Deaths reported included Annie
Presently, House Bill 44 has cost
Brandon,18
the Murray District approximateDr. Matt Sparkman, dean of
ly $180,000. It severely limits the
students at Murray State College,
amount of local revenue available
spoke at a meeting of the K irk.se)
to make up the difference in the
Parent-Teacher Association
state cuts and the ubligations
Dr. C. S. Lowry spoke about
already pledged, to say nothing of
It% It to%hiiil l.%II. a
Huber! \io%iI
"The Berlin Situation" at a
implementing new programs.
meeting of the Delta Department
Briefly, the bill prohibits local
of the Murray Woman's Club
school districts from collecting
Births reported at the Murray
over 4 percent more property tax
Hospital
included a girl to Mr and
than was produced the year
Mrs.
Albert
Little, .11 girl to Mr
WASHINGTON — Growing
before without a referendum.
bied at all by the White House at bet against Democratic senator
and Mrs. Horace Mllam, and a
With inflation at a rate of 15 per- suspicion that presidential
the recommendation of Sen. John Paul Sarbanes but suspect he does
girl to Mr. and Mrs Martin
cent and three budget cuts by the counselor Edwin Meese III is as
Tower.
have the commitment to enter
Gregory.
not
state, obviously local revenue is notoriously unreliable as
Tower, who as chairman of the politics.
not sufficient to make up the dif- Hamilton Jordan was in the
30 }ears :ago
Senate Armed Services CommitThey note that laMgen, while
ference. Because the national Carter White House about returntee has worked closely with Cohen privately expressing interest in
Herbert C. Denham of
Sgt.
climate is one of voting down addir ing telephone calls was confirmed
on defense questions, cautioned the race, has not even begun to
Hazel
was
reported wounded in
tional taxes, local boards of by the recent experiences of Sen.
White House aides to put no travel Maryland's boar roast and
action in Korea.
education have been reluctant to Dan Quayle, a freshman
pressure at all on Billy Cohen if fried chicken circuit to touch
A feature story about Dr H M.
Republican from Indina.
ask for a higher tax rate.
they wished to turn him around. political bases. Currently serving
Eaker
1181949021 of this comQuayle,
anxious
confer
to
with
What are the results of this
That advice was followed to the as vice president of the National
munity
was published. The story
Meese on the details of disbanding
shortfall in educational dollars?
letter.
War College, Laingen was even
was
written
by Dr. Hugh M
Department
the
Education,
of
Student fees which are an obCohen's two. private half-hour reticent about appearing on a
McElrath.
vious benefit to parents are cut spent a full 10 days trying to get
talks with Reagan were conducted prime-time Baltimore television
Murray High Tigers beat
from $20 to $5. School districts are President Reagan's No. ¶ aide
at his request to discuss details of show commemorating the second
Princeton 33-0 in the seventh footrestricted by law from collecting on the telephone. He did not even
the AWACS sale. No aides were anniversary of the Tehran em-ball game of the season.
fee money. The purchase of new receive the courtesy of an
present, also at the senator's re- bassy takeover. He worried that
The Kirksey High School
textbooks, usually replaced on a apology, an increasingly common
quest. "I twisted my own arm," his political aspirations made
Parent-Teacher
Association planrotating basis every five years, is experience in Washington.
Cohen later told a friend, explain- such an appearance inapfor Nov. 13, acNight
Dads'
ned
_Democratic
power
broker
delayed a year. Capital outlay
ing he sought-and receiv7 propriate, but was talked into goBazzell.
Howard
Mrs.
cording
to
funds in some districts are so Robert S. Strauss laughingly comed—assurances from Reagan on ing on the show anyway.
praident.
diminished that they do not mented at a recent dinner party
the arms deal.
A footnote: One other celebrity
A. B. Austin reviewed the book.
generate enough money to pay the that he had been able to get
EX-HOSTAGE
possibility to oppose Sarbanes is
Mission
To America by Truman
yearly principalmand interest of presidents and their top aides on
CANDIDATE
• out of the picture. Syndicated colDouglas,
at a meeting of the
administrations
telephone
the
in
bonds committed by boards of
Maryland Republican leaders umnist George Will met recently
Young
Matrons
Group of First
education many years ago. That .of both parties from John F. Kenthink that ex-hostage Bruce La- with Maryland Republican State
Christian
Church
at the home of
present,
nedy
to
the
up
with two
difference also must be made up
ingen,charge d'affaires in Tehran Chairman Allan.Levey at Levy's
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten.
exceptions: his close colnotable
by
local
revenue.
Many
other
exwhen the U.S. Embassy was oc- request, but informed him he had
ABOUT THIS PAGE
amples exist. The point is that the league of ,artei days, Hamitton
cupied, might be the party's best no intention of running.
Editorials, columns and
an4 his pew friend, ed
educational program Offered to
other opinionatd articles on
Meese.
•
your
children
egun
has
to
suffer
this page are presented for
GOLDWATER SAYS
Letter To The Editor
and will continue to decline unless
the purpose of providing a
GOODBYE
new
methods
of
funding
for
educaforum for the free exchange
In soliciting funds for his son's
(
4
tion are devised.
of differing opinions.
campaign
Senate
California,
in
What
does
this
mean
in
terms
of
We at The Murray Ledger
your children? The quality of your Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona
& Times strongly believe
made an offhand disclosure that
child's
education will be affected.
Dear Editor:
these days would have bothered to
to limit opinionated articles
will not seek a fifth six-year
he
You
will
see
a
higher
teacherI thought the people of Murray call about the overcharge to begin
to only those which parallel
pupil ratio. Due to the governor's term in 1986.
and Calloway County would like to with.
the • editorial philosophy of
"Because this is my last term in
cuts
of two days in-service for
know there are still some very
this newspaper would be a
In my book Anna Parker is a
teachers, you will see a decline in the United States Senate," he
thoughtful and honest people in first class lady and deserves a
disservice to our readers.
professional development which wrote,"Barry Goldwater Jr. may
the world.
cashier of the week award. I just
Therefore, we encourage
has resulted in new and more ef- join me in the Senate and will
Last Wednesday afternoon. I wanted to share her kindness with
readers who do not agree
fective learning experiences for carry on the name of Goldwater
received a phone call from Anna the people of Murray and
with an editorial stand or the
your children. You will see a after I have retired." Goldwater
Parker, a check out lady at the Calloway Co.
ideas presented by an inreduction in school buses. You will had made no such previous anSouthside I.G.A. store. She
Thank You Anna!
dividual writer in a column
see
a reduction of extra-curricular nouncement.
wanted to inform rile that she had
or other article, to respond
Sincerely
A footnote: Goldwater's appeal
activities. These are only a few of
not- realized the orange juice, my
with their feelings on the
Marilyn Rule
repeatedly
talks about his son, a
the
changes
which
will
occur.
mother and I had purchased
particular issues being
Public education in this country House member, opposing
earlier that day was on sale and Reeves
discussed with a letter to the
.S(tys Thanks
WRITE A LETTER has
always been a hallmark of our Democratic governor Edmund G.
she had overcharged us a total of
editor.
Letters
to the editor are
Brown
Jr.
leading
(
"the
radical
in
democratic
society.
40
Don't
let
cents.
your
Editor:
Dear
By the same token, if an
welcomed
and encguraged.
nation").
the
Nowhere
he
does
inschools and the education of your
She got my name from the
Let me take the opportunity to
issue has not been discussed
must
letters
be signed by
AU
dicate
Barry
that
Jr.
faces
at
least
children
slip
into
mediocrity.
check
Our
I
had
written. I was very thank each and everyone who
on this page and a reader
writer
the
the writer's
and
seven
in
Republican
foes
the
future depends on the children of
pleasantly surprised to say the voted for me in the recent
feels that the issue merits
number
phone
address
and
primary,
including
incumbent
today
and
they
deserve
least
quality
and told her, I was just plan- senatorial race for District One.
the attention of the general
must be included for
Sen.
S.
I.
Hayakawa.
education.
ning
to
call
the
Although
store
the
outcome
and
was
have
not
her
public, we welcome a letter
verification. The phone
Let us join hands in order to
to check when she checked out what we wanted, it is a great feelto the editor or an authored
A REAGAN
number
will not be publish- ,
meet
the
educational
needs
that,
of
the
night
to
ing
to
know
see
that
if
there are still peoshe might be
AIDE'S BLUNDER
article about whatever that
ed.
girls and boys of our great comover by about 8 to 9 dollars, as I ple in the community that will get
Presidential aide Rich Williamtopic might be.
•
I.etters sbould be
monwealth.
thought I might have forgotten to behind an individual and stand up
son's chances to replace the retirtypewritten and doubleand
be
counted.
my
change
get
that
day.
ing Lyn Nofziger as White House
spaced whenever possible
It is my dream and desire that
I was missing that much and
political chief slumped when he inand should be on topics of
this
community
could
find
no
will
other
continue
explanation.
be
to
Heartline is a service for senior
payments were authorized by the tervened in the Nov. 3 Houston
general interest.
Anne called me later to tell me, cohesive together and never settle
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
Railroad Retirement Act of 1974. mayoral election without
Editors reserve the right
second
for
best
$8.13
— no matter what
she was
over. She wanted to
questions and solve problems. If
This Act coordinated railroad authorization from his superiors,
to condense or reject any letchallenge.
bring
the
it
to
me
—
I
live
in
Kirksey.
who
promptly
repudiated his acyou have a question or a problem
retirement and social security
ter and limit frequent
Again let me say thanks on
She was full of apologies. I told her
not answered in these columns, benefit payments to eliminate cer- tion.
writers.
myself,
it
was
of
behalf
as
family,
much
and
my
camfault
for
being
The National Conservation
write to Heartline, 114 East
tain duplications considered a
Address correspondence
negligent. I would just get it next paign staff. May God be with each
Dayton St., West Alexandria,Ohio
windfall for dual beneficiaries Political Action Committee
Editor, The Murray
to:
and
everyone
time
you.
I
was
of
in
town.
45381. You will receive a prompt (those eligible for both railroad (NCPAC) had asked the White
Ledger
& Times, Box 32,
Respectfully yours,
Of course I was glad to get my
reply, but you mustinclude a selfretirement and social security House to endorse Sheriff Jack
Ky. 42071:
Murray,
Reeves
Ray
A.
money back, but I got so much
addressed, stamped envelope.
benefits). For individuals meeting Heard, a conservative Democrat,
over
City Controller Kathy Whitcertain vesting requirements,
The most useful replies will be
however, the Act preserved the mire, a liberal Democrat, Nofprinted in this column.
‘Iumni Thanked
pre-1975 dual coverage ad- ziger's office refused on grounds
HEARTLINE: I receive
there
was
a
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in
the
vantage, in part, by adding dual
Railroad Retirement. In October,
USPS.30-700
benefit windfall payments to their race. NCPAC then went to
I received a check which was
Editor:
Dear
Williamson,
presidential assistant
annuities.
smaller than all previous ones. It
On behalf of the Murray State
Walter L. Apperson
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Under the railroad retirement for intergovernmental affairs. He
happened again in November.
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Alumni Association, I
Editor
R. Gene McCutcheon
promptly
denounced
Whitmire
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amendments
included in the OmWhat is happening? K.R.
want to express sincere thanks for
"quite liberal" and "not symyour role in the success of our 1981
ANSWER:About 400,000 of the nibus Budget Reconciliation pathetic to President Reagan's
The Murray Ledger.& Times is published every afternoon
Homecoming., The advance
one million annuitants on the legislation enacted on August 13, goals."
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the
windfall appropriation is less mire finished far ahead of Heard
The annuities which these
publication of the Homecoming
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association
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beneficiaries receive include a
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to funa dual benefit windfall 400,000. Saudi Arabia,
in fact was not lobAlumni Affairs
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Editor's Note: This is a piece by
Robert Gbn Jeffrey, Superintendent of Murray City Schools. It is
one in a series written by
superintendents in western Kentucky explaining the financial
stateof school systems in this
area. The message is especially
timely and states the financial
situation school personnel in Murray face.
Education for the boys and girls
of Kentucky is at a critical
crossroad. On the right we are
blocked by inflation, a left turn is
stopped by House Bill 44 and a
straight journey is stymied by
budget cuts at the state ley el.
While the state of the economy
affects each of us in our private
lives and in the public domain,it is
imperative that we consider the
effects of inflation on public
education. All of us are affected in
this area regardless of our position in life.
Just as each of you laments the
reduction in your buying power,so
do we educators who are responsible for school budgets. For example, we see the schools' utility bills
rising,the cost of our most basic
teaching supplies sky-rocketing,
even the gas for our school buses
reaching unbelievable prices.
School budgets are affected by
inflation in the same way as personal budgets. We endeavor to
continue the programs you have
mandated but we find ourselves at
a point where some parts of our
educational programs must be
sacrificed unless alternate
methods of financing are found.
The major source of revnue for
education in Kentucky comes
from the state through the taxes
paid by its citizens. In the last one
and one-half years we have
withstood three reductions in
funds to the Minimum Foundation
Program. Foundation funds are
allocated to each school district in
the state for providing the
minimum standards of education
to its students. Anything above the
minimum must be provided by
local revenue.
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Com m unity Events
Wednesday,Nov.11
__. __Murray Bassi:10 will
meet at 6:30 • p.m. at
Sirloin Stietrade.
Thursday,Nov.12
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows.
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.and Ellis
from 10a.m.to 3 p.m.

The 9ardenia was named
after a Scottish naturalist, Alexander Garden.

Friday,Nov.13
South Marshall Senior
Citizens Club will have an
Murray Chapter No. 92 "Arts Show and Bazaar"
Royal Arch Masons is from 6:30 to 9 p.m. in the
scheduled to meet at 7:30 Community Room, North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
p.m. at the lodge hall.

71m 9.00
Se& Them

Centfol C tr • 753.3314

Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
--Candle Making will be
at 10 a.m. at The
Homeplace-1850 in Land
Between the Lakes.

Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the senior
HOLLYBERRY BAZAAR — Betty Taylor, left, Cynthia Petersen, and Jean
citizens with lunch at Moore are shown making Christmas tree ornaments to be sold along with other
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at items made by the women of First Presbyterian Church at the annual
Douglas at 12.
Hollyberry Bazaar at the church Saturday,Nov.14,starting at 8:30 a.m.

IlopitaI Report

7 11J, 9.10
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HALLOWEEN

Thuraday,Nov.U
PEA/grass' vs
Homemakers Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at Mts.
Gedric Paschall's 2219
Edinborough.

nal

Mr. and Mrs. James J.
Wilson of Fancy Farm
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Jeannie, to Joe
Don Curtis, son of the late
Mamie Curtis and James
B. Curtis of LaCenter.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of
Kathleen Goatley, the
late 011ie Goatley,
Beatrice Wilson, and the
late Leslie Wilson, all of
Fancy Farm.

Chocolate

A 1979 graduate of
Carlisle County High
School, she is presently
attending Murray State
University and is
employed by Dakota
Feed and'Grain.
The groom-elect is a
1978 graduate of Ballard
Memorial High School, and is employed by Curtis
Farms,Inc.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday,
Jan. 9, at 4 p.m. in St.
Jerome's Catholic
Church, Fancy Farm. A
reception will follow the
ceremony
All .friendl- and
relatives arc invited to attend.

dl

Free Demonstrations.
Samples and
Gift Ideas

The
Pcnhandler

405 Spring St., Dixon,
Tenn., Reva P. Shelton,
220S. 15th, Murray.
Jack E. Smith, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Gerald Dewayne Stoup, Rt. 2,
Wingo,Joe M.Knight,Rt.
1, Kuttawa, Gena Gayle
Taylor, Rt. 1, Benton,
Frances L. Castleman,
507 Elm, Murray, Johnie
Hobert Elliott, Rt.5, Murray.

CWU Meet Friday
Church Women United anniversary celebration
will have an open throughout the country.
meeting Friday, Nov. 13,
Newly elected officers
at 10 a.m. in Calloway of the local CWU will be
County Public Library.
installed at the Friday
Mary Gertzen will give meeting.
highlights of the CWU
A representative from
Assembly meeting con- each church is expected
ducted at Barren River to attend, along with all
State Resort Park. She interested women of the
will also announce details community, Gertzen
about a forthcoming 40th said.

Hickory Grove
Church of Christ
Nov. 12-15(Thurs.-Sun.)
7:30 p.m. Nightly
Speaker: Walter Pigg

733-5679
Bel Air Center

Everyone is invited.

HEALTH
Pain relievers aren't enough
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
back has been bothering me
for some time so last week I
went to an orthopedic
doctor. After X-rays he said
I have osteoarthritis of the
spine, calcium deposits and
spurs. Also the bottom of my
spine curves too much, but
he says this is a birth deformity and nothing can be
done about it.
I would like to know what
can be done for the pain in
my spine since the doctor
did not want to see me
again. He just told me to
take Tylenol Extra Strength
when the pain gets very bad.
Does this mean that my
spine will deteriorate as I
get older? Do.you think taking vitamins would help the
pain? I am married, have
four children and am 41
years old.
DEAR READER — You
are too young just to try to

MUMS

Gospel
Meeting

Learn to Make
Your Own
Elegant Chocolates
Saturday Nov. 14
11:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

11-8-81
Adults 132
Nursery 2
No Newborn Admissions
Dismissals
Kathy Jane Nance and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Hollow
Rock, Tenn., Sandra F.
"Westfall and Baby Girl,
Rt. 3, Benton,Susan Lynn
Goetzinger and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Joseph Douglas Davis,

Italian Spaghetti
Special
(Mr'

$1"

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Elitra
rETY Special For Kids
Inside Dining Onlv
Free Refills On Drink,

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
Y-11 Cont Eat This Gcod At Horn(' For This Pric,
'

live with pain relievers
In general I believe it is
alone. If we live long important to have a carefulenough, we all do have some ly supervised program indiarthritis — the kind you vidualized to the amount of
have, which we call degen- change a patient has. Don't
erative arthritis. And there neglect it and just take simare things that can be done ple pain relievers.
to limit the changes that
DEAR DR. LAMB —
occur and minimize the Could you please tell me
discomfort.
what can be done for hardYou need to ask yourfam- ening of the arteries? My
ily doctor to refer you to a father cannot _Sake three
medical rheumatologist, a steps without pain in his
medical doctor or clinic that legs. He also has osteoarspecializes in arthritic prob- thrifts of the spine. Could
lems, not an orthopedic this be a contributing factor
surgeon. It was good that to his leg problem?
you saw one, but you need a
DEAR READER — Hardlong-term program.
ening of the arteries means
As you see from The fatty-cholesterol
deposits in
Health Letter number 4-10, the
U they are in
Osteoarthritis, which I am the arteries.
to the heart,
sending you, it is important theyarteries
can
cause
heart
that you maintain the flexi- attacks. If they are in
the
bility of your joints with arteries to the brain, they
'proper exercise. Others who can cause strokes.
want this issue. can send 75
They can develop in the
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope,for large arteries to the legs. If
obstruct the circulation
it to me,in care of this news- they
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio to the legs enough, they can
severe cramps and leg
City Station, New York, NY cause
pain on walking, but the dis10019. It is also important tance
is usually more than
-Mt to exercise too much.
three steps. In such cases, if
Rest is essential.
You may get some help the patient's health permits
from physiotherapy to it and the obstruction is
relieve muscle spasm and localized, a surgeon may put
strengthen muscles that will in a bypass graft to detour
give you more back support. the blood around the
You will not get any help obstruction. In many cases,
from vitamins if you are however, the obstruction
already on a well-balanced involves the entire artery
length, and it is not possible
adequate diet.
If arthritic spurs and to detour it.
Arthritis of the spine can
changes are sufficiently
great, it is sometimes 'awful cause spurs and deformities
to surgically remove .bony that press on nerves going to
growths that are causing the legs and cause leg pain.
pressure on nerves and causing pain.
As you get older you may ..
also develop osteoporosis,
softening of the bones, which one pound of raw pots
is a different disease that toes unpeeled,
makes about
can add to your problem.
' cups when
mashed.
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USE OUR LAYAWAY

COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T. STORE

NOW THRU NOV.21ST.
FOR ONLY THE
3RD TIME IN OUR 76 YEAR HISTORY!
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'Five

BrothersIf
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Boy's Fashion Denim

MEN'S FLANNEL SHIRTS .JEANS

STOREWIDE

Cotton Plaid Flannel
Assorted Colors
Sizes S/M/LAL

S

Men's 3 pc.

30/OFF
SALE! 20%
Solids & Fancies
Texture Woven
Gabardines,
and Others

DIAMONDS, WATCHES, 14K CHAINS, WEDDING BANDS,
STONE RINGS, SOLITAIRES, CLUSTERS & EARRINGS

.112.A MRS

Regular Price
Get Second Pair
of BoiruaLless
Value

25%

PRICE

Pants. . . 29-42
Shirts. .141
/
2-17

"Bates" BEDSPREADS

BRUSHED ACETATE & NYLON
60 1h. Wide . 9
Suitable For Sleepweor

•
Y4-

Health-Tex

CHILDREN'S WEAR

20°/

0

46.

Full Size
_Antique &
White

Special! $20.

I MOUNTAIN

Money savers

'

81 x96 MIST

Cotton
Off

OFF

ONE DAY ONLY!

ONE DAY ONLY'

OPEN DAILY 104
BELAIR CENTER
MURRAY, KY

Men's

WORK PANTS
& SHIRTS
Buy i Pr, at liPP
Spruce, Navy,

Scholl
Shoes
12

Off

*(EXCLUDING KEEPSAKE)

13%rA,
)
Ook

q w
4

REG. & LONGS

*CASH °CHARGE .LAYAWAY

,
1
,
M=X:At'..WW:MadinglffieWEINNZANONWOMPW

MallIMMIUMNIMIMMINSWASIMMUWWWWV

SUITS

25%
OFF

Pre-washed and rinsed. . .
8-18
Regular & Slims

"Lovable" BRAS
Reg. 3.29

3.66
Now

2 for $5.
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Your ladividual
Horoscope

Dant,

Mace Oran

By Abigail Van Buren

Climate Isn't Right
For Family Moves
DEAR ABBY: My problem concerns my 87-year-old
mother and my 67-year-old husband. They hate each other
Mother lives alone in a home she owns in Palm Beach, Fla
(Dad died four years ago.) Mother keeps writing that she's
lonesome, wants to sell her house and come to live with
George and me in Tucson. George says, "Absolutely not!"
He usually has the last word, but I'm still working on him.
I can't go to visit my mother because I can't leave George
for an overnight trip. He's not well and he needs me all the
time.
Mother's widowed 82-year-old sister lives alone in
Wisconsin. Aunt Ida wants Mother to come and live with
her, but Mother says it's too cold in Wisconsin. Mother
wants Aunt Ida to move in with her, but Aunt Ida says it's
too hot in Florida.
I suggested that Mother hire a companion to live with her,
but she says she can't find anyone. She refuses to consider a
retirement home because "old people" bore her. Can you
help me?"
MOTHER TROUBLE

Erett t Planned

=.4A

1/r. mu, 1irs. Ettell

RitlwriNtost

DEAR TROUBLE:Older people are usually happier
in their own familiar surroundings, so quit working
on George to try to coexist with your mother.
Arrange to have someone look after George and go
to visit your mother for a week or two. There are Mr. and Mrs. Euell D. Rev. Bevis with Evelyn
some fine senior citizens' assistance groups in the Robertson of Murray will Parker and Floyd Woods
Palm Beach area. Contact one and find a compatible
their attendants.
live-in companion for your mother. Nothing is im- celebrate their 50th wed- as
Their eight children are
ding anniversary with a
possible if you try. Good luck,

Married 50 Years

reception, hosted by their Herchell Robertson, Lois
children, in the fellowship Elkins, Jimmy Dale
Robertson, Kaylene
hall of Memorial Baptist
DEAR ABBY: My problem is not unique. Several of my Church,
Faylene Haley,
Russell,
Nov.
Saturday,
friends face the same situation, so you'll be helping more
Gary Robertson , and
14,at 2:30 p.m.
than just me if you answer this in your column.
I am in my late 20s and I am gay. My appearance is A II friends and John Delbert Robertson,
strictly straight and I keep my sexual preference to myself, relatives are invited to at- all of Murray, and Patsy
Gaetano, Dallas, Texas.
My problem is that everyone I know — family, friend., tend.
fellow employees and even neighbors — are forever trying to The
They have 15 grandmarwas
couple
,
fix me up with a "nice woman."I am hounded to death with ried
and four great14,
Nov.
in
1931,
children
these offers. I have run out of excuses.
.
grandchildren
DeView,
by
Ark.,
the
all
without
handle
to
enough
difficult
is
Being a closet gay
•• *

these well-meaning fixer-uppers. '
How can I get everyone off my back-1..4i' houtadmitting my
sexual preference?
GAY AND HAPPY

FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12. lel
Mat kind d Say we Isseer• and nuking erratic purraw be` Ts flied sot whet the chew& Ethical considerauans
stare any, read the toreros mins to the fart towards evenDo the nght thing
gives for year birth Siga
SCORPIO
(Oct e to Nov. 2.1)nteelic
ARIES
Be careful cd false aisaarip
1
04
time& sipscially is social milsMar.21 to Apr. IS) 114.
Unexpected expenses coukl tionehips Inconsistency in atcrop up Your judgmea.t may titude affects ftnancial queobe clouded due to a partner- Ilona
ship concern. Rise above SAGITTARR3
(NO, 22 to Doc. 21
small complaints
Friends may interfere with
TAURUS
46i*
6
11,1II.
fitr•I %II,
your daily work routine_ Try
( Apr. 20 to Ray MI
Avoid carelessness on the to cut down an distractions
job Close ties act somewhat Pay no attention to. friend's
erratically Financial worries cynicism.
may not not curb ex- CAPIUCORN
travagance. Stack to a budget. (Dec. 22 to Jan lin 111
You seek excitemsd mud a
GEMINI
Mrs. Hwy, the former
change from the usual daily
(May21 to June 30)
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy H.
Escapist trends prevail. routine Unfortunately, this Racy . will have open Myrtle Helen Hendrick.
Steer clear of complicated attitude can interfere with house in celebration of is the daughter of the late
involvements. work progress
emotional
their 50th wedding an- Milis Hendnck and Edith
Things don't go quite your AQUARIUS
niversary on Sunday. Evans Hendrick Mr.
(Jan. 20toFeb. 181
way,so be adaptable.
from 2 to 4 p.m. Bury is the son of the late
CANCER
Visitors from afar can In- Nov. 15,
Ike Huey and Iva Cavitt
(June 21 to July fl) ISO terfere with your domestic in their home,417 South
Huey. They attAid the
A date may be cancelled. routine. Try to adjust to the Eighth Street, Murray.
Corner' Baptist
Cherry
Children won't leave you with Idiosyncrasies of others.
All friends and
a moment to yourself. Take Romance is iffy
relatives are invited to at- Church
time to relax and enjoy peace PISCES
tend.
and quiet.
(Feb. 19to Mar. 201 )(Cr
Tfrey have one
The couple was marLEO
You're impressionable now ried Nov. 14. 1931, by the daughter, I)(moth
Ann
(July 23 to Aug. ) 4/2'kQ and lean too heavily on the opiGregory
Harrow, Murray. and two
F.
R.
Rev.
late
A business idea is liable to nions of others. Develop your
on Main sons, Bobby Joe Bucy.
miss the mark. Keep plans own convictions and then act at his home
Their at- Grandville, Mich., and
Murray.
Street,
unfeel
may
You
realistic.
anthem.
Dwight Jimmy Dale Bucky, Murwere
tendants
comfortable in a social situa- YOU BORN TODAY are intion, but remain polite.
clined to experiment before Harris and Mellie Brown ray. They'rhaVe 11 grandchildren
rris
VIRGO
settling on a career. Your
(Aug.=toSept.721
talents include both the arts
Travel plans are subject to and sciences, though you must
Framers Gallery
change. Unexpected news avoid a tendency to scatter
All Limited Edition
Jr
may interfere with concentra- your energies. Acting, design,
tion. Career matters require medicine and literature are
tact and diplomacy.
some of the fields which proPrints 4---- --I
-LIBRA
mise you fulfillment. Your
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
flair for self-expression helps
4 Doys Owl, No 11 12 13-14
Avoid credit-card spending you in business as well as in
the arts. Advertising, public
Christmas Special!
relations, publishing, educato
appeal
tion and law may
A Ofirtr0004 A;co•ont N roe
NOVI It framed
you. Your greatest asset is
441$ 713-0077 Morro,
your ability to learn from exMargaret Wilkins, state perience. Birthdate of: Grace
co-chairman of elemen- Kelly, actress.

An

ie-Nitchers Attend Workshop

DEAR GAY: You are not obligated to explain why Three Murray piano
you're not interested in being fixed up — just say,"No teachers recently attendthanks. I'll find my own." Period.

Paducah.
Shirley Johnson, president of Murray Music
Teachers Association;

tary workshops for Kentucky Music Teachers
* ••
Association; and Karen
Greer, member of KMTA
DEAR ABBY: How can a mother comment on the
and MMTA, attended the
condition of a married daughter's home without hurting her
or causing a rift? She is 27.
one-day workshop and
Two years ago our daughter was married. They furnished
at the Irvin
luncheon
their home with cast-offs from me and her husband's
Hotel.
Cobb
the
at
way
parents, and every time we visit we are appalled
The workshop was conthey live: sparsely furnished rooms, cluttered and not too
ducted by the internaclean.
tionally known lecturer
They both work and their combined incomes are sufficient
for them to add some new furniture, but apparently it never
and publisher of
enters their minds. I believe she thinks because she's
keyboard educational
working she's not expected to keep her home in order.
materials, David Carr
I worked too, but I always came home to care for our
Glover.
home and a family of four.
The MMTA chapter
t My daughter has relatives and friends her age who do not
will host an area
live as she does. I'd so appreciate your help.(I can't believe SHIRLEY WINTERS, left, and
Winker
I'm writing this.)
workshop for elementary
Fall Coffees scheduled in
ILLINOIS MOTHER make plans for the annual
students in which
Nov.
of
piano
week
the
during
homes
various members'
many of Glover's comDEAR MOTHER: Your daughter may or may not 1641.
positions will be used.
appreciate unsolicited advice, so if you really don't
The workshop will be at
want to hurt her or cause a rift, keep your lip zipped,
Mother.
Murray State on SaturNov. 14, under the
day,
•••
direction of Margaret
Wilkins and Suzanne
Getting married? Whether you want a formal Plans are being finaliz- Newell.
Johnson.
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
Members who have not
for a series of fall cofOver 60 students are exceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a ed
contacted by a
the
been
during
scheduled
fees
to:
envelope
cents)
(37
stamped
d,
self-addresse
to attend.
long,
pected
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.. week of Nov. 16-21 for hostess or a member of
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
Murray State University the telephone committee
Women's Society are asked to call Winker,
753-6851.
members.
The next Murray State
Jenine Winker is chairwoman of this event and University Women's
coffee hostesses are Judy Society function will be a
Payne, Barbara Christmas event schedulNine people from Mur- Ophie Lee and Sharon Malinauskas, Jan ed for Dec. 4 in the
ray and two from Steele and Lilly and Rowlette, Shirley University Center Ball
Paducah recently return- Wayne Williams.
Winters, and Debbie room.
ed from the Grand
Bahama Island missionary campaign sponsored by the University
Church of Christ. Services were each night
with Willard Ails, Sr. of
Paducah doing the speaking.
Willard Ails, Sr. of
Murray spoke to the
Freeport, Grand Bahama
Rotary Club on the subject of drug abuse world
wide. After a toast to the
Queen the Murray Rotary
Club was honored with a
toast.
The younger Ails also
spoke to the high school
students on drug abuse.
&MS
Unlike an assembly here,
T‘e
the students stand
CilUrrey,"fy
through the entire program which is conducted
CS;Iye/15
outside.
IL ./30/1.-Wendie
C
Other speakers during
3C
,1;ddi
a)
the campaign were Tommy Reid and Wayne
Williams of Murray.
Members of the University Church making the
campaign were Martha
and Willard Ails, Laura
0
Nelle Cochran, Rachel
Hendon. Tommy Reid,
ed the David Carr Glover
Piano Workshop in

Coffees Are Planned

Murrayans Take Part
In Island Campaign

WHAT'S IN IT FOR ME?
It's not easy being a woman - Irs tog to
manage a family, a job, a household
and yourself. It's tough. but The
Jounial-Cozeite has help for you. We's r
got advice on everything from dripping
popsicles. to raising children. to
confronting sexual harassment in the
office. There are coupons and.
advertisements of sales to help stretch
your paycheck. and there's information
to help plan your leisure time. Plus
there's all the news.features and spons
you need to feel on top of what's
happening. You're busy, but not too
busy to improve yourself.. Subsenbe
today. After all, you deserve it.

ei

-21
''"••••„.........\_-,1
____I----...........
----What's In It for you? The answer
appears on every page Of this newspaper.

_ow
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$5 REBATE
COUPON

ci _AciV

cSr

HURRY! OFFER GOOD

MON., NOV.2 THRU SAT., NOV.1
-NB

COUPON CHECK

11111
um Rim Eng•

I HANCOCK FABRICS I

•

for laftinitariss

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair

caR

753411156

RAG:* Laiff
TIRE 749 -/ova pm.
,

at

A,

C.:Jils Clatter.

(Mast Have Coupon At Time of Purc hose)

•
tjj

00

-

.6e AIL vild mmd •
Axsatrwo
wda
busaft tAs Clas3for tnei;l'aqy
Jtroceeds
i4ied ad t's
j'Ay‘ica15 42n..14•;af

*Offer Good Nov. 9th Tim IAA

g NAME:

/it;/set

DATE.* cs.t.ray -

836 JOE CUFTON DRIVE
PADUCAH, KY.

eta

•

Rebate

-Virf1+420 FABRIC EIJACHASE

1

'(Limit One Per Customer)

L

OUPON CHECK num me moo ism ion

l'Al3.6-A T111. 4I H At ,ky..1.1.1114:11 A TIMES.Wrdierodoy. F4iswoolorr 11.

Where Lov

Don't Worry Murray.. Storey's
Food Giant Will Not Be
Undersold!!
Store Hours
8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Everyday

Home Owaesi
& •
Operated

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
641 South

<, Olt LESS

MIRACLE
WHIPWHIP

LYNN GROVE
GRADE A LARGE

PEPSI, DR. PEPPE
7 UP or MT. DE

FOLGERS

EGGS

2 LIVER PLASTIC

QT. JAR

PM MATORDER
ONEADDITIONAL
LIMIT
$10.01
WITH
DART PRODUCTS
EXCLUDING TOBACCO,
OR TURKEYS
'miasmas*. •

SUNSHINE KRISPY

Margarine
FOOD GIANT
MILK

5
WHOLE

DOG
CHOW
HUNTS
CATSUP

SALTINE
L0
CRACKERS1 LI I"VU
BUSUS
KIDNEY a Ito"
/ I
BEANS
CHEERIOS
AL
CERE
mini COUPON BELOW)

Imperial

GAL.$229

FLAV-0-RICH

BUTTERMILK Si GAL.$1 /4
FLAV-O-RICH CHOCOLATE

MILK
I KRAFT PHILADELPHIA CREAM
CHEESE

25 11

$629
9

MAZOLA

NO-STICK
COATING

s1 o9

OZ.

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

"Keep A Tape" Ends Dec. 1st. _

---;:iT'iStqS TO HELPYOM COMPARE PRICES
CAMPBELL OIKKEN NOODLE
SCOT LAD CIUMBERIT
SOfT
Giant Frozen Soving!:
SOUP
16 OZ.2/$1 oil a
F in
SAUCE
.16 OZ. 294
(51
CAMPBELLS VEGETABLE
1
of
k
l
I
E
P
A
R
W
KRAFT
BUSIIS CHILI NOT
ANQUET FRIED
120! $1 59
SINGLES
SOUP
10% OZ.2
94 BEANS
CHICKEN KRAFT ORANGE
DEL AIONTI .
40l. 69 PUMPKIN...3l02/99 SHORTENING
JUKE
AFT
MEM REG.BR
LB. BOX
iI iLVETTA
SAUCE
1301.95
WASYULA
4.1
1.1.11.11111w.

•or
I pi=

7!
9
$

MORTON

BRAM HMITRAM

NI-bit PAlER

POT PIES

t„,..794 BAGS

TOWELS
, . EAGLE BRAND SWEETENED
...3/S1 1 - MILK
KRAFT MMACLE
WHIP

r

311.$

CAMPBELU TOMATO

....4ea.$269 SOUP

is% 2i4

HEINZ STRAINED

1401.$1" isaMINT.Hoz.4

$1 °4

BABY FOOD

14

40l.2

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY
32 In
$1
'

37

$1 29

RIA
JELN

2 LB.

SAUCE

16 OZ.

vsomminipol1111111111111•11111111111

COUPON

limit One Per Family
Ne-Seft Fick

I
1
I
I

Softener
'
O
40,.$1..,,
Good Only At Stores
Exp. 11-17-81 -

I.

.

1
1
COUPON
Limit OutoPer Family I
I
I
ihiskl
.I
74fit
el•17
•
• 1

At Storey's I1
GoodExp.Only11-17-81

I

COUPON 1
limit Ono Per Familyi
Res. wet*/ I

1
1
M

I

I
P.

Geed

I
.I
Siwirts$

fr.:111741
,
.1
...

COUPON

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

I

11*-Stick

t

crtiss, I

Good Oak At Storrfs I

bp.11-1741
forummiii~ft. swego

I
I

limit One Per Family I
UM=(Addle Spw
24e1

9.49 1.
1

r------COUPON
Limit One Per

Family

Breakfast Cereal

Garin
$ 19 I.
.rs.z.
Good OnlyAt Storey's
Exp. 11-17411

'7
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Prices
-1 •

USDA CHOICE BONELESS

BUTTERBALL

/
1
4 LOIN

CHUCK ROAST

TURKEYS

PORK CHOPS

III TO 22 LIS.

1

1 49

"Po

2_9
LB.

• IL.
NIMMIIMimMMiamsmfornimdmMeEMNIOMMMIMIMEMMOP.`

SAVINGS

IANT

L

FAMILY PACK
ALL AMERICAN

GROUND
BEEF

USDA BONELESS

SWISS STEAK

BONELESS

HAM

Nov, A go

"at •4:•tr•

t
Li.

•

LB.

USDA CNOICE IIONELISS CUBE

GIANT PRODUCE SAVINGS

Mal

STEAL...

$2!
4 HENS

VSDA CHOKE BOMBS

a%

STEW MEAT

LI $1 77

000

oo

o

-al.&••• •

•-•••
•

TANGERINES

SLICED SLAB FAMILY PACE

BACON
SWIFT CANNED

15is

u,.$1 69 HAM
BOSTON BUTT

.
oft

WILMS PORE

00 LISS

LL$1 29 SAUSAGE"u.$1

ROAST

4e;":".;lig;-.

P1111 1111, RES, MICE SLICE

calk CHOPS

$117,

I

RIBS -

LB.$1 39

GIANT DELI SAVINGS
I

Lb. Turkey
4 Lb. Dressing
1 Qt. Grur/
THIS WEEK WIN

$1 1

11111.

WHITE
BREAD

.694

DONUTS

ku.$1 59

FFIERY

$
120Z.

1

CINNAMON
ROLLS
mai25

(ORMS LIMITED

Order
Lady.

CIIISP HEAD

299
9.
APPLES
i•OTATOE ft.... 9

HOT DOGS

GIANT BAKERY SIMMS

SNACK BOX DAME MEAT „ $11 2
POTATO SALAD 99
$1 4
LIVER LOAF
Thanksgiving
Special
10-12

BOLOGNA &
PP LOAF
FIELD Plt0 LEAGUED

COUNTRY STYLI

A•r•

Food Giimt Cosh Pot "
Lost Week's Nome:
Elsie clentkiiii
•-

itimrst -ClIrd Not Pootiiii

Sriit

LETTUCE
GOLDEN DELKIOUS

-:

3 1

Cucumbers 3

1 Lb. Radishes 3F.$1 Bell Peppers 3

ilb. Carrots 3r.$1 Fruit Baskets $69.1,

PAGE
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Calloway High Honor Roll Announced
The first nine weeks
honor roll at Calloway
County High School has
been released by Jerry
Ainley, principal, as
follows;
9th grade
Mark Arnett, Clinton
Barrow, Mark Bazzell.
Greg Boren, Tina Boyd,

Amy Bryan,ShatinAucy,
Mike Clayton, Sherrie
Coles, Kevin Crawford,
Daina Crick.
Edward Crutchfield,
Jon Driver, Emily Dunn,
Jeanette Geurin, Jerry
Green, Donald Grace,
Dawn Hale,Joanna Herndons, alien:se Herndon,

Charles Holmes, Jana
Hopkins.
Sandra Hopkins,
Christina Howell, Kim
Garland, Mikal Grimes',
Molly Imes', Kelly
Jameson, Darren Lamb,
David Lamb, Jody
Lambert. Tim Lewis,
Tony Lovett.

Mamma
made me do it.
This is one of the common excuses for not going to church.
Every minister has heard this one a thousand times. A
child just doesn't like to be forced to do something he or she
doesn't understand or even enjoy.
Some of us may still be looking at the church through the eyes of a child. We're no longer children, however. Mamma no
longer tells us what we should and shouldn't do. We're adults
now and can make our own decisions. Maybe we should take
an adult look at the part God and the church play in our grownup lives.
You may find that the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
is quite different from the church atmosphere you knew as a
kid. You'll also find that people don't tell you what to think, but
ask you what you think.
Take a new, mature look at your religious life. Come in Sunday and see if it's like it was when Mamma made you do it.
We bet it isn't.

Michelle Marine,
Marilyn Martin, Ashley
Miller, Margie Mize,
Julie Morrison, Andrea
Nesbitt, Scott Newsom,
Michael Parks, Carrie
Paschall, Kelly Proctor,
Eric Roberts.
Wade Rogers, Jeiume
Rule, Chris Satterwhite,
Brad Skinner, Rodney
Tucker, Roger Tucker,
Dale Vought, Mark
Waldrop, Stephanie
Welch, Stacy Wuest,
Debra Wyatt, Rhonda
York.
10th grade
Sheila Alexander, Cindy Anderson, Gina
Brown, Lori Burkeen,
Bill Chaney, Lisa
Chaney', Jill Childress,
Billy Collins, Mark
Cooper, Tracy Curd, Kelly Dewitt.
Greg Douglas, Jeff
Dowdy,Micah Edwards',
Shannon Ford, Annie
Hansen, Mike Harlan,
Gary Haws, Jay Herndon*, Stephen Holland,
Kim Hopkins, Evy Jarrett.
Kevin Lamb, Melissa
Manning, Tony Melton',
Vonda Murdock, Lisa
Myers* Sheila McClure,
Cindi '
Petrie*, Teresa
Parker, Tammy Patrick,
Danny Pruitt, Jennifer
Rice', Melissa Richerson.
Angela Roach, Melissa
Sheppard, Janee Sims,

Sat. is
D.B.

The FirstCAristian Church

Cooper

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

Day In
Central
nter
ROPER

Daysha Smith', Leland
Steely, Re Taylor',
Tim Williams, Jenny
Winchester, Lori Windsor, Chris Wooldridge,
Tiunmy Lusk, Alan McC1ard.
'denotes straight A's.
llth grade
Keith Allbritten, Vincent Alton, Carl Anderson, Tracy Beach', Perry
Cooper, Gina Coy, Bob
Delta, Karen Dowdy, Anna Erwin'.
Kenneth Futrell, Lisa
Hale, Tina Housden,
Mark Hutson, Raymond
Grady, Lisa Maddox,
Krista Jill Mitchell, Bill
Murray.
Lisa McDonald', Shannon McDougal, Billy PPool, Teresa Ragsdale,
Cindy Tucker, Tammy
Turner, Stacey Underill,
Shelly Wilkins.
12th grade
Jane Anne Barrow,
Carla Barnett, Dotty

"A drowning man will
catch at any rope." Afaimonides.

30 in. G:E. electric or 30 in. Roper
gas range. Family size ovens,con-.
trols on back panel. Reg.$359.95

Only *319

V-2754

Even Less with Trade-In

Save $40.95
„ , Only $319

PET OF THE WEEK - This is a five month old
male terrier, small, but he will make a good inside or
outside pet, and be would be ideal tor an older auple
or family with smallchildren. He is availablefor adoption at the Calloway County Animal Shelter at 103 East
Sycamore, which is operated by the Humane Society.
The Animal Shelter is now open from II a.m. to noon
and 1-5 p..m. Monday through Saturday.It is closed on
Sundays.For further information call 759-4141. ,

Hospital Report

11-5-81
Adults 145
Nursery 5
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Nance, Baby Girl
(Kathy), Rt. 1, Hollow
Rock,Tenn.
Keel, Baby Girl
(Georgia),Rt. 1, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Dean Alan Cain,
G. CORN,IR. Symsonia, Shirley Jean
allard and Baby Boy,
NORTH
11-11-81-A 933 W. Broadway,
OAJ9
Mayfield, Kathy A. Cope
•J 9 4 3
and Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Ben•AKQ103
ton, Willie Leon Holland,
.3
Rt. 4, Murray, Marlen J.
EAST
WEST
Bell, 32 Hales Tr. Ct.,
•Q 10 7 2
+865
V A 87
•5
Murray.
•9 8 7 5
•4
Tommy Joe Osteen, P.
4AR11764
Q 952
0. Bx. 26, Fulton, Amy
SOUTH
Rt. 1,
Robertson,
•K 4 3
Puryear, Tenn., Willie L.
•K Q 1062
•J 6 2
Hudson, 420 Jones, Paris,
•J 10
Tenn., Shon Stewart, Rt.
Vulnerable: None. Dealer-4, Cadiz, Dorsha H. Muzzall, Rt. 5, S. Fulton,
North. The bidding:
Tenn.
South West
North East
Joyce D. Banister, Rt.
1. Pass
1V
24
6, Cadiz, Jody M. Smith,
3,
44
4,
54
5V
All
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Cathy A.
pass
Smith, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Mary Lavurn Gargus,Rt.
Opening lead: ?
7, Murray, Betty J.
McGehee, 410 N. 1st,
choose a lead that offers th Murray.
e
most likely chance.
Willie Boyd Emerson,
Rt. 2, Murray, Reba Jo
Rid with Core
Roberts, Rt. 5, Murray,
South holds: 11:11-81,B
Novie Hale, G2 Southside
Manor, Murray, Helen S.
•K 4 3
Wall, Rt. 2, Hazel, Z.
K Q 1062
•J$2
Christine Beaver, 503
4J 10
Broad, Murray.

L

THE ACES®IRA

The bidding told West
where his best chances to
win three tricks were and it
may be worthwhile to examine his reasoning. West
was Ace Bob Wolff, so pull
up a kibitzer's chair and
let's examine his thoughts.
Before Wolff considered
making his opening lead, he
tried to visualize where the
setting trick might be. It
was reasonable to expect
one club and the trump ace,
but what about a third
trick?
Should Wolff lay down the
club king to look at dummy
for guidance? No, not really.
He didn't need to look at
dummy since the bidding
told him most of what he
wanted to know. Declarer's
side had most of the high
cards and the best hopes
were bound with a diamond
ruff.
Wolff led his singleton
diamond to dummy's ace
and won the first trump lead
11-0641
to declarer's king. Now it North South
Adults 133
I+
was time to lead his clubs. 1+
,
Nursery 5
But not a high one, Wolff 311
wanted his partner to win
No Newborn Admissions
this trick. He boldly led a ANSWER: Four hearts.
Dismissals
low club to his partner's Opener has 16-18 points in Rose Marie Berry, Rt.
queen and a diamond return support of hearts and slams, Murray, Cheryl D. Colproduced the third setting should be out of reach.
lins, Rt. 1, Puryear,
-trick.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,Tenn., Laymon F. ThornNote the steps required to P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,ton,
1603 College Farm
beat the hand. First, visual- with self-addressed, stamped envelope
Murray, Carolyn A.
Rd
-t
ize the probable course of for reply.
McCuistion, CR Box 164,
play before selecting the
New Concord, Raylene B.
opening lead and then

Save $40.95
Your Choice of
Oas or Electric Range

Bell, Michael Bell, Randy
Bennett, Juan .Boyd,
Teresa - Bridges, Teresa
Brown, Karen Cerra way,
Trisha Clark', Rolan
Conoley.
Mike Cornett, Robert
Crick, Kelly Crouse, Jill
Darnell, Randy Dawson,
Tad Dowdy, Patty
Doyle*, Keith Edwards,
Lynn Eldridge', Melissa
Farris, Sandra Colson
Gassam.
Julie Gargue, Robin
Gatlin, Todd Harrison,
Christy Hale, Cindi
Haws, Kevin Hopkins,
Bob Houghton, Rachel
Lamb, Mitzi McCallon,
Julie Miller, Dannetta
Morris.
Lori Murdock, Phil
Orr', Lisa Oswalt',
LaDona Overby, Darrell
Overby', Lisa Phillips,
Jeanetta Smith, John
Smith, Mimi Todd, Lisa
Turner, Monica West,
Joey Zinkovich.
'denotes straight A's.

Gagel, 1307 Overbey
Ave., Murray, Judy A.
Hollander, P.O. Box 825,
Murray.
Leland L. Lawrence,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Maybelle
Jones,201 N. 3rd St., Murray, Mark T. Brown, 411
Fourth St., Fulton,
Charles E. Littleton, Rt.
2, Hazel, Ora Lee Dunn,
Rt. 8 Box 430, Murray,
Hillman H. Outland, Gen.
Del., New Concord,
Sylvia Dill, 41
Sycamore, Murray,
Brenda J. Barrow, 50§
South 9th St. Murray.
Owen D. Moore, 511
College Cts. Murray,:
Dean Downey, 401 S. 12th'
St., Murray, Charles A.
Tarrance, Rt. 1 South,
Horse Branch, Max H.
Gibbs, 110 N.9th St., Murray, Eulala Barnett, 1314
Vine St., Murray, Pearl
Allison, Box 97, Hardin,
Audie E. Dowdy, Apt. K-2
Southside Manor, Murray.
J. I. Patton, Rt. 1,
Hazel, James C. Saddler,
Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Novel Patton,
303 Pine St., Murray,
Geraldine C. lents, Box
42, Hardin,James W. McCuistton, Rt. 5, Murray.
Robert H. Etherton (expired), 811 S. 9th, Murray.

Regional
Center
Designated
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Jennie Stuart
Hospital will become a
regional medical center
in December, according
to a hospital official.
The hospital's new role
will come with the opening of the last of ;20.9
million in developments
that started in 1974.

PRIDE

Put Some
In Your Stuffing
(In Your Dressing,Too!)

11/With the Purchase of any
Range or Microwave Oven

FREE TURKE

What could be better for an old-fashioned Thanksgiving than good, ole-fashioned flavor in your turkey dressing or stuffing! TENNESSEE PRIDE CouiTujgauuur Sausage,
THE ONE WITH FLAVOR1 gives it that extra special taste that will Make
your Thanksgivings all the more thankful ... and memorable.

N•••,,,,,,•••••.•••••-.---Aini•••••"--"-"".". An- .._ims-,
1111
I•

11 • •
1

Your Choice
Save $50.95
kn these

COUNTRY SAUSAGE DRESSING Recipe

&

Microwave
Ovens

Only *299

Your

nniy $379

u

Choice
Even Less with Trade-In

ROPER Roper,full glass door,10 power
levels. Touch pad controls, Temperature sensingr prober. Rog.WA
25"

TENNESSEf PRIDE
CowaiSauguy
1 lb. ROLL
tamp On HOT.

I
I

-

Only $349
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1

cups
ups DRYtO
day-old white
bread cubes
2 tablespoons mincea
fresh or dried parsley
Chicken broth or boUillion

Cook sausage in skillet, breaking up with a fork as it cooks,
until all pink color is gone. Pour off and discard all but u cup
of accumulated Mt_ Add celery and onion to sausage in
skillet. Cook onion. stir in salt, pepper, basil and oregano
Place bread cubes in large bowl. Add sausage mixture.
parsley and enough chicken broth to moisten Mix together
gently Will stuff one 12-14 lb. turkey. Bake excess in
ungreased casserole at 350'F for 30 minutes

an m ea Er am me nee aim WM

• Murray. Ky
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1

lb Tennessee Pride
Country Sausage
medium chopped onion
cup chopped celery '
tsp salt
tsp. O6PPer
tsp. drod Basil

TAKE HOME A PACKAGE

•

••••

I
1

Cook Tennessee Pnde Country Sausage in skillet until it
loses its pink color; stir to break up sausage and remove
meat from skillet Add chopped celery, chopped onion and
cook in sausage drippings until fairly soft, but not brown
Add sausage meat, drippings, onions and celery to crumbled cornbread Mix thoroughly and add enough turkey
broth and melted butter to make cornbread moist Stuff
turkey loosely with dressing and roast Or, if you prefer.
place dressing*,separate pan and bake in moderate oven
(350) 30 to 40 minutes This recipe is sufficient for 10
Pound turkey

43~81 Electric,full glass door,2power levels and 35-minute timer.
Rog.$349.95 67SOO

Aod 97269-3
Cootinuout Cl000llog Range.Features clock,
timer, and lift up
'irotrfbr easy cleaning
plus removable oven door. Reg.$449/5 e277. .

BREAD STUFFING FOR TURKEY 'Recipe'.

6 cups crumbled cornbread 1 cup lonely chopped onion
cup finely chopped celery 1 tablespoon Poultry Seasoning
I pound Tennessee Pnde
Turkey Broth
Country Sausage
Melted Butter
(Mild or Hot)
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Christmas Shopping Plans Have
Kentuckians Turning To Layaway

Writer Says Not Traditional Recital

Haas Presents Program
•

By Neale B. Mason
Karl Haas, host of the
popular Public Radio
show "Adventures in
Good Mn," appeared
ip Lovett Auditorium
Stinday, Nov. 8, as the
Murray Civic Music
Association's second offering of the season.
Those who came to
hear a piano recital in the
traditional sense were
disappointed for the most
part. Haas was billed as a
"recitalist-lecturer" and
his appearance made for
a pleasant afternoon of
entertainment with
segments of low-key
music appreciation
vignettes and anecdotes
interspersed with
musical selections performed on the piano.
Haas has made a very
successful career of such
presentations on his longNunn% radio program,
which can be heard localtjf on Murray State's
WKMS, and National

Public Radio. He has a
magnetic personality and
was well received by the
audience.
This lecture-recital
bore the theme,"Music-A
Mirror Of Its Time," and
he showed how the music
of several composers
reflected attitudes and
feelings of its time.
He began the program
with a discussion about
• Mozart and the formality
and correctness of the
recocco era. He then performed the composer's
"Fantasie" in d minor in
which Mozart at first expressed personal emotions, not typical of music
of his time, before ending
the piece in a happier
mood, more typical of the
era. This showed Haas as
an adequate pianist but
with a rather Germanic
approach to the
keyboard.
After a discussion of
Haydn as a composer
who not only crystallized

the symphonic style but
also the string quartet,
Haas played one of the
lesser known piano
sonatas, the little twomovement one in g major- His 08)
418 brought
out the grace and humor
of the piece very adequately.
In discussing
Beethoven, the used the
beautiful slow movement
from the Pathetique
Sonata, which also serves
as his theme in the radio
show.
It was obvious that
Haas is a romanticist. In
dealing with Schumann
and the freedom of expression that composers
of the Romantic Era
allowed themselves, he
played the "Arabesque"
in which the mood is constantly changed. In this
performance Haas began
to demonstrate effective
control of dynamics.
After intermission, he
continued with music
from the Romantic Era
and one had the feeling
his choice of music had
begun to catch up with hi(
very 'romantic approact
to the keyboard. He called Chopin the prototyp(
of the Romantic composer and characterized
the piano as the "romantic" instrument. In the
Polonaise in di minor,
which he performed, and
in the g minor Nocturne
th Sllowed, he allowed
himself an abundance-of
freedom and rubato, but
sometimes seemed to
lack sensitivity.
Perhaps the best
musical presentation of
the afternoon occurred
during his discussion of
the music of Debussy.
After talking about impressionism in both art
and music, symbolism,
and Debussy's revolutionary approach to coin-

Academy Of Science
Plans Murray Meet
The Kentucky
Academy of Science will
meet Thursday and Friday, Nov. 13 and 14, on
the Murray State University campus. Members of
the MSU faculty and
students will participate.
Kodman
...
professor of psychology,
College of Human
Development and Learning, MSU, said the
psychology section of the
academy will feature 33
Psychology papers.
Dr. Terry Barrett will
sponsor eight student
research papers and pre-

sent his own paper entitle4 "An Experimental
Analysis of Aging and
Memory."
Dr. Kodman will present a research paper entitled "Some Personality
Traits of Gifted College
Students." He-- issecretary of the
psychology section of the
academy.
Dean Gary Boggess is
chairman of the campus
arrangements. The college will present faculty
and student papers from
the natural sciences.

Floyd County Men
Sentenced By Judge
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)
—US. District Judge G.
Wix Unthank Monday
sentenced two Floyd
County men to prison for
breaking federal
explosives laws.
Unthanx sentenced
Sterling Hamilton, 53,
with a five-year prison
term and a 810,000 fine.
Hamilton was found guilty by a jury in October on

position for the piano, be
played the Prelude from
the Suite, `Tour Is
Piano." It wt.*. strong.
with est:ellent style, and
„
very effective.
He very cleverly and
graphically demonstrated "Nationalism" in
music by playing "0
Susannah" as it might
have been treated by
composers of several different countries — Spain,
Scotland, Russia, and so
forth — and then concluded the program with a
rather coarse performance of the wellknown "Toccata" by
Kliatchaturian.
All in all, it would seem
that Haas, while a
delightful and
knowledgeable person, is
not about to maintain his
pianistic skills to recital
standards. One has the
Impression he approaches his public performances as if he were
sitting in his living room,
casually reading through
music for his own and
friends' enjoyment, and
this is definitely part of
his charm. However, it
takes some "gearing
down" for today's concert goer to accept such
an "off-the-cuff" performance, even as part of
a lecture recital.
Haas effectively brings
musical facts and anecdotes together into an enjoyable presentation and
he was certainly, well
received. His Success on
radio is easily understood
and his program is a
valuable addition to the
air waves and a service to
music.
This program was
presented by the Murray
Civic Music Association
and Murray State University, with assistance from
the Kentucky Arts Council.

HARRELL'S FARM &
Wawa"
111

one count to deal in explosive materials without
a license; one count of actually conducting such
dealings; and two counts
of knowlingly receiving
stolen explosives.
Hamilton's son Scotty,
22, was found guilty on
the conspiracy count and
received an 18-month
term and a $5,000 fine
from Unthanx.

As inflation continue
to whittle away at spending power, a record
number of Kentuckians
are turning to layaway..
plans to buy Christmas
gifts.
Butconsumer protection experts say shoppers
should find out exactly
bow a store's layaway
policy works before they
lay out their cash.
Buyers should find out
what will happen if they
put an item on the
payment plan and later
decide they don't want it,
according to the
Jefferson County Consumer Protection
Department.
Some stores refuse to
refund any money paid
Into a layaway account
when that happens. The
retailers reason that it's a
fair return for
withholding the item
from sale to other
customers in the
meantime.
However, other stores
may give a customer
credit for the money he
has paid into the account
so he can buy something
else.
The time required to
pay off a layaway ac-count can vary as well. A
few stores have no
deadline as long as the
customer makes regular
payments. Others require
the'buyer to pay in full
within 30,00 or 90 dayx,
and some may ask for a
minimum weekly or monthly payment.
In some .eases, if the
shopper does not pay according to the store's
schedule, he may forfeit
his money and the
merchandise.
Consumer specialists

•
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RESTAURANT
-Serving American & Chinese Food batty"
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

"LUNCH SPECIALS"
American & Chinese Buffet
All You Can Eat $325 Per Person
Includes: Salad Bar, Chinese And American Entree,
3 Kinds Of Vegetables, Fried Rice, Chinese Hot or Iced Tea. Also Includes 1 Serving Soup 8, 1 Appetizer
askew thmierit
Buffet OR Seedily 11-2 Awoken Food Sonmd Toot
Breakfast•a.o.• 11 s. tasicirt 1-1 p.m.
- Dbiner 4-10

Hwy.641 South. Holiday kw
Murray,1Cy.(502)753-4411

Fly1:70

FILE
B MI.
RIVED

20"
BMX Bike

99.99

CUSTOM -BUILT POITAMI BUILDINCS
toe 5

lb

lb lissi-hr las

managers if ex hanicrs
con be rruide The) should
also ask II there are any
stipulations, if refunds
are given and if the policy
changes if the-wen-handles taversaeson sate
As a final caution, consumer experts also re.
mind buyers to keep all of
their sales receipts Most stores refuse to
accept returns or ex •
changes without proof of
purchase. And w htle- say,
Mg those little paper
receipts may seem a
troublesome chore in the
midst of holiday shopping, it can save a lot of
problems in the long run

This is especially important when buying
those Christmas gifts that
Invariably turn up the
wrong size or co:or.
Retail stores are
supposed to post their
policy for returns and exchanges on signs that can
easily be read by
customers
If no signs are posttd,
shoppers shouldn't
hesitate to ask store

IhryNE. 153-1112

FREE ASSEMBLY

1534114

Red tour/wall leek diem
caliper & C01111110, Galas
Track caviled, lances
bers lop be, pecie
Gold handbill:am wish
lo.k*tiL rIma
as

Free
ayavva

SOUTHS1DE,12St.
7:00 o.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sot.
1100 o.m.-700 p.m.Sow.
-SotSt.;6sm.-10 m.Mon

Northside, Chestnut

r.

4
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ioCokes
Oz.6 pock

,/t1

NO CHARGE,SMALL

DEPOS HOLDS

Ronald McDonald Doll

'Baby Sofsidn Dolls

ice
Cream

CHRISTMAS

1/71imp

Your favorite clown!21 in.
taN with *Natio Included,
724213

9.97

/6 111 bsbY dc4/ drinia!witi
and
aim Has soh resilient
akin and cornbable hair
Comes with her own tett!'

12 97

Hiking Set
Everything a cNki rwede-for
any exploring adventure.
Ten rugged pewee that
reeky work. mildew

Deluxe Ranch Set

11.99

fi pc,Sturdy steel Scout
pidcup with ham The cow
Ow and hie horse corns fully
caelded.&idle bridle
MM.

Mickey Mouse
Mini Hot Cycle

Your Choice

niwni

Beyers /
12 Gal.
Prices Good Thru Tuesday,
November 10, 1981.

Shoppers should get in
the habit of checking a
store's exchange and
return policy for all items
they buy,adds the Jefferson County consumer

31111111
Uneasy patios, NI isms, reel racks, NUNS
in Willey all keillin soles.
FREE sipppmg split 57511141 WWII. VA•till,
S/5 N kli, $111 KIM

Jun
ADAM

TOTAL
VALUE
PRICES!

advise shoppers to get the
facts in writing before
they buy anything on a
layaway plan.
Most stores have the
terms of the layaway
egreetnent prtnted on the
bill of sale and ask the
customer to read at before
be signs. But, if not, the
shopper should ask for
one and read it carefully
before he commits
himself to the purchase.
The agreement usually
specifies what percent of
the total purchase price is
needed to start the agreement. Although this
figure varies, it's often
around 20 to 25 percent.

11.88

e in front WWI,low slung
suapenelon and clkdrer
sound.sal rac

13.99

Electric Football
Irdtedually CONrolled mew
newt of every player plus
total lawn control; automat timer. ,,.o,3

AalMSCO Stores And Porde:looting Dealers.
Mose Good Through Saturday riii-

Bel Air Ctr., Murray.
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Observations
McKenziei..Says Sharing Is Caring
Note. This is the first
column in a series of
three. It is a talk given
recently by Mrs. Henry
McKenzie, to the
members of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood. an organization that promotes

women's education by aksed her to share her
.sharing and caring. Mrs. manuscript with you
McKenzie, Dorothy to through this column, she
me..has lived the life ofa hesitated. Then when
minister's wife who .rerninded her of the
knows the experimices of troubleous time, the inmany people and has ternational distress, the
cared and shared When I peoples who need to be
encouraged and helped,
she consented.
"Perhaps many of us
deserve this old English
Epitaph:
'There is a number of
us creep
Into this world to eat
Friday Night
and sleep,
And know no reason
why we're born
All You Can Eat
But only to con me the
Tax and Drink
corn,
Devour the cattle, flesh
Plus...
and fish
And leave behind an
Our Regular Buffet Line
empty dish;
And if our tombstone
4:30
Hwy.
we die,
when
Closing
641 N.
Ben't taught to flatter
and to lie,

There's nothing better
can be said
Than that he's eat ucr\
his bread
all
4lerrER re.
.Drunk up his drink and
gone to bed.'
'The English poet
Laureate, John Masefield,
phrased it a little difOur Ad Should Have Read
ferently. He said: 'A
carelessness of life and
beauty marks the glutton,
the idler, and the fool in
their deadly path across
history.'I like even better
8-16 Or.
John Bunyan's plea: 'I
Bottles
beseech you in the name
Plus Deposit
of our Lord Jesus Crhist
that none of you run so
in the way to
lazily
Instead of
heaven as to hinder either
yourself or others.'
"Enough about noncaring and non-sharing.
'At the May
Fellowship Day of
32 Oz.
Church women United,
they were celebrating
their 40th Anniversary.In
that service, their goals
were read — one of them
was to work for a 'caring
society.' As a group
dedicated to sharing their
common faith in Christ,
their religious traditions,
they are a perfect example of our theme, Caring
and Sharing.
"Let me quote from
their program: 'In this
complex world of
specialists, when the gulf
between persons grows
wider day by day, let us
- be a nation of neighbors
and a nation that
celebrates diversity; let
us be hospitable
members of the
household of God, offering healing, hope and
reconciliation. Let us so
relate to each other that
we may find new energy
to bear one another's
burdens and new excitement in our Christian living. By sharing, we
become instruments of
healing for one another.
And so, let us by sharing
our hopes, our faith, our
love, be strengthened.'
"But I don't mean today to talk about Caring
and Sharing Organizations. I want to talk about
individuals. Life does not
consist in things, but in
persons. Progress is
measured not by
THESE ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
machinery or inventions,
but by the way in which
we treat people. If we
could understand what
LIVING ROOM SUITES,SOFAS,
true neighborliness
CHAIRS, LOVESEATS
means, war would be im—18 LEFT—
possible and exploitation
of people for gain would
not be tolerated. ImON SALE FOR
migrants to this country
were not always welcomed; they were ridiculed
Limit 1 Per Customer
for their strange ways;
OFF REGULAR PRICE
they were exploited, but
think how they have
shared with us, their
cultures, their hopes,
their poems, their music,
their life styles, their
ALL
labors, their inventions,
their faith in America.
"We are not born for
ourselves alone; and our
country claims her share,
and our friends their
OFF REGULAR PRICE
OFF REGULAR PRICE
share, of us. As all that
the earth produces is
created for the use of
man, so men are created
sake of men, that
for
Tell City, Pulaski, Broyhill
Dressers, Chest, Mirrors, Beds & Night Stands theythemay
mutually do
Stanley and Virginia House
Broyhill, Lea,Singer, Stanley, Dixie, Desoto good to one another. We
like to think that America
has been and still is a
country of sharing
citizens. How strange it is
— whenever we have
been victorious in war,

Correction

Sprite, Tab,
Coca-Cola

$1 29

Catfish Special

Seven Up &•
Dr. Pepper

OPEN LATE
FRIDAY
TILL 8 PM

Colonial House
, Smorgasbord

$465

HIGDON FURNITURE
OF
MAYFIELD

OPEN LATE
FRIDAY
TILL 8 PM

ABSOLUTE LIQUIDATION
OVER 225,000.00 WILL BE SOLD!!

OFF
EVERYTHING
STOREWIDE

35cY0.45%

- WE ARE CLOSING OUR DOORS
LA-Z-BOY

BROYHILL

Regular $354.95

ALL35% T0450/01

$19500

Don't lirdit _
35%
Now Is The Time To Buy
T045%

ILL

10 DINING ROOM SUITES

35%

T045%

21 BEDROOM SUITES

ALL PRICES CASH AND CARRY

we turn right around and
share what we have with
our former enemies, to
put them back on their
feet.
"But ni addition to
material things,there are
so many other things to
be shared. Goethe once
said: 'Science and art
belong to the whole world
and before them vanish
the barriers of nationality.' Such things as music,
art, sculpture and
literature are surely
created to be shared.
"We can give of ourselves, of the beauty and
truth that we see and
know. We can share our
interests, our gardens,
our hobbies, our thoughts
and ideals,our hopes,and
joys, and sorrows. In her
book, Another Path,
written about grief,
Grace Taber says:
'Everything
"It is said that conversation is a lost art.
Recently I heard a
psychologist, a Dr.
James Dobson from
California, who had invented a game he called
the Ungame. It consists
of 400 cards, each with a
suggestion for telling
something. In playing
with his family, he turned
up the card asking for the
saddest day in his life,
and so he told of an experience in his childhood,
which he had never
before thought to tell any
of them. Their response
and the sympathy that
evoked did. much to
strengthen the family

Troop Formed
For Handicapped
By AMY GRAYSON
Guest Writer
Last yearn Murray an explorer troop for mentally handicapped individuals was formed. An
explorer troop is different
from a regular scout
troop in that girls are
allowed to participate in
scout activities. The
students who participate
in this particular group
are enrolled in the Murray City Schools, and attend school at Murray
Middle School.
Scouting for the mentally handicapped is an
area which until recently
was very well publicized.
However, with the experiences an explorer
troop member receives a
handicapped individual
benefits greatly from the
program.
These experiences
come in the form of
badge. The Murray troop
has earned 3 in just 5
months. To earn a badge
an explorer troop
member is required to
participate in various activities as stated in the
explorer manual. For instance, for the Flag Scout
badge, students were reauired to recognize the U.

11-7-81
Adults 124
Nursery 5
Newborn Admission
Epps, Baby Girl
(Alice), Rt.7,Benton.
Dismissals
Eric E. Lovins, Rt. 5,
Murray, Michelle A.

1,
0,

45% OFF
10 SOFAS.
8 kOVESEATS
6 SOFA SLEEPERS
15 CHAIRS
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• HUG DON
FURNITURE.
OF-MAYFIELD
PH.502-247-7710
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GENERAL TIRE
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S. flag, fold the flag correctly, and repeat the
pledge of allegiance with
others. These requirements are then approved by a scout
chairperson.
Fortunately for this
chapter, Opal Roberts of
Murray is the chairperson. Roberts is a member
of the Murray Civitan
Club and volunteered her
time to help the explorer
troop. Futhermore, the
Murray Civitan Club
donated $100 to the troop,
bought jackets for all the
Scouts to sew their
badges on, and donated
tickets from Pancake
Day that assistant scout
leaders sold. Assistant
scout leaders include
Amy Grayson, Louisville,
and Jon Marie Selman,
Paris.
Explorer troop
meetings are at 1:30 Friday afternoons;
therefore, this limits
many handicapped
students from participating. Plans are now
being made for an additional troop in Murray.
For further information,
please contact Amy
Grayson or Jon Solrnan at
753-8037.

HospitaI Report

DELIVERY CAN BE ARRANGED
OPEN LATE
FRIDAY TILL 8PM

ties.
"God's will for humanity is written on Inman
hearts as personal experience. When we share
experiences we are shoeing records of God's action in our lives — His will
for us.
"This Dr. Dobson was
talking about causes for
depression in women,and
among the most import
he listed: lack of selfesteem; fatigue and time
pressure; loneliness and
boredom. All of these are
things which could be
counteracted by Caring
and Sharing friends. I
remember reading about
25 years ago that more
lonely farm women suffered from depression
and mental illness than
any other group of people. I don't think that's
true today, because
farmer's wives are no
longer isolated. They
have telephones,
automobiles, television,
contacts that keep them
in the world, a part of
things. Many long years
ago it was not the case,
either, for in the early
days women shared their
work. They would gather
to hold quilting bees; applebutter making; butchering; cooking for
thrasher crowds and
feeding the men who
were working at a barnyaising.. Fa& the most
part, those days are
history, and I hope the
lonely days for farm
women are history, too.
To Be continued
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Rogers, 909 N. 18th, Murray, Brenda Kay Lawson
and Baby Girl, P. 0. Bx.
206, Murray, Jimmy L.
2 N. 13th,
/
Hawkins, 131
Mayfield, Charles E.
Elkins, Rt. 5 Bx. 352,
Murray.
Charles D. Finney, 1712
Calloway, Murray, Stacy
K. Castleberry, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville, Louise
Robinson, Rt. 2, Paris,
Term., James V. Mays,
200 E. 18th, Benton,
Geneva Ruth Harrison,
CR Bx.251, New Concord,
Judy A. Wallace, Rt. 3
Bx. 13C2, Murray.
Darrel T. Foster, P.O.
Bx. 131, Paris, Tenn.,
Pamela G.Jones,Bx.
New Concord, Jean T.
Yates, P. 0. Bx. 5, Benton, Amy M. Owens, Rt.
5, Mayfield, Jeremy L.
Huffman, 1701 Johnson
Blvd., Murray, Joe Pat.
Thornton,Rt.2, Murray.
Marvin, Holland, 1124
College Farm Rd., Murray, James' Hardiman
Nix, 1108 S. 18th, Murray,
John Bath Wiseman, Rt.
1, Camden, Tenn., Linda
M. McBroom, Rt. 2 S.
Fulton, Tenn., Irene

ng,

Crocker, 406 S. Parkway,
Fulton,David S. Harmon,
815 Hurt, Murray.
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Murray High School's
flonor Roll Released
%ionor rolls for the first
nine weeks at Murray
High School have been
announced by principal
W.A.Franklin.
Students makhig all As
inchide:
Freshmen
Ramona Burnley,
Kimberley Greer, Amy
Roos.
Sophomores
Steve Beyer, Charles
Cella, Mike Friebel, Matt
Harrington, Lisa
Mikulcik, Billy Phillips,
Jeremy White.
•
Juniors
Mike Childress, Gary
Galloway, Todd Ntmnally,Jimmy West.
Seniors
Tracy Beyer, Gay
Evans, Eric Fish, Mark
Idussung, Paulette Kelly,
Erin O'Brien, Natalie
Simpson.
- Students making all A's
and B's were:
Seniors
Diana Adams, Carol
Beaman, Lisa Blankenship, Steve Blivin,
Michael Boggess, Bill
Boone, Maria Burnley,
Jeff Carruthers, Kevin
Cole, Craig Crawford,
Patsy Crawford, Kathy
Belk, Ha Dinh.
-Angie Douglas,
Sharlisa Ford, Lonna
Furr, Mike Garland,
Kecia Biggs, Mary Ann
Gordon, Karen Green,
Angie Hale, Lisa Hartigan, David Heathcott,
Leslie Hopkins, Taeoh
Kim.
Lynne Loberger, Wendy Lovett, Kelley Lovins,
Samir Mahfoud, John
Menkhaus, David
McMillen, Bettie Moore,
Don Moseley, Jill Moss,
Kellie Overbey, Leta
Pace.
Kathy Roberts, Cheryl
Rose, Lisa Russell, Laura
Stars, Kate Shepard,
Gina Shipley, Bill Smith,
Carol Spann, Teresa
Suiter, Sheila Summerville, Doug Tutt, Mae
Umar.

Juniors
Jimmy Armstrong,
Claire Bell, Jon Billington, Tracey Borge,
Bill Bossing, Kathy
Clark, Missy Conner,
Valerie -Curry, Mike
Daniel, Kyle Evans.
Kay Farley, Ray
Ferguson, Teresa Ford,
Karen Hainsworth,
Amanda Hammack, Joy
Hula, Phil Houston, Rebbie Houston, Velvet
Jones, Michele Kupchella, Laurie Lovett,
Mark Manners.
Alison Marshall, Tim
Menkhaus, Brad McNutt,
Kimberly Oles, Jonathan
Overbey, John Purdom,
Susan Rogers, Melanie
Roos, Doug Story,
Miocheal Toth, Steve
Wells, Samantha Wilder,
Gretchen Wilcox.
Sophomores
Emily Apperson, Joel
Ashby, Lee Ann Babb,
Julie Baker, Heidi Barrett, Mark Boggess,
Roger Dunn, Liz Fain,
Tracey Graves, Andy
Jobs.
Kurt Keeslar, Robert
Kondratko, David Lew,
LuAnn Loberger, Trevor
Mathis, Mitchell McNutt,
Laura Montgomery,
Ricky Rogers, Tracy
Rogers.
Amy Ross, Alison
Sears, Gretta Shepard,
Connie Spann, Robert
Stout, Tim Wilcox, Kim
Wilham,. Anastasia
Willett.
Freshmen
Ross Bolen, Rebekah
Brock, Kelly Chilcutt,
Matthew Ferguson, Chris
Franklin, Leslie
Franklin, Melissa
George.
Mary Grasty, Anne
Harcourt, Vonnie Hays,
Lisa Howard, Shelly
Howell,Sherry Meadows,
Suzanne Meeks.
Alicia Ntumally, Lillian
Olazabal, Shawn Parker,
Todd Ross, Steven Snow,
Leila Umar, Russell
Wright, Michael Wilkins,
Jerri Weatherford.

Vietnam Veteran Documentary To Be Shown
NEW YORK I AP) On Veterans Day. it's
easy to stand on Main
Street and cheer the
bands and colors honoring America's warriors.
Another recognition of
America's veterans is a
documentary on ,PBS
tonight, and it's not easy
at all; it's awfully
painful.
"Frank: A Vietnam
Veteran," produced by
WGBH in Boston, covers
one
wartime

recollections and their jority of Vietnam
gnp on his everyday We veterans."
for the next decade. It
PBS President
doesn't contain a single Lawrence Grossman
piece of war footage,only replied that the documenFrank's gripping story of, tary doesn't unply any
a man and a war gone universality to Frank's
wrong.
experiences, but that the
is "an impertritslagan responsible
It has been attacked by l
the American Legion and presentation of matters
the Veterans of Foreign of particular interest to
veterans." Following the
Wars, who criticiz
program's air date and program, viewers will be
charged that Frank is not able to call an off-air
typical of "the vast ma- phone bank, manned by
Vietnam veterans from
Operation Outreach Vet
Centers.
In the documentary,.
Frank, a social worker di
Boston, is alone on center
stage. Seated in a bare
"Have a blast on your room, he tells his sordid
birthday."
story.
Truly turns 44 on
Slightly balding at 37,
Thursday, and if all goes Frank has neither the
as planned, he and Joe look nor manner of a
Engle will mark the omis- killer. But that's what he
sion aboard Columbia, thinks he was. He says
soaring in orbit 137 miles there are times he wishes
above the nearest post of- he had died in some rice
fice. Launch is scheduled field, rather than be
for 7:30 a.m. birthday haunted by his guilt and
nightmares.
morning.
He recalls the first time
Near the bottom of
their card, in small let- he killed, never thinking
ters, the art students the victims were people
added: "Say good luck to who, in another time,
might be friends. "I was
Joe Engle too.

Card Delivered
To Astronaut
SPACE CENTER,
Houston (AP) —
Schoolchildren in nearby
Baytown, reckoning that
the mailman might have
trouble delivering a card
to Richard Truly on his
44th birthday, sent their
greetings a few days
early.
Before leering for Cape
Canaveral, Truly received a huge card from the
art class at Carver-Jones
elementary school. It was
a drawing of a shuttle
launch with the legend

• Nei MArt Sells for L. ess • %Nal Matt

very powerful.
Everywhere tweak I had
a imps. I was Rill
Frank. I was John
Ways.. I was Steve McQueen. I was Clint
Eastwood...1 was living a
fantasy."
he nsnases
having some feelings
about cherishing human
life that contrasted to his
indiscriminate killing as
a twice-wounded,
often-decorated U.S.
Navy -river patrolman.
There was a woman who
was carrying a tiny baby
In one hand and a pig in
the other. She was told
she could only bring one
on board, so she drowned
the kid. "I couldn't
understand it," Frank
said.
The assured Frank on
TV belies the confused
Frank who was patroling
a Vietnam river one day
and was a discharged
soldier in San Diego —
without an identity— that
night. "I would have
given anything to be back
in Vietnam."
The excess baggage be
brought home wrecked
his marriage, drovehim
to alchol and drugs,
and made him a

• W. Mart Sells fo• Less • %Nal

s'

4.1

L •

psychological mess. He
paints a picture of
American negligence
toward the returning
soldiers, a common
theme to tonight's other
documentary. the flimsier -Warriors' Women,"
also on PBS. about the
women the vets came
home to

Frank's wife didn't
understand his conflicts.
and he couldn't ask for
her help '1 was a war
hero John Wayne didn't
do that
Dousig the documentary
was a catharsis. and
Frank hopes the
medication might work
for others
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Bomber May Be Able
To Penetrate Defenses
WASHINGTON(AP) —
'The heads of the Defense
Department and the CIA
told Congress today that
the B-1 bomber sought by
i'he Reagan
administration will be
able to penetrate Soviet
air defenses "well into
the 1990s."
' Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger and
'CIA Director William J.
Casey, in a joint letter to
key House and Senate
members, said their
'conclusion was based on
"tests against advanced
.technology air defenses."
Critics of the B-1 have
been making capital out
of a previous statement
by Weinberger that the
-hOmber would not be able
to survive against Soviet
air defenses any later
;than 1990.
' Air Force officers, on
the other hand, have
testified that the B-1
would be able to
penetrate Soviet defenses
'Alto the middle of the next
-clecade.
The letter reached
Capitol Hill as the Senate
subcommittee on defense
appropriations worked on
a military spending bill
,that exceeds President
Ileagan's budget request
by $7.1 billion, and is $13.7
billion higher than the

amount approved by the
corresponding House
subcommittee. The
Senate panel tentatively
approved the $208 billion
spending measure
Monday.
The subcommittee
deferred a final decision
on the administration's
plans for 100 B-1 bombers
and 100 MX missiles until
after a closed session
today.
Sen. Ted Stevens, RAlaska, chairman of the
subcommittee, said the
letter from Weinberger
and Casey cleared up apparently conflicting
information the panel had
received.
Stevens said earlier
that "a long and rocky
road lies ahead for the
defense appropriation bill
before it is finally
enacted."
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Save 12.96
Mens Boots
Sizes 7-12
Reg. 48.96

Wal-Mart's Bold New
Breed of Cowboy boots
will take you places
Cowboy's gave never
been! Our rough riding
boot selection includes
leather trimmed,exotic
reptile print, & manmade styles. Round-up
some foot stompin
fashions, too, with
handsome scroll work
& good looking heels.
Well-bred good looks at
low prices EVERY DAY!
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Farmers Suffer From Depressed Product Prices

Obituariet
Rogers Rites
Scheduled At Church
Mary M. Rogers,210 Irvan, Murray, died Tuesday at 9 a.m. in MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. She was 87
years of age. Her husband, Noah Lee Rogers,
died in 1973.
The Murray woman,
formerly of Paducah, had
resided with her daughtr,
Venona Rogers, Murray,
for the past four years.
Born Sept. 2, 1894, in
Carlisle County, she was
the daughter of the late
Moses E. McCallister and
Mary Jane Underhill McCallister. A daughter, Vivian Rogers, died March
13,1981.
Survivors include two
daughters, Venona
Rogers, Murray, and
Wilma Garrett, Chicago,
II; four sons, Dennis
Rogers, Rt. Calvert City, Eldon Rogers,
Johnson City, Tenn., Lee
Rogers, Huntsville, Ala.,
and Bob Rogers, Centertown; 14 grandchildren;
four great grandchildren.
She was a member of
Clements Street Church
of Christ, Paducah,
where services will be
conducted either Thursday or Friday with
Wayne Hall and John
Hoover officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Palestine Cemetery in
Carlisle County with the
arrangements by Kennedy Funeral Home,
Paducah where friends
may call.

Grant
Approvals
Tighten
WASHINGTON(AP)A new Census Bureau
study indicates the nation's cities might have to
accomplish some significant belt-tightening if
President Reagan's proposal to further reduce
federal aid to local and
state governments is
approved.
T:ie study, released
Tuesday, showed that
federal grants have
become the secondlargest revenue source
for cities in recent years.
Nationwide, only property taxes provide a larger
share of the funding for
local governments, said
the study.
State and federal aid to
cities combined is by far
the largest municipal income source.

Stock Market
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Price spreads between
what failbers receive for
their commodities and
what consumers pay for
food are getting wider to the woe of both, consumers and producers.
Take, for example,
milk which has been in
the news recently
because of the debate in
Congress over dairy price
supports. The farm-toretail price spread increased 31 percent from
1975 to 1980, and it's still
widening.

It's a temptation to
want to blame somebody for the empty space left
in your purse when you
push your grocery cart
through the checkout lane
of the supermarket.
Some, mistakenly, think
the farmer is profiting at
the consumer's expense.
If you checked down on
the farm, however, you'd
soon discover the farmer
isn't making more money
as food prices rise. In
most cases, he's actually

Congressmen Agree
About Redistricting
By DIANA TAYLOR__
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(A() -Six of Kentucky's
seven congressmen apparently agree - at least
tacitly - with a redistricting plan that would shift
all or parts of more than a
dozen counties into new
districts.
The Subcommittee on
Redistricting approved
the plan Tuesday and
sent it to the full State
Government Committee
for final action before the
1982 General Assembly.
Members of the subcommittee said they had
heard no major objections to the plan from
most members of Kentucky's congressional
delegation.
The possible exception
was Republican Larry
Hopkins of the 6th
District, who lost_ a
number of populous, if
Democratic, counties to
the 4th District. Under the plan Shelby,
Grant and Pendleton and
parts of Kenton and
Campbell counties would
be shifted from the 6th to
the 4th District.
Hopkins won in four of
those counties in his 1980
re-election bid-' Shelby
County gave a narrow
margin of victory to his
opponent - and his most
substantial margins
came in Kenton- and
Campbell counties.
The counties to be moved from the 6th District
would be replaced by four
from the 7th - Bracken,
Mason, Lewis and
Robertson - and one
from the 5th, Madison.
Including the northcentral Kentucky counties would leave an arm
of the 6th District resting
on the shoulders of the
7th, and that drew a protest from state Sen.
Eugene Stuart, R Prospect.
While acknowleding
that voting in the lightly
populated counties might
not affect an election's
outcome, Stuart said the
proposed structure of the
6th District would make it
difficult for Hopkins to
communicate with his
constituents.
On the other hand,
Stuart said he agreed
with GOP Congressman
Gene Snyder of the 4th
District that it was important to keep northern
Kentucky counties in one
district. Snyder supports
the plan approved by the
subcommittee,he added.
"I'm torn between two
friends," Stuart said

"I've been trying to get
them to work out
something suitable to
both, but so far I've been
unsuccessful."
Stuart, who passed on
voting on the plan, said it
also had the support of
the 7th District's Carl
Perkins,a Democrat.
And as a result of the
support of both the senior
Republican and senior
Democrat in Kentucky's
congressional delegation,
future changes in the plan
appear unlikely, Stuart
said.
The redistricting plan
was proposed by Rep.
Jim Bruce, DHopkinsville, who
described it as "the line
of least resistance."
Bruce said that, while
he had not spoken personally with Kentucky's
congressmen, he believed
that all except Hopkins
supported his propoossal.
Another change incorporated into the proposal reflected suggestions by 3rd District U.S.
Rep. Romano Mazzoli, a
Democrat:
Parts of St. Matthews,
Jeffersontown, Fern
Creek, Fairdale and
Valley Station would be
added to,Mazzoli's Jefferson County district under
the plan. The district currently includes
Louisville, Shively and
parts of Okolona and
Pleasure Ridge Park.
Parts of two other counties would be affected by
the changes, which were
necessitated by shifts in
population reflected in
the 1980 census.
s All of Jessamine County would be moved into
the 5th Distriet; currently the district includes only a portion of that county. And the entirety of
Ohio County would be
shifted to the 1st District.
Ohio County is now split
between the 1st and 2nd
districts.
According to the census
figures, the ideal Kentucky congressional
district would include
522,968 people
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Cy Young
Award Goes
To Valenzuela
Valenzeula and Seaver
By BARRY WILNER
was one second-place
Writer
Sports
AP
NEW YORK (AP) - vote.
Carlton, who won the
Fernando Valenzuela, the
sensational Mexican left- award in 1980, received
hander who took baseball five votes for first place,
by storm in his rookie six for second and seven
season, was named the for third for 50 points.
Nolan Ryan of Houston,
National League's Cy
Young Award winner to- who led the NL in earned
run average with a 1.69
day in a very close vote.
Valenzuela, who turned mark, was fourth 3-3-4 28.
21 last week, was 13-7 for St. Louis reliever Bruce
the Los Angel's Dodgers Sutter was the only other
this season, leading the pitcher receiving a vote;
league in four pitching one for third place, giving
categories and helping him one point.
the Dodgers to their first
Valenzuela, who made
world championship in 16 10 appearances with the
years. He became the Dodgers in 1980, is only
first rookie ever to win Cy the second pitcher to win
Young honors since the the Cy Young honors in
award was instituted in his first full season. Vida
1956.
Blue of Oakland was the
A pair of three-time Cy first to do so,in 1971.
Young winners, Tom
The left-hander with
Seaver of Cincinnati and
dancing screwball
the
of
Carlton
Steve
Philadelphia, placed who inspired -Ferright behind Valenzuela nandornania" in Los
in the voting by the Angeles, posted a 2.48
,Racialetia111 Writers ERA, and led National
Association of America. league pitchers in four
Valenzuela received departments; complete
eight first-place votes, games, 11; shutouts 8; ineight seconds and six nings pitched, 192, and
thirds in the balloting for strikeouts, 180.
In the postseason,
70 points - based on five
a won the
Valenzuel
lace
points for a first-p
vote,three for second and pennant-clinching game
over Montreal, then beat
one for third.
Yankees in Game 3 of
the
in
7-1
was
who
Seaver,
each half of the split the World Series, giving
season, got eight first- the Dodgers their first
place votes, seven for se- victory over New York.
cond and six for third, Los Angeles then won the
giving him 67 points. The next three games to capdifference between ture the Series.

Little Racers
Tryout Again
Due to the heavy turnout for the Little Racers
basketball exhibition
team, Murray State
coach Charlie Haak has
announced another tryout
will be held and the
halftime ball-handling
team will be divided into
two units.
Saturday morning in
the Carr Health Building
children in grades 1-3 will
be allowed to perform

while children in grades
4-6 will get an opportunity
at10 a.m.
Last year the team was
limited to one squad bf 26
while this season the
squad will be divided with
40 total members. The
children perform during
halftime of the Racer
basketball games
demonstrating ball
handling and various
roundball drills.

Laker'Cinderellas' Host Team
With Winning Reputation
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Cinderella stories have
a way of turning into
pumpkin pie but there's
nothing fairy taleish
about the upstart
Calloway County High
football team this year.
Friday night, the team
that won only one game in
its first two years, will be
colliding with a team to
whom winning has
become an annual affair.
Friday night Calloway
County, 9-2 overall, will
take on two-time and
defending Class AAA
champs Franklin Simpson at Laker
Stadium.
The Wildcats, ranked
fourth in the state poll
this season, will be gunning for their third straight
state title after trampling
through a 9-3 regular
season schedule.
'Franklin-Simpson platoons and our kids are going to be playing two
players the entire game,"
says Laker head coach
Sam Harp. "We've got to
convince our kids, most
who go both ways, that
they can do it."
Among the one-way
players on the Wildcat
roster is a super-fast
tailback in Dewayne
Young. The 5-10, 167-

pound, senior scampered
for over 1,000 yards last
season and currently
leads the FranklinSimpson ground gainers.
witi over 700 yards. He
also leads the team in
scoring with 10
touchdowns.
Young isn't the only
'Cat with cheetah speed
in the backfield as
fullback James Phillips
has taken some of the
pressure off Young by
gaining over 500 yards
this year and until the
last game of the season
was tied with quarterback Mike Metcalf as the
second-most proficient
scorer on the squad with
30 points. .
Metcalf, a-(b5-10, 150pound sophomore, wrestled the starting signal job
from senior Scott Pedigo,
who quarterbacked the
last six games of last
year's championship
season before being moved solely to outside
linebacker this year.
.Protecting the offensive headliners will be an
aggressive front line
which averages 1907
pounds per man.
Defensively for the
'Cats Houston Smith
doubles as linebacker and
punter and is impressive
with his 5-11, 200-pound,

See Thursday's Ledger
frame. His punting has
earned him a 40-yard per & Times sports section
kick • average and a for further pre-game innomination for the All formation.
State team.
Franklin Smpson
began its season with a 70 loss at Ft. Thomas
Highlands before rattling
off consecutive wins over
Allen County (26-0),
Russellville (6-0 in four
overtimes), Mayfield at
Mayfield (12-10), Warren
East (12-0), and Ohio
County (41-12) before
stumbling to Ft. Campbell,(31-13).
Warren Central was the
Wildcats' next victim (287) then the 'Cats suffered
a 14-7 upset by Bowling
Green. Franklin-Simpson
finished its season with
three straight wins Glasgow (8-7), Springfield, Tenn. (6-2) and
Barren County (27-0).

FOCAL POINTS -- Running bacii Dewayne
Young 144) and quarterback Mike Metcalf i81 will
be keystones in the Franklin-Simpson offensive
scheme when the Wildcats visit Laker Stadium for
the first round of Class AAA football playoffs
--Photos provided by the Franklin Favorite
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for You - on Sale Now Thru Saturday!

C

Friday will mark the
first time in the school's
three-year grid history
that the Lakers will be in
a post-seasan playoff
position. Should CCHS
win, the • Lakers would
host the next round of
play against the winner of
the Elizabethtown Woodford County game
also played on Friday.
Kic-koff at Laker
Stadium will be 7:30 p.m.
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Create an
exciting dessert
with NUarre
world mugs.
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2. Redeem or your grocery store to save 400 on
Nescafe' Regular or Decaffeinated Instant Coffee
3. Send in the order form below, along with two inner
seals from Nescafe Regular or Decaffeinated(any size
except 2-oz.)and $5.95, to the Nestle Company
before April 30, 1982.
4.'Receive four Nescafe World Dessert Mugs and recipes.
5. Follow the recipes and enjoy o truly exciting dessert.
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2 measuring teaspoons brown
cup boiling water
sugar
2 rounded measuring
'4 cup Irish whiskey
teaspoonfuls Nescafe'
Whipped cream
Regular or Decaffeinated
Instant Coffee
jn small measuring cup combine boiling water and Nescafe stir until
coffee dissolves Place brown sugar in o wormed coffee mug or cup
Pour in hot coffee mixture stir to dissolve sugar Add Irish whiskey Top
Makes One 6-oz serving
with o dollopof whipped cream
1981 The Nestle Co Inc

S.

299.97
64.88
169.97

IRISH COFFEE
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HERE'S HOW:
1. Clip the coupon.

I m enclosing $5,95 and two inner seals from Nescafe'
Instant Coffee, Regular or Decaffeinated. Please send me four
Nescafe World Dessert Mugs and the recipes
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Former Racer Coach Remembers

Two MCCSA Teams
End Soccer Seasons
With Tourney Play

Years At MSU Aid Gottfried
LOUISVILLE, Ky. over a situation where it's
(AP) — Mike Gottfried rebuilding, the same
says his three seasons at things are prevalent," he
Murray State helped said. being at Murray
prepare him when he took helped me this year.
the head coaching at Cin- ing gone through it
already, you know what
cinnati this year.
In.1978 Gottfried guided to expect.
"The thing you have to
his first Murray State
_team to a lackluster•4-7 do is have patience.
record. The next season That's most important.
the Racers went 9-2-1 and The other thing is not to
won their first Ohio think about what you
Valley Conference foot- don't have, but what you
do have and make the
ball title in 28 years.
kid last season Murray best of that."
Gottfried said a change
State posted a 9-2 mark
that included a 13-9 vic- in coaches can be difficult
for the players.
tory over Louisville.
"A coaching change is
Gottfried lust his first
- three games this year so difficult," he said. "I
with the 13earcats, to learned that at Murray,
Youngstown State, Pitt-, too. It's hard not only for
sborgh and Penn State. , the coach but the player,
Since then, however, Cin- too. You have 10 players,
cinnati has won five of six you have 10 set so f different problems. So I
games for a 5-4 mark.
!'Any time you take tried to make the adjust-

ment as easy as possi- portant. You have to let
"I never caught myself
ble."
your players have a little trying think too far
Gottfriedssaid-he-lays a bit of - say. -I've been ahead," Gottfried said of
foundation based on five around teams where this season. "We were
principles to instill a win- there was a fine line, just ryriing to make it
ning attitude in a losing wherew the attitude was through each day,looking
tradition.
not quite caustic, but..." for a little sunshine each
"Hard work, pride,
Cincinnati hasn't had a day. So I got to the point
discipline, loyalty and winning season since where I forgot about wins
communication," he 1977, when it when 5-4-2. and losses. We just said
said. feel communica- The Bearcats will host that our day was going to
tion is particularly im- Louisville this Saturday. come."

Preseason Tournament
Features CCMS Cagers
Calloway County Middle School recorded a
pair of basketball victories Tuesday night as
both the boys and girls
teams won their games in
the preseason tournament hosted by Cottage
Grove (Tenn.).

The Lakers out-scored
the Cottage Grove boys,
58-24, on the strength of 47
percent shooting from the
floor and 14 total defectsive steals by Tim
Weatherford, Scott Nix
and Mark Garrison.
Tony Bogard led the

Your discount parts supermart
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Heater blowers
To Insure the proper heat on
those cold days. For most
domestic cars.

In this, the initiaLyear
of its el;.-,t^nce, the Murray Calloway County Soccer Association set a
precedent by sending not
one, but two teams to
state level playoffs.
Both squads, 10-11 year
old boys (Sting) and
under-14 boys (Rowdies),
earned early victories in
their respective tourneys,
yet fell to experienced
squads in later rounds.
The MCCSA Sting competed in the state Opel
Cup Tournament in Jeffersontown over the
weekend and recorded a
shutout over the host Jeffersontown Strikers, 2-0,
in the opening match.
Don Easley scored both
goals for the Sting, one
unassisted and the other
on an assist by Brett
Christensen. Chris Hays
maintained the shutout
with errorless goal tending.
The quarterfinal game
saw the locals run smack
into Covinton's Green
Hornets and suffer an
eliminating 5-1 loss.
Christensen scored the
lone goal for the Sting
assisted by Mark
Whitacker.
Also representing the

O

99Fermi
.
39

O
O Electronic
O ignition module
Premium parts at Auto
Shack's low prices.

33.95
Eliminate transmission
trouble now and save at
Shack.

. Nadia Comaneci of
Romania was only 14
years old, • 4-11 and 88
pounds, when she won
five medals, three of
them gold, in the 1976
Olympic gymnastic
competition.

BY CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A college basketball coach can't buy the
kind of advertising that
Western Kentucky's
Clem Haskins enjoyed
last year.
In his first year as head
coach of his alma mater,

Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
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Keep all dirt,
ashes and smoke
outside!
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AMIFM 8-track or cassette
by Sparkomatic
eSR200, ItSR300

Stop-leak
Repairs most cooling
system leaks & cracks.
15-oz. Limit 2.

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

9.99

1.37

.99

1.17

Rear view mirror
10'' compact mirror with
day-night adjustment
12" mirror, 10.99.

Thermostats
Get ready tor winter at
Auto Shack For most
domestic cars

Puncture seal
Get rolling in
seconds...be prepared.
12-oz, can. Limit 2.

STP gas treatment
12-oz. bottles. Limit 2.
STP oil treatment
15-oz. cans. Civil 2.

Hours: Mon-Sat8 a.m. til 8 p.m.
_
,
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IL...,,,iilliff1110
..1,__.
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.77

.99
Anti-freeze tester
The quick and easy way
to make sure you're
protected

Burn wood or
cool efficiently.

.99

1.67
ACE oil lifters
Reg. 2.19 and 2.69. For
most domestic cars. - •
Limit 2please.

wiper blades
or refills
Replace bad wiper
blades, One blade or
two refills. Limit 2.

Windshield waeher
solvent
Ready to use solvent
comes in one gallon jug
Limit 2

8.99
40-piece socket set
Contains everything you
need for the do-ityourselfer. Metric & inch

Mobile Homes

Residential
Farm Buildings

Technical Data
BTU: 80,000 - 140,000 range
CFM: 1460
Overall Dimensions: 60" long, 46"
high, and 38" wide.
Fire Box: large, 22" wide, 30" long,
22" high, made of 3/16"steel
lined with fire brick and extra
heavy cast iron grates for long
life.
Equipped with a 24-volt wall
thermostat with limit switch.
Burn Time: Min. 12 hrs. in mostcases
WE BACK 1,IP WHAT WE SELL!

Open every Sunday

CERTIFIED TVA INSTALLER

Warranty-

Any remanufactured.part purchased from lAUTO SHACK will be replaced for 8 period of one year from date of puirflase if under normal
conditions it fails to give satisfactory service.

Ad oriole* not good for expross arte — Ad ;Woos good Oro Sunday

SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY
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"
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Stove Shoppe
Quality Stoves Quality Service

753-8971
712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS, TN

644-9588

Hwy. 121 By-Pass

The Rowdies ended
their fall schedule with a
13-3 overall record. Included on the Rowdie
roster were Jon Poyner,
Don Brock, Chris Nix,
Scot Butwell and Brian
Krizan.

WKU's Haskins Enjoys
Promoting OVC Cagers

Briefly
Transmission
overhaul kits

O

squads in scoring with 14
while teammate Nix added a dozen. Weatherford
pumped in seven. Cottage
Grove was out rebounded, 26-9, as both
Bogard and Laker Ricky
Harrisoir hauled in five
apiece.
The Lady Lakers overcame a dismal 39 percent
from the field and 23 percent from the free stripe
to dump Cottage Grove's
girls 39-17.
Coach Peter O'Rourke
said his girls played admirably considering.they
only had four days of
practice before the
tourney.
Rhonda Lee was the only double-figure scorer
with 17 for the Lady
Lakers. Sherry
Gallimore and Debbie
Key added eight and six,
respectively. Patty Lamb.
was top scorer for Cottage Grove with nine.

MCCSA on the Sting
roster were Jimmy Hill,
Jason Woods, Stephen
Lovett, Jeff English,
Mickey Jones, Mark
Watkins, Ashley Poyner,
Ryan Malone, Mark
Sallin, Aaron Dugger,
Brad Schroader and Jimmy Stahler.
In the other state-level
tourney the MCCSA
Rowdies advanced to the
semi-finals of the Kentucky Youth Soccer
Association Tournament
in Boone County.
Game One produced
stingy defensive play
from fullbacks Luke Harrington, Ken Mukulcik
and Tony Robinson along
with staunch goal minding by Ben Yoo as the
Rowdies blanked Covington St. Agnes,.3-0.
Jimmy Brannon scored
all three Rowdie goals
with assists from Mark

West ayandDirvid Dill.
Game Two in the
quarterfinal round saw
the Rowdies deadlocked
at the half, 0-0, with the
Louisville Jeffersontown
Strikers before the locals
broke the game open in
the second half with four
unanswered goals. West
and Dill scored one goal
each before Mike
Muehleman and Brannon
mopped up with solo
goals as well.
The Rowdies met their
match in the semifinals
when defending state
champ and eventual 1981
champ Boone County ran
away with a 4-1 contest.
Boone County's
Rockers jumped to a 3-0
advantage before West
connected with a Brannon pass and scored for
the Rowdies.
The Rockers went dn to
defeat the Louisville Jeffersontown Cosmos for
the championship 4-1.

7534774

Haskins took a team with
one returning starter and
molded a 21-8 record.
The Hilltoppers won
their 18th Ohio Valley
Conference regular
season championship,
their 10th OVC tournament title and a berth in
the NCAA playoffs for the
llth time.
To no one's surprise,
Haskins, who was AllAmerica in 1967 and enjoyed a long career in the
National Basketball
Association, was named
OVC coach of the year.
But the icing on the
cake came courtesy of
NBC-TV, which named
him its national rookie
coach Of- the year. That
merited a report on
Haskins, the Hilltoppers
and the OVC in general
during one of the network's nationally televised games.
Did Haskins envision
such things when he was
named to succeed Gene
Keady?
"Starting out as a rookie coach..? No way,"
said in an interview.
"Things kind of fell into
place for us and it helps, I
guess, to know people.
People like NBC commentators Al McGuire
and Billy Packer pulling
for you,saying a few good
things about you at times.
"But our record was
just kind of a dream come
true for me. I was trying
to build confidence in my
team that we could win 20
games, but, really, I'd go
home nights and say,
'Golly, am I telling these
kids the truth?"
"I was really proud of
our year, but there was
no way I expected to be
named OVC coach of the
year or even to win the
conference,"
The big winner in all
this was the OVC itself,
which for years has chafsiders downright
slanderous.

slanderous.
Rival recruiters deride
the OVC as a second-rate
league whose players
can't cot the mustard on
a higher plane.
'It infuriates me,'
Murray State's Ron
Greene said last week,
summing up his colleagues'feelings.
Haskins refuses to get
down in the mud with the
OVC's detractors, preferring to -do as much as I
possibly can to promote
the Ohio Valley conference because I'm proud of this conference. I
played in it and I'm
coaching in it. I think we
need,to get out and try to
sell our conference....
try to' sell Western
all the time, tell people
about the brand of
basketball we play here.
Yes, we don't have a Sam
Bowie Kentucky's 7-foot-1
center in our conference, but we have good
6-3 to 6-6 players who
could play anyplace in
the country.
-It helped us quite a bit
last year, me being named NBC rookie coach of
the year. Every time Al
McGuire or Billy Packer
would mention my name
on the air, that helped the
league. I think we all
benefited from it."
Western Kentucky.and
Louisville have a fouryear playing contract,
but Haskins said he would
like nothing better than a
crack at the University of
Kentucky.
"We have a good
ballclub. We have tradition at Western, so
they're(UK) not going to
lose anything if we happen to beat them. It would
be the same thing if
Louisville beat UK. It's
ridiculous that they don't
get together and play.
Not only Louisville and
Kentucky; I think we all
should play each other."

Dodgers' Lasorda Voted
Manager Of The Year
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Now that Tommy
Lasorda has tasted the
fruits of the ultimate victory, as he-would put it,
the manager of the Los
• Angeles Dodgers is looking for more.
"There's no law
against winning the
.World Series again," said
Lasorda. "And that's
what we're going to attempt to do. Now that we
know how to do it, let's
keep on doing it — 1982
will again be the year for
Dodger Blue."
Lasorda might not

make anyone forget
about Wait Whitman, but
a panel of sportswriters
and sportscasters
throughout the country
was impressed enough by
the job he did on the field
that he was made an
overwhelming choice as
the Associated Press' National League Manager of
the Year.
Lasorda received 215
votes, while runnerup
Whitey Herzog of the St.
Louis Cardinals had 163.
John McNamara of the
• Cincinnati Reds was third
with 81 votes.
,-
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Tobacco Crop May Be
Over Two Billion Pounds
WASHINGTON
(AP)-- The
Agriculture Department has raised its
estimate for this
year's tobacco crop to
over 2 billion pounds.
The latest projection, based on Oct. 1
field conditions, was
2.01 billion pounds, 13
percent larger than
last year's production
of 1.78 billion pounds
and 2 percent higher
than the September
estimate.
According to the
Crop Reporting Board,
burley and flue-cured
tobacco accounted for
most of the increased
production. Last
month the board
estimated the 1981
crop at 1.97 billion
pounds.
The report said fluecured crop was

estimated at 1 13
billion pounds, up 4
percent from last
year, and burley at 717
million pounds, up 29
percent from 1980.
Yields of flue-cured
were estimated at
2,106 pounds an acre
against 1,968 last year,
and burley was put at
2,201 pounds, compared to 2,013 in 1980.
Estimated , production of flue-cured
tobacco by belt and
state, compared to last
year's harvest
included:
Type 11, Old and
Middle Belts — North
Carolina, 279,125,000
pounds in 1981 and
245,335,000 last year:
and Virginia,
105,300,000 and
84,150,000.
Type 12, Eastern
North Carolina Belt —

FBI Interest Ranges
From Major To Trivial
which the FBI filed its inWASHINGTON (AP-)
Since its creation, the vestigations testifies to
FBI has filed 900 million the sweep of its interests,
sheets of papers on 25 sometimes into mundane
million investigations, matters.
Over the years, the
ranging from the
super-sensitive to the bureau investigated and
trivial — from espionage filed' the fruits of its
to the illegal use of investigations into such
railroad passes, a court- matters as violations of
the migratory bird act,
ordered study reveals.
selling liquor at Army
The investigations incamps, interstate
clude 1,303,078 in the transportation of stolen
general areas of cattle, desecration of the
"subversive matters, in- flag and violations of the
ternal security, domestic switchbladeltriife act.
security investigations."
U.S. District Judge
These fill 44 million Harold H. Greene
pages. The files also
ordered the contents of
reveal the bureau conthe bureau's records exducted 1,415,763 in- amined and inventoried
vestigations into possible in 1979 after a coalition of
violations of the draft
activists filed suit to halt
laws. Most of these have
the destruction of FBI
been destroyed.
records in field offices.
The report,eight inches
The suit accused the
thick, was prepared by 17 FBI of destroying
experts from the National evidence of FBI break-ins
Archives who were given and attempts to discredit
top secret classifications invididuals and organizaso they could study a tions. The FBI denied
sample of the FBI's that, saying the disposal
records to recommend of files was handled acwhich should be cording to law.
destroyed and which
Greene ordered the
kept.
FBI not to destroy any
Just the listing of the records until the study
229 classifications under • was finished.

North Carolina.
356..400.000 and
401,00.is00, - Type
.tiLirth
Carolina Border and
South Carohna Belt
North Carolinzt,
9 9 0 0 , 0 O 0 an
97,9810000: and South
Carolina. 145,72.000
and 125,450.000
Por
Type 14,
Florida Belt
AlaiNama: -eMunateand 826.000:
2,050,000 and
20,343,000 ; and
Georgia. 121,500,000
and 110,550,000.
Burley, Type 31
Indiana, 16.650,000 and
16,790,000: Kent ta•ky .
489,500 , 000 and
390,350.000: Missouri.
6,440.000 .and 5.263,000,
North Carolina,
23,520 . 0 0 0 and
16,940,000: Ohio,
17.515.000 a a d
17,640,000, Tennt-ssi
136,400 000 and
89,700,000; V ironia.
24 ,0 7 5, 00 a
18,600.000: and West
Virginia,. 2,400000 .an(l
2,250,000.

Government Regulates Child's Life
)1)AR ARLIAS,Aowa
Like the
• respirator next to her
hospital bed, government
benefits make life possible for little Katie
Peckett.
Hut t he bgovernment
rulcs that govern those
benefits make life
difficult for the 3-yearso much
old's paronts
s, tliat their plight was
montioned Tuesday- by
President Reagan as a
example of how
bAcrat regulations - can
fad to satisfy. the people
th.y're meant to help,
arid wastc money at the
satile time
Mark`and June Beckett
K,Itie's folks want her
• home and her chx-tors say
thsa's tht best place for
her Care for her paralyzIfl; disease would cost
$'2,000 a month at home
ittlieadof $i2,000 a morilh
at the hospital.
But if she goes home,
the government won't
pick up the tab for her
treatment
Bei'ske't. 2'). ,corlis at a
lumber yard. his 32-yearold wife is a
•;cht,o!teacher • "We're
-)ot poor enougn to be

eligible, but we're not
rich enough to handle it,"
Mrs Beckett said Tuesday. -No one would be
rich enough to handle all
the things she needs."
Reagan did not mention
Katie's name, but cited
her case during his
nationally televised news
conference, asking, "Ely
what sense do we have a
regulation in goverment
that pays 86,000 a month
to keep someone in the
hospital that we believe
wOuld be better off at
home but the family cannot afford one-sixth of
that amount to keep them
at home?"
The family said the
figures Reagan used are
iiut of date and the costs
have doubled. The president lea*rned of the case
from Vice President
George Bush, who was in
Iowa last week and spoke
to Rep. Thomas Tauke,
R-Iowa.
-Medicaid pays the little

girl's medical bills under
the Supplemental
Security Income plan.
said Jayne Hart. an aide
to Tauke If Katie goes
home, the SSI money
would be cut off because
she would be living with a
family that has income
and assets, Miss Hart
said.
The girl contracted
viral encephalitis four
months after birth and
her ability to breathe and
swallow were affected.
She is about SO percent
recovered from the
paralysis, but has brain
damage and a weakened
respiratory system
While she can be taken
home for short periods.
Katie has spent every
night since September
1978 at the Cedar Rapids
hospital.
The couple said the
Department of Health
and Human Services rejected their plea for an
exemption from the

Medicaid rules and that - were veo disappointed
when the contacted their Today we are very proud
congressman
that he would take the
Mrs Beckett said she time to acknowledge that
and her husband were this existed •
OVIDIVIletfliett, to 144y-t,ii•
Mrs • Reckett--and her
least, when they said the husband have learned
president was going 14 how to care for Katie and
mention it in hiA to.o
bring, g here home
conference
would fr
better 'for
th, I !I Ii
it'
e'‘ .•!"
41.
ved "

Murray Home & Auto_
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
qiite
aViag) 753-2571
S,
("Oki

Evans -Enjoys Her Work
.LOS ANGELES APi
In early morning, a
lithe Nordic beauty rie:.es
across the ,..;:•eensward.
Later, she works out in 'a
gym, or plays a game of
of
pool in the cam:
••
•
her home.
She is 1 i!at! Evans,
w•ho stars fis
Carriwten in the
ADC :.3erieS
Away Jr..1.1!
be found
often (.a
indulging :a her h,:nbies
of n urn e r logy a n
-Sports. Semetunrs, - Ateand her lung-tune friend
and-- secretary: -- finnky
Young'ron together.
Miss Evans was horn in
Con-ni,tetteitt; -ea-if;ed -4e
Los Angeles. and says she
grew up on -Big Valley
She was still a teenager when she starred in
the mid-I900s Western
series with Barbara Stanwyck and Lee Majors. It
was while on that she's
that she met and married
actor-d,rector John
D'er.ek, wh•_; later
diwirced.ner to iiacry Bo
Derek. .She's ;‘• 38. bui
crimatosore

4,

th-en eailed a 'perfect
p0,-;laps an allusion
tr,
l:erek's box" She
hit.
,ff ,
that, _because
year on -Dynast., • and appearances in
Fu( h mavies as "Tom.
liora' and •'Avalanche
Express," abe says neop!t• :,till think of her as the
orl from "Big Valley'7
' They call; me a.
perfect 402 hut people
expect a teen-ager to
come bouncing in," she
sa's
once had a
Woman at a public apparanc01ill me I wasn't
Linda Evans. I couldn't
convince her I was me."
----------

Who Says
You Can't
Take It
With Ycu?
D.B. Cooper
Did!

HARDWARE
YUJI.
OF THE
11
Quantities
Limited •

rr-,'"fra
now
e)
Semen \

999

-Last

now
now

9

89

While
Supplies
Lest

Gourmet Sampler

Gift set includes 3-in.
parerboner & 5-in. boneri
utility knives. With high
carbon steel.
'blades,
B-1
walnut handles.

4.59

ELECTRIC
PENCIL ENGRAVER
Use it lust like a pencil to
code mark your valuables
Works on wood, plastics
metal, glass and more
Includes 2 stickers to warn
thieves
211
arastsbos Lowed

Ouellette&
ironed

NM LIU
3 powerful light sources
in 1 portable unitl 9 in
fluorescent tube, am_
b.r flasher and seurch
Ratts rift ono 7653

BEFOREYöU BUY YOUR
THANKSGIVING DAY
TURKEY, YOU'D BETTER CHECK
BIG JOHN'S PRICES!

BIG JOHN'S WILL BE
CLOSED
THANKSGIVING DAY
SO THAT OUR
EMPLOYEES MAY BE
WITH THEIR FAMIUES
FOR THE HOUDAY.

I.
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Uncle Jeff's Health
and
Beauty Aids Dept.,

Uncle Jeffs
Clothing Dept.
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Arvin

Prices Good Uri Nov. 15

vIens 8` Boys

Electric
Neater
Slim lime toa-forced eateatatic. Sails Iwo edinsts

I.thersoeseat. Safety tipirrer switch. 1,14.. approv-

WESTERN
HATSNOW

ed.

With Fashion
Bands & Feathers
Reg.$12.99& $14.99

1500 Watts
120 Volts
No 30H11-01

SAVE UP TO $9.99

Mirro
Covered
Saute
12" Pan
Silverstone interior, non-stick mime. Dyeable.
Even heating aluminum. Snug fitting cover.

Men's

Boys'

WORK JACKET
SPECIAL

• SWEATERS
AND VELOUR
PULLOVER TOPS

Big Ben Zip Jacket
Poly/Cotton with warm
quilt lining
Several Colors
Reg. $19.99

Sole$ 1 097

AlkaSeltzer
7 ox regular or new 6.4 oz. winterhesh gel

Colgate
Instant
Shave

Mennen
Speed Stick
Deodorant

Reg. $10.99 Sale

$ II
O

$888

Men's

OXFORD CLOTH
TAILORED SHIRTS

16
Revlon
Flex Instant Hair
Conditioner

New!
Raintree Hand
And Body Lotion
preeseku, Amin

Regular, Extra Body,
Oily Hair

istently, costal'
Waal protein

sale$109

Reg. $13.99
White, Blue,and Cream

16 Oz. Bottle

11 1

Sale

Creamy or Crunchy
18 Os. Jar

With 10%
Bensoyl Peroxide

1 49

$
&de $ 1 69 1 Oz.

Sale

Bic
Disposable
Butane
Lighter

I

lh
Decorative
Linen

Adjustable Flame

384

-

Me,n's

4 Buckle Reg.$18.99

Reg. $2.49

$166
Sale

97
Sale

PRICE

RUBBER
MURAL BOOTS

Hilco
Oil Lamp
13" Porcelain
With Reflector
No. NX180

Sale fl
$1 2
88
Buckle Reg.$19.99
$ 1 388
Saleo I

HALF
SLIPS

GOWNS
AND
PAJAMAS-

Centime,: action decongestant capseles, 12 hr

SAVE $6.11

Ladies'

Nif

Contac
Capsules

SAVE $2.80

Any Casual Shoe
Dept. II

Jif
Peanut
Butter

12 Hour Acne
Medicine

•

WOMEN'S SHOE
SALE

-

$ 1 49

Noxzema

$788

Reg. $11.99 Sale
S1088.
Reg.$14.99 Sale

SAVE $10.00

Regular, Menthol,
Medicated, Apple
11 Oz.

Regular or Spice
2. Oz.

i/
s
tU
I mo

$688
Reg.$8.99-$9.99 Sale

Sole

Sale

Sale

In Sizes 4-18

999

Effective pa reliever and antacid.
25 Tablets

99c

Sale

$500

.11

In White or Beige
Now

200/0

.
U

99

Selsun
Blue
Dandruff
Shampoo

G.E. Can
Opener

Dry, Normal, Oily
4 01.
$1
Sale
•

• Band Aid
Brand Plastie
Strips
AI 141kAliir..1.4If•
No. 5626
Bead Aid Brand

PU
:
1
1

Show Strip
AN Wok Strips bin of 30
• It 4626
$I

TM OWLS WO

39

%.0 AND UP
S-L

34-48

Girls and Womens

SOCK CAPS
SAVE 30%

Reach
Toothbrirsh Sale
Your Choice

08 88'

regular, soft,
medium, youth

Reach plus toothbrush
Sift magus .

Save Up To $1.10

69c
$139
Reg. $1.99 Sale 1
Reg. 99C Sale

Reg.$2.99 Sale

$209

UI
•

Ladies

HOUSESHOES
LeisureySlippers
Solids or Patterns
S-XL •
•

9
2
9
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Shop Uncle Jett's tar hardware,
paint, automotive, plumbing
•• U\J1..,i
1 II II II
Jeff's has the eV.%••_'_.._• 11 U • la_ al
electrical, sporting goods
Ureljr.1.1.111- r
largest selection under ei.•
health
and
beauty aids
A In
saws
M
•••
4
r
Everything
'
roof...
one
N
housewares, clothing, shoes
I
p
•— •
DISCOUNT PRICES
toys, camera equipment and tht
••
••• 111
lowest priced discount pharmnci •
IN •
=I i•
•••
.III 111 11
J
•
•
•
•
INS
•
•
•
ir
•
•
•
•
Prices Good Thrv Nov. 15th
•11•1111111•6t111• 11•1111•11111•■•••11 in the area.
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Uncle

°II
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L
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MD

OM

HIGHWAY•641---MURRA Nt , KY
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SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT,.
Qwik-Chek
"Op

.00

/ Anti
Freeze
Tester

Guardian

Air Tank
160 PSI
Reg. $37.99

3000

Sale

Reg.
$52.99

Frost
king
King
Fiberglass

2

3" x 25'
Reg. $1.37

Guardian
3 Speed

99

Drill
Press

Sole

\Sale

‘v

Black &
Decker
/
3
4 H. P.

Sale

Pipe Wrap

800

69

With SO Amp "boost"
For Starting Cars

Router
Kit

/
;

Tempest

Reg. $64.99

-

Sale

$5700/

4.
Atir:
t 7s

-

-

3 Speed
/
1
2 Chuck
/
1 3 H.P. Motor
Sq. Table Bench Type
$139.00

--4-1
40.IN

4t.

Tine

.
a

Sale

Heet
Gas Line
Anti Freeze

Ni

Side

Chimney Sweep

Soot
Destroyer

Reg 79'

7.11-1

Reg. 541.99

Sale

RN.$2.87

Perfection

Kerosene
Portable
VII* Heater

t

Reg 312 57

Leaf
Rake

9
e 900

.
U

P
Torch$99
Ki
ropane

Pt

•

With All 6 Point Sockets

4

Battery
Charger

a I,

Socket Set

Sale

Wabash 10 Amp

1111•1110OW5

Drive SAE & Metric

Reg BP
6 Or
12 Volt
Charge

Ilinalurrttt

40 Piece
/
1
4"& 318'

59

$3500

Prevents Soot Fires

67

Sale

•••.

Prevent Gas Line
Freeze Ups

.
U

JEFFS SPORTIN
G
GOODS
SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE
Nb Rainchecks
Rainchecks
No

No Rainchecks

New Additions In Our
Gun Department:
•Ruger Mini 14 Stainless
•Ruger Super Single Six 22
" Stainless
*Smith & Wesson Model 66
Stainless 357 Magnum
1 2"Barrel
•Ruger Red Hawk //
, 44 Magnum Stainless

We
Buy,
ll,
Se
and
Trade,
Guns

I'm a headin' for Uncle Jeff's To
Do Me Some Trodin'!

Good Supply Of Used '—
Shotguns, Rifles, Handguns

• Flambeau
Super •
Magnum
Duck Decoys

- Charter Arms
Undercover Revolver
-3$ Special 1" Sorrel Sneisnose

1 7995

Thru Sun.
Nov. 15 only

Layaway
For
Christmas
Flambeau 1_
Magnum_ Alki.
Goose Field
Shells
$5799
Sale

a-,

Camoflage
Cannon
Netting
Perfect For Duck
Blinds
Assorted Sizes
Available

Financing
Available
With Approved
Credit

•
4

Lower Than
Bank Rates

$4595
• menneurdWireemeni _wied5inelimilineencleireire5Wee."5WANWINVIN.V0

.
U

Special Sal'
e‘$

••••••••

per dozes

Sale

4001••••••

Per Dozen

Y.1.1;F. 6 II [III %11 R
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FRESH PRODUCE
FOR LESS
tiomogrowe Purple Top

TURNIPS
LB.

Baker s Angel Flake

it as Off label

COCONUT
BAKING
CHIPS
Minute Maid

PORK &
BEANS

i
n alCAN
CHEESE

12 Oa

Welch s

• -GRAPE JELLY3n,$1 99
Mr. P

• Pizza

1,01.69c

Wetson

FLOUR
Chicken Of The Se 3 Chunk light

PIE
SHELLS

TUNA

Birdsor

DISH
LIQUID

6

Or 99

COOKING
OIL

48

'24C

Gel Monte

Joy

2201

PRUNE
JUICE
Armour

TOMATO
SAUCE

Kraft Plotladelphia

IS OUR
FACE
RED

AMERICAN

lio,69
'

Pet Ritz

CREAM
CHEESE

CliP)
SINGLES

Gold Medal

COOL
WHIP

ORANGE
JUICE

owl Of Ote

Mr P

PIZZA

Baker s Chocolate Flavored

294

Fv $100
303

BISCUITS

0 29'

Hum,
TOMATO
PASTE

Ballard

TREET

602F69

Customer response to our
new Big John Low Prices has
been tremendous.
We're sorry that some of
you had to wait to check out
and may have even found our
shelves low on stock at times.
Don Cherry, manager of the
Murray Big John Store has increased his orders and hired
more help.
Don appreciates your
business and pledges to give
you even lower prices and
faster service.

if

•

AT BIG JOHN!

WE RESERVE TIE RIONT TO UNIT ORANTITIES-

1

I 1.1111:: NU itR 41

•

1.EIN;EN 4 TIMES. rilierestay Itionrselwr I I.1941

QUALITY MEATS
FOR LESS!

rK)

No% 11 Th

Nnv 17

NOBODY HAS LOWER
PRICES THAN BIG JOHN!!
;Pan

ADVERTISED FEATURE!

"89s

Attie A *diem

EGGS

Ouse

sig M.Mod Chides
FAMILY
SPECIAL

59'

I riesa$669

Ff1141 hi Shile

PIMENTO
CHEESE
as MA NIIlea
VEGETABLE
SOUP

high Msimi

a $199

CATFISH STEAKS
Frogli Fratea

STEWING HENS

a $109

NEW LOW PRICES
sautdoss
MACKERAL
ubwg
TOMATO
JUICE

ch.59e

helm( LAO need

PINEAPPLE

hew likel

POWDERED
SUGAR

Oz89

Poni 15' Off label

BLEACH
hoof
TOWELS

Cabo

haw label

73'

LUNCHEON
MEAT

IODIZED
SALT
waseaf
ORANGE
DRINK

Mktg Label

babe IAA

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

WIDE
NOODLE

lita89'

Poker LAO

17°2.49
'

to

oz.59'
MAYONNAISE

32 0,

2L1.95
Rcptu

notir

WESTERN
DRESSING

molfr
Ks c$1.494

DETERGENT
tins.
VEO

Au
T.V.
DINNERS

no:79

w.ch, Fr„.,,
CUT CORN

.039'

SPINACH
wow aft:a mews
CORN
MEAL

Hyde Park

maw.
CINNAMON
ROLLS -

PEANUT
BUTTER

Vik

$199
ISO:

Ffllt

PEAS

WE RESERVE THE RICHT TO LIMIT OUANTITIES

Park

MUSTARD

$139

U.F. LK

It X 1 IMF s,..4
•••
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CHECK OFF
WHAT HAS TO BE DONE
0accounts payable/
- receivable
0general ledger
0 planning
0charts, graphs
plots
0financial
modeling
0text editing

0foretast
- ing
0stock evaluation
0sales analyses
0 mailing list
0 personal asset
management
D programming
capabilities
CI tax planning

THEN CHECK OUT HOW
AN APPLE DOES IT.
Systems Are On
Display Every
Thursday

at
Cagle Business
Systems

In Murray

115 S4th — 753-1763
The Purchase Area's Apple Dealer

Plugs Effective Sterilization Method
Del., Hartford, Conn., squirting a few drops of thin instrument inserted
and Reading,Pa.
liquid silicone rubber into through the vagina into
The procedure involves each fallopian tube with a the uterus.
The rubber gels quickly;- forming a thin, nevi_ We strand about 3inches
long that fits the Fallopian tube exactly. An XWASHINGTON (AP) - proceeding will begin on ray detects whether the
The Senate's debate on December 3rd," Majority plug is "good."
By blocking passage of
whether to expel Sen. Leader Howard H. Baker
Harrison A. Williams Jr. Jr , R-Tenn., said in a the egg from ovary to
because of his conduct in speech to the chamber on uterus, the plug provides
the Abscam case is to Tuesday.
contraception.
Williams, a 61-year-old
begin next month.
The procedure involves
"It gives me no New Jersey Democrat, no incision, no stitches,
pleasure to announce to said afterwards he no general anesthetic or
.the Senate that this intends to fight to remain hospital stay, and none of
in the Senate rather than the risks or discomforts
resign.
A federal jury found
WASHINGTON — Rejec- Williams guilty May 1 on
ting First Amendment bribery and conspiracy
arguments of freedom of charges in connection
religion, a federal ap- with his efforts to obtain
Saturday afternoon
peals court says churches financing for a mining broadcasts of the
may be prosecuted for venture in which he had Metropolitan Opera
an interest.
antitrust violations.
Radio Network are an
The government said American tradition that
A •three-judge panel of
the U.S. Court of Appeals he promised to use his in- will be observed for the
ruled Tuesday that fluence as a senator to 1981-82 season on V/KMSchurches or church steer government con- FM, public radio from
groups are not immune tracts to the mine in Murray State University.
from antitrust laws if return for the financial
Beginning at 1 p.m.
they pursue policies that backing. The Arab Saturday, Dec. 5, WKMSreduce competition in the businessman he dealt FM, 91.3, will join a netmarketplace.
with was an undercover work of some 320 public
FBI agent.
and commercial stations
nationally in bringing
Wed-Sun.
listeners live opera from
Lincoln Center in New
York.
t of the broadcasts
The Epsilon Tail arewheduled to begin at
chapter of Sigma Chi 1 p.m. each Saturday
fraternity at Murray through April 17;
State University will however, some times will
sponsor the third annual vary and listeners should
Kentucky Provence check listings in their
Workshop Nov.13 and 14. local newspaper or the
Entitled "Brotherhood WKMS-FM program
in Racer Country," the guide,"Air Fare."
seminar will have presenOpera through the
tations on leadership, month of December will
finance, pledge, ritual, also include "Ii Trittico,"
rush and public relations. Dec. 12. conducted by
Speakers include Dr. Angelo Campori;
Constantine Curris, presi- "Rigoletto," Dec. 19, condent of Murray State ducted by James Levine,
University; Dr. Frank and "Madama ButterfJulian, vice president for ly," Dec. 26, conducted
student development at by Thomas Fulton.
MSU; Bob Valentine,
A complete schedule of
speech and theatre in- the Metropolitan Opera
structor at Murray State; broadcast season may be
Pete Lancaster; Murray obtained by writing to
State co-operative educa- WKMS-FM, 2018 Univertion administrator; Dr. sity Station, Murray,Ky.,
Ted Morford, grand 42071.
praetor; and Ted
James Levine will
Carpenter, local begin his sixth season as
businessman.
music director and prinChapters from Eastern cipal conductor of. the
Kentucky University, Metropolitan Opera. He
Western Kentucky is the first American to
University, University of hold that position since
Kentucky and Centre Col- the Met began in 1940.
Levine made his
lege will attend the
seminar, to be located in Metropolitan Opera
debut in 1971, conducting
the University Center.

PALO ALTO, Calif.
(AP) — A flexible,
threadlike rubber plug is
proving to be a safe, effective, and perhaps
reversible_ method _ of
sterilization for women,a
researcher says.
"The results are extremely encouraging,"
said Dr. A.J. Kresch of
Stanford University, who
is testing the method in
California. "There have
been no failures
(pregnancies) with normally formed plugs"
among the 500 most recent volunteers.
The half-hour procedure, offered to
carefully selected women
at 11 centers in 10 cities,
is done in a doctor's office
with a local anesthetic,at
about half the cost of
other types of sterilizations, according to
statements from RSP
Laboratories of Stamford, Conn., which sponsored the trials. The other
cities involved in the
trials are New York, Los
Angeles, Philadelphia,
Washington, Houston,
Phoenix, Wilmington,

Senator's Future
To Be Debated

Panel Rules

Opera To Be Aired

Fraternity
Workshop

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUN. 12-6

of abdominal surgery.
More than 600 women
have undergone "tubal
occlusion" since 1978,
when clinical trials
began,_ with no serious
side effects, said Sandra
Powers, an RSP
spokeswoman.
Data on the safety and
effectiveness of the first
1,000 experimental
sterilizations will be sent
to the Food and Drug Administration next spring._
The agency will decide
whether the method can
be _licensed for
widespread use.

Video Computer System

Puccini's "Tosca," and
the following year was
named principal conductor.
The 1981-82 season will
be the eighth under
general manager Anthony A. Bliss. During his
administration, the opera
has strengthened its artistic planning and fiscal
position.
For four years, the
Metropolitan has been
financially sound through
operating revenues and
contributions. Under
Bliss's management, the
opera network has also
been expanded to overses
outlets.
Listeners may also
notice an increase in the
sound quality this season
as the Met's broadcast
booth has been modernized with new equipment.
And the stage has been
supplied with new
microphones to achieve a
better sound.

by ATARIR

Chainsaw

Safety
Clinic Topic
An outdoor clinic on
chainsaw safety will be
conducted by John Boyer
of Bover's Tree Service
at 10 a.m. Saturday, Nov.
21.
The clinic, which will
feature safety hints and
techniques in tree felling
and wood processing, is a
follow-up to a clinic last
week at the Murray State
University energy fair,
Boyer said.
The clinic is free to the
public. For further information about the
clinic, call Boyer at 7538536.

JOAO®
NEW!
NORTH ATLANTIC

FISH DINNER

3.50
We make our new Fish Dinner with premium filets.
dipped in fresh egg batter and cooked up moist and tender.
Served with fresh cole slaw and crispy French fries: Our new
North Atlantic Fish Dinner is a whole new reason to...
•

3
only
i

from
K mod

Atari° takes you into the intriguing world of games you can play on
your own TV set! Comes with joystick and paddle controllers, Combat
Game Program"' cartridge, TV switch, AC adapter. Great family fun!
k

•
Atari* Video Computer System"'Includes:
• True-to-life sounds
• Video Computer Systemi— •
• On-screen scoring
console
• Difficulty options • •
• 2 sets of controllers
• Color on color TV sets
• Combat Gamerierogram"""
• No batteries needed
•'TV game switch box
• AC power supply
'Other Game Programs
Sold Separately

CopyrKint 1981 by K Mort Corporation

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield. Ky.
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Warning Shot Not Part Of NATO Strategy
WASHINGTON (Al') —
In the secret planningncouncils of the Atlantic
alliance, NATO
strategists long have
pondered the. pOSsibility

that a nuclear warning
shot might be fired over
the sea or into the air to
turn back a Soviet invasion of Western Europe.
But defense officials of

Swedes Finally Get
Translation Of Bible
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
(AP) — For the first time
in 64 years, SIve,des have
a new translation of the
Bible.
In fact they suddenly
have two of them — one
an official translation by
a government-appointed
Bible Commission, the
other an individual
bishop's translation.
Modernized English
versions have been proliferating for the last two
decades, as well as new
translations in several
other languages, but the
Swedes hadn't updated
phraseology in their Bible
since 1917.
The new officially sanctioned translation, covering only the New
Testament so far and intended as an easy-to-read
rendition, was expected
to be an immediate best
seller.
Most of the 300,000-copy
printing of the 756-page
book including 50,000
copies of a pocket edition,
have been ordered by
stores in advance.
However, as in most
cases with new translations, there has been
some controversy about
the terminology.
The Bible Commissions
100-member staff has
been at work translating
from original Greek
manuscripts for nine
years at an annual expense to Swedish taxpayers of $180,000.

four administrations say
the idea never became
part of NATO strategy.
And President Reagan
said Tuesday that there
still is confusion over its
status.
Former Defense
Secretaries Melvin R.
Laird and Clark Clifford
both said the warning
shot option was discussed
within NATO, but only as
one of several tactical
options.
Harold Brown, another

It will take anothr nine
years before the Old
Testament is finished an
included in a complete
Bible.
• The other new translation, 'published in 10,000
hardover copies just
before the government
sponsored version came
out, is the work of retired
Bishop Bo Giertz, 77, of
Goteborg.
"I knew the commission Vas doing a translation, but I was too old to
wait for it," Gieetz says.
"I needed new translations from the Greek
original text when I wrote
a book with Bible explanations. I decided I
might as well make a
whole new version."
He says his version is ••
intended for the laity, as
is the official version, but
he contends he doesn't
mean to compete with it.
Coincidence of the
publishing dates, he says,
was simply that — a •
coincidence.
Sweden, where
Lutheranism is the state
religion, is one of the few
countries with official
goverhmennt Bibles, but
•
there is no monopoly.
When completed, the
official version will be billy the third in Sweden
since the 16th century
Protestant Reformation.
There was one in 1541,
called King Gustav
Vasa's Bible — and the
one in 1917.

former defense Secretar) of State Alex- there was no such con- never ben translated into
secretary, said the option ander M Haig Jr. said in tingency plan "There Is a military plan"
dates to the 1980s and was congressional testimony nothing in any plan I
To erase the contradic•
considered -a deterrent. that "there are know that contains bon. the clarifying date<
But he said it"lsever got contingency plans in the anything remotely ment revised what the
incorporated- *to dela& NATO doctrine to fire a resembling --that, nor: two Cahmet officers had
ed planning." Laird nuclear weapon for should it." Weinberger said
traces it back more than demonstrative purposes. said.
Asked about it at his
three decades, to the to demonstrate to the
The Reagan a d- news conference TuesTruman era.
other side that it is muustration then issued day. Reagan said he
Paul Warnke, another exceeding the limits of a statement calling both hadn't been party to 30
former Pentagon official, toleration in the conven- men right: Huut in saying years of NATO contingencalled The warning shot tional area,"
that the option has been cy planning, which he
option "an old chestnut."
A day later, Defense considered by NATO." said has proven a deterThe issue was revived a Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger in saying rent to military action in
week ago, when Weinberger testified that -that this option has Europe Pressed on the
•

specific 'question of a
nuclear warning shot to
turn back an invasion. he
replied
'Oh, well, that there
MUM to be some reedyson as to whether that it
still a part of NATO
strategy or not, and so far
I've had no answer to
that'
The former Pentagon
officials said in interviews that the idea had
not been incorporated into NAT()strategy
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Reale Rimed Operated
Accept Feed Stamps
New Steve Rears 7 a...4 pm.
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With $10.00 Or More Purase.......
Excluding Dairy IL Tobacco
Products Or Drinks On Special;
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Prices,Good 11-11 thru 11-18
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Flov-O-Rich Magic One

R.C. Cola
Diet-Rite Cola
New R.C. 100
Cola

Milk -

Crisco

Dok Cr. or Sli. Sove 16`'

Pineapple....8 oise

1 19

Save 20'
3 Lb. Can

Sweet Sue Chicken Save 11'
$139
16 Oz.8 Bottle
Save 60`•
Carton With
Bottles Or Deposit

Pure Vegetable

.

Broth

131
/
2 Oz.

I
Red Lobel Save 8'

c

/7

Kora Syrup

$21

3/$1 00

16 oz.
Libby's Save 18'

69`

Dill Slices

Ginseng May Be

16 oz.

Libby's Save 16'
hf
Ronco Elbo Save 21c

Money Making Crop
States began in the
MILLS RIVER,N.C.
1700s and most U.S.
(AP) — In the land of
ginseng is still exfertile black soil and
ported to China,
tobacco is a small
although it is not difgarden growing a
ficult to get nowadays
valuable root that has
across this country.
been dug for centuries
Ginseng is a delicate
but has eluded the
looking five-leaved
plow.
plant. In the fall the
Researchers hope
seedpods atop the
the plot thickens and
plant turn brilliant
leads to profits from
red. North Carolina
ginseng, the small root
state law forbids
shaped like a human
harvesting the plant in
hand that is believed
the wild until after
by some to be an
Sept. 1.
aphrodisiac and heal"We know that
ing agent. Until now,it
ginseng grown in
has been found mostly
cultivated surrounin wild patches on Apdings, instead of in the
palachian mountainwild, matures faster,"
sides where it is dug up
said Konsler, an exby people looking for
pert on ginseng
pocket money and sent
cultuie. "Ginsehg
to the Orient where it
roots grown in our plot
is popular.
are bigger at three
"I'm certain this can
years than ginseng in
be a money-making
the wild after as much
crop for farmers in
as 14 years."
this area," said Tom
The cultivated plant
Konsler, a horticulture
is worth less than half
professor at Narth
the amolint brought by
Carolina State Univerwild ginseng. But
sity and leader of what
scientists say say
is billed as the only
there is no difference
ginseng-for-harvest
between the two as far
project in the world.
as they can determine.
A pound of the light
"All we know is that
ginseng roots sells for
the Chinese believe
about $135.
that some of the
Cultivating ginseng
medicinal and
is not a new idea, but
aphrodisiac
properties
growing it as a
lost
in
cultivaare
marketable crop, like
tion," Konsler said.
corn or tobacco, is.
"But there's so
Konsler. and his
—Hutch
we don't know
spend
their
assistants
about
ginseng. Why
days checking soil
does
it
wait a year to
acidity and the effects
drop its seeds? Why
of different fertilizers
does the plant have
on the ginseng plant.
three leaves the first
"We started this
year and five after
particular experlinent
that?
We just don't
when we got so many
know, but we're trying
questions about growto find out.".
ing ginseng and found
Raising ginseng
out we didn't have any
time. All work
takes
answers," Konsler
must
be
done by hand
said.
and-the plants require
The immediate task
shade and MI soil.
at. the Mountain HorGinseng garden plots
ticultural Crops
must be sheltered
Researc'h Station in
from the sun and
Henderson County is to
tempo-Cures Must be
find out if ginseng can
mild.
be cultivated on a
"The climate in the
large scale.
mountains is perfect
Export of dried
for growing ginseng, it
ginseng roots to Hong
thrives here," Konsler
Kong from the United
said. •

1$1"

Potted Meat.

Vlosic Hamb.Save 29`

•

Libby's Save 206

Libby's Save 25'

Sweet Peas..,70..2189`

Save 20'

$1 39

Beef Stew

Tamales

Peanut
Butter

80z.2169`

Macaroni

24 oz.

Pet Evaporated Scnce 6'

Sausage

50..2198c

$1 69
18 Ox.

0
4 -1)/(ifir.,F
C.

Buttermilk

\WI

•

1/290 $109

Seakest Save 28'

Sunshine'
P-

•

•

'3.49c

Milk

•

•

Sunshine

I Crackers
Save 30`

Ocean Spray

Cranberry
Sauce
.$100

1.

Aim New Mint

$ 19

Toothpaste

6 4 oz.

Reg.$1.90 Utve 71`
Aqua Net

Hair SpraY

10 oz.

1

09

Save 1 8' 16 Ox

•
•

Wild Bird
Seed

1 Lb. Box

•

MEAT DEPT.

5 Lb.-10 Lb.-25 Lb.

Family P
Pock 3 Lb or More $k

Fresh Leon

•

•

•

lb.

N Pork Loin Cloth

Reg.Size Asst. Flavors
Frosty Acres

Pork.C ops

')l$1
8 oz.

•

19

Ground Beef

FROZEN FOODS
• Pizza To-nNos
98`
00
• Broccoli Spear's
• Vegetables
200189`
Fish Sticks
PRODUCE
VI 00
Bananas
Oranges
3..b.g89`
Onions
Grapefruit
•

so!

1111

2 Cons

Reg.$1.97 Scive

•

•

9C
5
15 oz.

Frosty Acres Mixed

Sausage

99`

lb.

119

Field's Sliced

Hyde Pork Self Basted
Grod• A 16-20 Avg.

Bologna
$1 39
I Lb.

Turkeys
u).59c

Field's Old
Foshion Pori

Frosty Acres

CCnutter $1
1
$1.59 Lb.

Yellow Ripe

31b

Flo

U.S. D.A. Choke Fully Mature Beef

,

Round Steak

sib bog$139

Yellow

\
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef I Fields Proleoguer

Minute Steak

Flo. Red

Field's

Chili Stick

Wieners

99!

4rs 51$1 00

9
12 oz. pkg.9

$2
29
lb.
•

•

•

.
•

•

•
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Judge Cuts Up Mr.Bill
copyright.
The judgment requires
The judgment also DeGeneres to dismiss
— Mr. Bill has suffered
declared that Williams any claims to trademarks
another of his many
was responsible for the and awarded control of
personal catastrophes —
"basic idea and concept" copyrights, trademarks
this time at the hands of
of the cast of characters, and registration to
"Judge Sluggo," who
and DeGeneres
chopped him into three
"participated in bringing
Derickson, was awardpieces as mock cries of
that idea into fruition."
ed 5 percent of the take
"Oooh n0000!" filled the
The agreement said from a Mr. Bill book and
courtroom.
DeGeneres will get 25 record now on sale, as
"Judge Sluggo" — U.S.
percent of all net pro- well as percentages
District Court Judge
ceeds of articles derived from 11 Mr. Bill
Adrian Duplantier — cut
reproduced from the four cartoons.
up a Mr. Bill look-alike
characters,
such as key
The judge had watched
symbolize
a
to
Tuesday
chains, watches,T-shirts, several videotapes of Mr.
three-way settlement
cups and mugs.
Bill being torn up,
over who owns rights to
dropped, mashed and
the comic clay character, _
drowned while crying
which appears on
helplessly "Oooh n000!"
television's "Saturday
The film did not evoke
Night Live."
outright laughter from
Walter Williams,
Vance DeGeneres and WARSAW, Poland (AP) Politburo said the the judge, but court
David Derickson each got — Poland's Communist "strikes and conflicts, in- clerks and spectators
a piece of a sliced-up Mr. regime hurled new itiated and fanned by ex- often giggled.
Williams, of New York,
Bill doll from the smiling charges at Solidarity as tremist forces ...do harm
judge, who presided at more wildcat strikes to the (Soviet bloc) had testified he alone
the trial with a handwrit- broke out and the govern- alliance and...hit at the created Mr. Bill while he
ten sign reading "Judge ment prepared to open stability of the socialist was a budding filmmaker
Sluggo" casually taped to crucial talks with the in- state and its economy, and comic writer in New
dependent labor federa- and deepen the crisis."
Orleans.
his mahogany bench.
But DeGeneres claimDuplantier presided tion on the economic
ed he and -Williams
over two days of a non- crisis.
The Communist Pardreamed it up together
jury trial to decide who
and split the costs — indeserves the profits from ty's 15-member ruling
cluding the film and clay
— while making the first
Mr. Bill film in the New
JERUSALEM(AP)— An ()Means apartment they
Israeli crackdown on new shared in 1974. Derickson
Palestinian unrest in the was a former friend of
West Bank and East both Williams and
DOWN
ACROSS
Jerusalem increased the DeGeneres, and said he
Answer t• Tuesday's Pilule
1. Aware, mod
1 Kind Of lock
prospect that there would
2 Dolphinlike
. style
UMW MU MUM be no progress in the also helped create Mr.
4 Part in a play
cetacean
MEW DUO MIMI
Bill.
8 Trade
3 Clergyman
UGOIDUU UMEMUU U.S.-Egyptian autonomy
The first Mr. Bill film
12 Collection of 4 Speed
UOULIO negotiations resuming in aired on. the NBC-TV
IMMO
contest
facts
OULIC
CUM
Cairo today.
5 Native metal
13 Islands off
GEC MUUMUU COO Israeli military show in 1976.
iretanrl
6 Pantry
EU
CUD
100
7 Go in
14 Lounge
authorities jailed three
8 Wriggly glide EMU MAME UM
*bout
BIJOU UOULD
influential Palestinians
15 Guinness title 9 Emerged
COMO Tuesday, confined others
victorious
COMM
16 Surely
10 Everyone
• EICOUOU CUMULI
18 blue
11 Work at
EM100 ULM DU= to their towns and sent
20 Bucky of
one's trade
URDU DOC UOIOU troops into the streets of
baseball
17 Article
the Arab city of
21 Faroe
19
Tellurium
• whirlwind
41 Chaldean city Ramallah to prevent a
29
Study
symbol
22 Part of HRH
43 Babylonian
30 Prohibit
merchants'strike.
WASHINGTON — Budget
23 Courageous g2 Chapeau
24 Teutonic
32 Distrusted
deity
one
director David A.
quaff
44
Sailor's
Cooling
33
deity
27 Brown in the
45 Couple
Stockman, in a startling
device
25 Hindu
sun
46 Paradise
36 High peak:
peasant
magazine article,
29 Vehicle
47 Uncouth
Abbr.
26 Name for•
30 Gemthe "supplydescribes
person
Moscow miss 37 Sea bird
stone
48 Number
side" tax cut embraced
38 Horse's
31 '•— a clear 27 Weight of
49 Compass pt.
home
India
by President Reagan as a
day. "
50 Greek letter
40 Buckets
'28 Dillseexl
32 Speck
disguised version of
33 Distant
— Presi- traditional Republican
34 King of
W, t HINGTON
EV
Ill 4 MINI AMMO de
7Bashan
WRRlidUUEa
Reagan, predicting "trickle-down"
35 Detroit dud
an economic upturn by economics which favor
37:Slender fish
id
wua
i
s
u mmer, says the the richest Americans.
38 RR depot
The December issue of
iii• Id
hi
39 Aleutian
go errunent "must stif.island
Atlantic Monthly quotes
its
spine
and
not
Id•
IA
40 "Peter —"
•um ow in the towel" on his Stockman as saying the
41 Cuido note
iii
hil
Mild
42 Lima, for one
of tax and three-year tax cut was a
• id
id
id Pr gram
44 Pulpy fruit
"Trojan horse" aimed at
get
cuts.
47 Holder
id
id
bulNhile conceding the na- lowering the top income
W Id
51 Evil
52,Actress
id
id
id
tion fates "hard times" tax rates.
Bancroft
But in a statement late
laid
in the coming months,
hill
id
53. Apollo's
Tuesday, Stockman's ofgan
insisted
at
a
na, mother
lY
iii
ill
hilidid
tionally broadcast news fice said the article
id
54 Tall tale
W
II
55 Act
riference Tuesday that "creates an impression
58 Antlered
id
id
W
ur plan for economic that is wrong and grossly
animal
misleading."
recovery is sound." ,
57 Sea eagle
NEW ORLEANS (AP)

Mr. Bill — the figure
comically victimized
along with his dog Spot by
Mr. Hands and Mr.
Sluggo in film shorts
featured on the TV comedy show.
The case ended when
lawyers for all three men
announced that they had
reached a settlement.
Terms of the agreement gave Williams total
control of the characters,
but ordered DeGeneres'
name be included on the

New Wildcat Strikes
Break Out In Poland

Israelis
Crackdown

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

'Supply-Side'
Economics
Not New

Reagan
Predicts
Upturn

EVERY VETERANS DAY
I 60 OVER TO BILL
MAULDIN'S. HOUSE„.
'743

WE SWAP WAR STORIES,

AND LAUGH AND CRY...

AND DRINK:
Ct4E
:9P
ROOT BEER

411P
OP;
NANCY---YOU
TRACK ED MUD
IN--&C)STAND
IN THE CORNER
ft.
ft •

'

gb•

.-4010 411

vo%
WHAT
POES THAT
MEAN

SIR, THE
WRINGER
ON THIS
PAIL
DOESN'T
WC5RK

TRY SOMETHING
NEW OR
MAKE A CHANGE

-saw,re,
NC*

C-

I

I DON'T SEE
= W HAT GOOD THIS
l
IS GOING TO
s t)

E

:)

DO

,k.fccf
I JUST READ NCUR
i-loRoeCOPE AND IT
SAID TODAY WAS
GOING TO BE YOUR
LUCKY DAY

_YgnJf••-•4
"174 •
,
1 ,
reok••••0•40

I KNOW HOODS,MASKED

OR UNAAASKED. I KNOW A
R1P-OFF WHEN I.SEE
IT. WHAT'S YOUR
ANYCE.r.10
SHUT UP
GO AWAY",
LEAVE ME
ALONE?

-

ARE YOU SURE
YOU HAVE
-roatk'le5
PAPER-)

I LEGAL NOTICE

ALL HANDS ON DECK — Actor Burt
Reynolds receives some needed assistance after
finding himself up to his elbows in cement during
ceremonies marking him the 162nd person to be
honored by Mann's Chinese Theatre in
Hollywood. The ceremonies preceded the world
premiere of "Paternity," in which Reynolds
stars with actress Beverly D'Angelo.
(AP Laserphoto)

1 LEGAL NOTICE

INVITATION TO
BID FOR
GASOLINE&
DIESEL FUEL
The Calloway County Board of Education will receive sealed bids for
gasoline for the Calloway County School
District until 1:30 p.m., Tuesday,
November 19, 1981.
Specifications will be on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education Office Building, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky, and Interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms
there.
The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.
2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

Small super market in excellent condition
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502247-1461 or 247-5961 after
7:30 p.m.

We will stretch or frames

fa vour needlework
Carter
Studio
•
300 Moin

Dieseases Lurk
Maize dwarf mosaic ty,Tennessee.
virus(MDMV)and maize
In the field, MDMV is
chlorotic - dwarf' virus spread by over 20 aphid
(MCDV), two viruses species, whereas MCDV
that ravaged some is transmitted by a single
Midwestern and Southern leafhopper species. Both
corn crops in the 1960s, viruses overwinter in
are still lurking in johnsongrass rhizomes
farmers'fields.
and are transmitted when
Introduction of tolerant insects feed on
torn hybrids has reduced johnsongrass and then on
yield losses to these two susceptible corn.
virus diseases. Farmers
Corn can be artificially
in areas where these inoculated with MDMV,
diseases occur should using mechanical devices
plant the most highly that air blast the leaf surtolerant hybirds face with an abrasive and
available to avoid
from
substantial juices extracted plants.
MDMV-infected
losses to MDMV and But MC/DV cannot be
MCDV, says Dr. Donald transmitted by means
T. Gordon, virologist at other than inspect carOhio Agricultural riers and thus must be
Research and Develop- transmitted by leafhopment Center at Wooster. pers.
"If farmers plant
Since MDMV and
susceptible hybrids, and
we have a year that's MCDV usually occur
favorable for virus infec- simultaneously in Tention, they probably will nessee, Dr. Colbert
experience substantial screens hybrids for both
yield losses," Dr. Gordon viruses. "We're always
says. MDMV and MCDV searching for hybrids
can appear alone or in with greater resistance to
combination. They are the MDMV-MCDV commost damaging when plex because they are the
they infect corn together. best protection against
"There's no question the disease," Dr. Colbert
that the MDMV-MCDV says, "along with
complex is still present," johnsongrass control and
says Dr. Michael R. planting early." Funk
McLaughlin, virologist at has several hybrids with
the University of Ten- good tolerance to MDMVnessee,"and is capable of MCDV, including Gdamaging a susceptible 4525A, G-4740, G-4776, G4848A and G-4787W, Dr.
corn crop."
The main symptoms in- Colbert adds. Funk's new
duced by MDMV are light G-4733 also has some
and dark green mottle or tolerance.
Late-planted corn is
mosaic that begin at the
base of the younger likely to be more severely
leaves. MDMV-infected injured by MDMVplants produce fewer, MCDV, as it becomes inshorter and poorly filled fected at an earlier
'
hak
ears. MCDV also reduces growth stage and
ear numbers and kernel more difficulty recoverset. Symptoms of MCDV ing. Insect populations
include chlorosis in the are also higher late in the
leaf veins, red or yellow season.
There is no good way to
blotching of leaves, and
estimate annual yield
stunting of the plant.
However, the maize losses to virus diseases.
dwarf and maize But growers know the imchlorotic dwarf diseases pact it can have,. Bill and
present in Tennessee John Owens of Hurricane
should not be confused Mills, Tennessee, have
with the corn stunt seen their 100-bushel per
disease, Dr. McLaughlin acre average corn yield
says. "Corn stunt is caus- cut to less than 20 bushels
ed by an entirely dif- per acre. "The torn just
ferent organism, a withers to the ground,"
spiroplasma more akin to John says. "The fields
bacteria than viruses. thick with johnsongrass
The corn stunt disease have been worst hit."
The Owens have cleanhas not been found in Tened up their johnsongrass
nessee."
MCDV is suspected to problem. They avoid late
be most predominant in planting (past May 20)
states with a blend of and select hybrids with
Midwestern and Southern good virus tolerance.
agriculture, such as "We'll never risk planMissouri; Tennessee, ting anything but a
Kentucky, southern Ohio tolerant hybrid," says
and Indiana, Arkansas, Bill.
In White Bluff, Teneastern Texas, and northern Alabama, nessee,James Brown and
Mississippi, Louisiana Jack England lost 250
acres of corn to virus the
and Georgia.
"We believe MCDV first year it hit and 125
may present more pro- acres the following year.
blpms than MDMV They quit growing corn
be-cause MDMV until tolerant hybrids
tolerant
.e- is higher in became more widely
most commercial available and now ptant.
hybrids," Dr. Funk's G-4740, a. virustolerant hybrid. "A good
McLaughlin says.
Commercial seed com- , hybrid is the difference
panies carry out exten- between 5 and 100-bushel
sive breeding programs corn," Brown says.
University researchers
toirdk.!-4op corn hybrids
with tolerance to MDMV are vigorously studying
and MCDV. However, MDMV-MCDV to better
tolerance to MCDV is understand this disease
generally more. difficult ,complex, say Drs. Gorto breed into corn don and McLaughlin. For
because it cannot be "ar- now, they suggest that
tificially inoculated, growers study hybrids for
says Dr. Terry Colbert, virus tolerance and conFunk Seeds International sult with their extension
corn breeder at Union Ci-. agents and seed dealers.
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M&G Complete Glass Co.
has a complete line of
glass and plateglass. We
also have showcase and
display cases. Do store
front work and fix storm
windows and doors.
Replace patio door glass,
cut mirrors and glass
table tops all sizes and
straptsf: Install auto glass
plateglass and window
glass. Do picture framing. M&G Complete Glass
816 Coldwater. Call 7530180.
Need a unique fund
raiserfor your club or
organization? How about
a gallery showing of
original oil paintings.
Your group will receive 20
percent of the total sales.
Contact Diane McCrystal
Creative Galleries 7533605 for an-appointment.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTION!'*FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•NOSpITAl SUPPLIES FOR RENT ANOSALE
*LEADING'RANDS Of COSMETICS
•MOLLISTER USTOALY PRODUCTS
grey Delivery ow Preweipliww (Kw limit%

NEED A JOB?
Ever thought of working on a towboat?
The river industry employs thousands of
men-women. They receive good pay and
many fringe benefits. Work 30 days stay
home 30 days. For info write: CRF., INC.
P. 0. Box 121,Dept. 331, Doniphan, Mo.
63935 for faster reply send selfaddressed stamped envelope.

LOCAL-EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Insurance Agency Secretarial Opportunity Experience desired.
Send resume to P. O. Box 510,
Murray, Ky. Must be received no
later than Nov: 17, 1981.

EMPLOYMENT — Opening
available for mature female. Must
be over 21 good typist with previous
office experience desirable. Good
working conditions with benefits.
Send complete resume to P. 0. Box
547, Murray,Ky.42071.

Medical Technologist
Full time position on the
evening shift in a C.A.P. accredited laboratory. Qbalified applicant must have Bachelors
degree in Medical Technology
and A.S.C.P. registered or be eligible. This position offers above
average starting salary and excellent employee benefits. Contact
Deborah Alexwider, Pommel Dept.
COMMUNITY METHODIST HOSPITAL
Phone 502-826-4251
1305 N. Fl.Street
E.O.E. M.F.H.
Headers**, Ky. 42420 '

PENNYRILE'TOURS ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS TOUR — December
5, 1981. Visit Cheekwood, Belle
•
Meade Mansion-Hickory Hollow
" World Fair Trips-1982: May 7-9,
May 21-23, Aug. 14715; Sept. 10. 12, Oct. 15)7.
•

Contact:

Ruth Blackwood
'.
Tour Rep.
- . Penayrile Tours
203South 8th St.
N
Murray, Ky.42071
502-753-2827 after 5:00 p.m.

-
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2. NOTICE

Bible CAN
"Pressure" - 75,4444; C.bildrosi's
Bible Story - 75,-

Do your Christmas Shop
ping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets.
, belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixielano n: r.759-%11.

SPECIAL
16" 14 IT Serpentine
Chain kV. $36.1111
New $12.15. 18" 14
It. Serpentine Chein8
he. $40.N New
$16.15. fleeting
Newts 14 It. he.
$7.85 New $3.85.
GOIS & MVO
PAWNSHOP
ONE* Mae
753-7113
Open 9 ca. te 9p... Duily, 1 p.n.4 p.a. Seallwe.

22. MUSICAL

WANTED
lospeasikis party to
tobs up polosots so
aato pines.

CLATTONS
753-7575
Want guitar player-singer
to play in Blue Grass
band. Call 753-9400 after
5:00.

28 MOBILE
HOP, _RENTALS
Two bedrooms with ten
ral heat, new furniture
end carpet Neer univer.
Shady _Oaks Mobile
evert 7534209.

=

Two bedroom mobile
home for rent fully furnished S150.00. Call 753
1179 after 5:30.

SAW
Marshaws•
Stamp Spree
Far Neat
75.14754

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

HOUSES FOR

43

RENT

,11•11M1111

32. APTS. FOR RENT

One bedroom garage
apartment furnished. Call
,
16•1 ummar.753-8294.

REAL ESITIr

Nice two bedroom par
hairy furnished home.
eight miles southeast of
Murray. Married couples.
references. 497 1594

FOR
LEASE
Building in Olympic
Plaza Shopping Center
Reasonable Rent Call
Tom Karvounis

753-9169
38. PETS SUPPLIES
Nine week old Laborador
Retreivers AKC
registered. Call 753-8918.

Two furnished apart- AKC German Shepard
24. MISCELLANEOUS ments. Each two Puppies, 21 champions
bedrooms, gas heat, and five generations also
water included. Apart- registered American
G.E. -Food Processor ment with washer, dryer, Eskimo Spitz puppies and
brand new, cheap. 759 $240; without $220. guard dog. 502-554-2153.
'-'''''"I
5.LP5T 8RTr7M 7.1 9523.
Deposit, references re- AAA Dog Grooming 13
Wood, cut up slabs, $17.00 quired. 305 N. 7th near years experience. Call
Health Center. 753-9476 Goldie Brown Lynn Grove
REWARD - Small most- a rick. Call 753-8526.
days, 901-247-5155 nights.
435-4579.
ly beagle male with white
flea collar lost about two Kodak Retina III (35)
miles east of Murray. 759- 50MM - 75MM - 135MM Efficiency one or two Six month old Black
lens, mint condition, bedroom Zimmerman Great Dane, full
1719 or 753-4641.
pedigree, cropped ears,
reasonable. 753-7783 after Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
fully obedience trained.
5 p.m.
Nice furnished one or two Call Sal, 753-9101, 753AM-FM car radio, stereo bedroom apartment. In- 6527.
Neel several persons good speakers, men's 10 quire 1005. 13th.
41 PUBLIC SALE
with telephone sales abili- speed bicycle, 300 MM
ty $3.35 per hour plus telephoto lens, mans suit.
Noe lees*
Yard sale clothes,
bonus. See Mrs. Carter at Call 753-3781.
womens sizes 7.12, mens
Eagle Inn Room 36
Kitchen Aid dishwasher
and boys. Household
E.O.E.
portible, Kenmore
goods and lots more. 1321
Experienced seamstress automatic washer and
Poplar St. Fri. and Sat.
wanted. Excellent pay: dryer, Hearth Glow wood
10-5.
I. 1$ 3-,.. wits kw
Call the tailor shop. 759- burning stove used three
$165.00
ler
Ni
months,
1976
1177 for Ippointment.
Yamaha
White Elephant Sale
500CC twin cylinder
eto* wit Newly cut
given by S. C. E. C. at
Work, at home jobs motorcycle, camper top
Special Edu. Bldg. on 16th
Arwood metal but ad sir,
available! Substantial for fleet side pickup. Call
St. Nov. 14th.
sophism.
Mitchel
carpeted.
earnings possible. Call 759-1524.
Yard
Sale Sat., Nov. 14,
Office Hairs Nos.-Fri 9110
504-641-8003 Ext. 1316 for
8:30-5:00. Top quality
information.
1210 Owe.
Lombard chain saws and
adults and childrens
IlsrAvrod Dr.
TEXAS REFINERY service. Stokes Tractor
clothes, infant through
CORP. offers PLENTY Industrial Rd.
three toddlers, toys,
Herm, Ky.
iewelry and
OF MONEY plus cash
5112-759-19114
Firewood
bonuses,-fringe benefits t
miscellaneous items. 810
Neal Nom* Opeenseiti
S. 9th.
o mature individual in Order now and burn
seasoned
wood
this
winter
Murray area. Regardless
436-2758.
of experience, write J A
43. REAL ESTA E
Byers, Texas Refinery Wood for sale $25.00 a Furnished one bedroom
apartment
forztrent. No
Corp., Box 711, Fort -rick. Call 189-2101 or 489children or pett. Call 753Worth, Texas 76101.
223),
3913.
$180 Per Week Part Time Yorx FM-AM multiplex
at Home. Webster, receiver, stereo cassette Nice one bedroom furAmerica's foremost dic- 8-track recorder, BSR nished apartment near
tionary company needs quanta 720 turn table 150 shopping center and
home workers to update watts maximum. Can be university. Reasonably
local mailing lists. All seen at A6 Coach Estates priced. 753-3949.
ages, experience un- S. 16th St. Nine months
necessary. Call 1-716-842- old sell for $550.00.
Two apartments for rent
"Prokeehmeel Swam
6000. Ext.5112.
Wish The Moray Tem*
Firewood for sale $25.00 one single bedroom, one
rick delivered. Call 436- two bedroom furnished or
MOVE IN
unfu •
350 weekly stuffing 2744 after 5 p.m.
except apTODAYenvelopes. For informaplia
117304before 5
tion send self addressed
p.m.
98B after 5
five miles from
stamped envelope to Ken- 3000 board ft. of poplar p.m.
Murray on 11
/
2
ny S. 88 North St. lumber. Call 189-2719.
acres, 2 bedroom,
Equal Housing 1 and 2
Stoneham, Ma.02180.
Firewood 825.00 rick 'otiedroOni apartment.
Call
bath, nice living
Mature lady to keep one delivered. Call after 5 Murray Manor 753-8668.
room, eat in kitYear old and eight year p.m. 4.36-2714.
chen, outside
old in my home Mon.,
Two bedroom unfurnishWed., and Fri. 9-5. Must Firewood for sale 753-3523 ed duplex with stove,
storage. Check it
provide own transporta- or 753-0281.
refrigerator, dishwasher
out at $26,500.
tion and do light Olympia electric desk and disposal. Extra nice
housekeeping. Call 753- typewriter $200.00 or best in Westwood Subd. Heat
CHOICE
3862.
.offer 7A/275.
pump with low utilities
$250.00 month 305-771-8787
LOCATION
Custom
made
rifle
case, before 4:00 p.M. or 305Babysitter needed
641 S. two lots especially for daytime for slings, leather clothing. 792-5565 after 4:00 p.m.
(100x375' each),
Murray
Leather
Shop,
one infant. P. 0. Box 1040
Dixieland Center. 759only short distance
C.
Furnished apartment one
9633.
from city. Comblock from MSU. $100.00
Need A Job. Qualificaper month call 759-4538.
mercial or
tions 16 to 21 years of age 9x12 Green House. Combuilding site. City
plete
$650.
Call
753-7503
Newly
decorated
one
no high school diploma or
water
available.
apartment
bedroom
furGED._ Unemployed, a
Order now for Christmas nished or unfurnished
school drop-out or at least
nine months. Call Don Captains desk with stool near hospital and
$50.00, receipt box 15.00, downtown. Call 759-4756
Walker Job Co-ordinator,
12 hole Martin box $25.00, before 11 a.m. or after 5
Nikki Blanchard
Counselor 753-9378 or 753- jewelry boxes $10.00, 4 ft. p.m.
section of old high back
3033. Calloway County
church seat 110.00. See Newly decorated one
YETP Program.
Gerald Waldrop or come bedroom apartment
by 1624 Olive Street after $175.00 per month. Call
p.m.
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
I will do housekeeping,of26.TV RADIO
Two bedroom apartment
fice or private home. Exfor rent, range, ovepi
iteferwersiSamar
perienced call 474-8068.
refrigerator, dishwasher,,
wo The Now* Temb
disposal, washer and
I will babysit infants or
CENTER
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
pre-schoolers. I have lots
No pets. One year lease
RIDGE
of experience and
and322.5 deposit required.
SUBDIVISION
references. 753-7904.
150 TV Cheasele,
$225 per month. Phone
New listing - 2
Will rake up leaves.
753-2622 or 753-3865.
Movies, Sports,
b.r., 2-bath, B.V.
Leave name and address
Fereip Stylises
Two bedroom apartment
at 1615 Miller Ave.
and framehome,
at Embassy Apts. Call
electric heat,
753-3530.
14 WANT
range,
Monty, Ky.
refrigerator,
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
Want to buy standing
fireplace
with
timber cash or percenstove insert, all
tage. J.L. McKnight 753Room for rent one block
27. MOBIL
7528.
from University 753-1812
draperies includHOMES SALES
or 753-6933.
ed, wall to-wall
HOME FURNISHINGS For sale or rent 12x 65 3.1. HOUSES FOR RENT carpeting, close to
furnished. Call 759-1987.
lake. See this soonGreen recliner, rust
Two houses near
at only $32,000.
tounge chair, maple Look Out This completely university. $100.00
stereo with AM-FM radio remodeled all around re- deposlt,$108.00 per month
HAMMER AND
good condition. Call 753-- insulated, fully furnished rent. Call 753-6111 after 6
SAW AND A
with house furniture 12 x
3190.
65 mobile home is loaded 443n*
LITTLE
Five
room house located
• Floral Kroyler couch ex- vett extras. Don't buy unINTTIATIVE
west
of
miles
six
Murray.
ffl•
you
have
seen
this one.
cellent corldition, quilts,
Call,
This is a well conquilt tops and afghans. Owner bought a house. and 753-5602 between 8
4.
structed lake cotCall before 7 a.m. or after
Call 753-2659.
4:30p.m. 435-4150.
tage that is
Two or three bedroom
house, 1/2 acre lot, newly
Couch and chair Early
suitable for a perAmerican, clean $50.00. Trailer on 121 SOuth 8110.00 decorated, carpeted, in
manent home for a
month. Call 753-7975.
471-2313.
Lynn Grove. Also three
small family. Not
bedroom, two bath, all
Westinghouse electric
finished inside
12 x 60, 811 electric, 2 electric with fireplace
range. Used one month.
_Two miles south on 641.
which will allow
bedroom,
furnished,
has
Call 753-2919.
washer & dryer. In city. Coleman R.E. 753-9898.
the purchaser to
Only 1150. Also 2 bedroom
select their own
20;SPORTS EQUIPME010 x 57, furnished, only Two bedroom cottage, I iv
ing- room, kitchen, full
arrangements
and
$IIS.
Coleman R. E. 753- bath. Located at Paris
Roger Security six 357 4"
colors.
Wooded
91911
Coast
blue with target grips like
Landing on the
lakeview lot. A
new. Includes high quali- Nice two bedroom trailer Guard Road, $123.00 a
good buy at
ty shoulder holster conveniently located rent Month plus utilities
$300.00. 489-2773 after 5 $125.00 deposit 173.00. Call DepOsir required. 502-436815,900.
753-2906 or 70-0791.

SUPER ASSUMPTIONS Yes you con'
There are alternative
methods of buying and
selling property
however, and in many
cases they are more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods
These alternative
ilI become
methods
increasingly popular in
the next decade As
average home prices
id prime mortgage in
rerest rates increase,
the demand for otter
native methods of buy
mg and selling increase
correspondingly Cur
rently, more than 50%
of all real estate tran
sactions involve one or
more olternative financ
ing methods
me
thods that ore beneficiol to both the
buyer ond seller of property.
methods
available to you

()Nur
LOREttA J01S. REALTORS
1200 SyCV7,0
,e
1.414..mby
,502) 75 3-1 40."

41.2C

NUICAl
APARTMENTS
at

SITUATION WANT

SATALITE
ANTENNIAS

To a

CLAYTON

revoirsmorw sem re.
r in The F rr,dh Touch
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
FOR SALE
OR LEASE
711 S. 12th St.,
Ideal location for
business, commercially zoned.
Building needs
renovating.
Parking space to
accomodate 60
cars. Owner will
lease on 10 yrs.
base, or two 5 yrs.
options. Contact
Body-Majors for
details.
WHY
PAY
RENT
701 Vine St. This
newly decorated,
newly carpeted, 2
b.r. home has 2
fireplaces, one in
living room, one in
rec room in basement, central gas
floor furnace, air
conditioning,
draperies included.
Walking dist ance
to hospital,
downtown, shopping, new wexterior siding.
Owner loss your
gain at $26,900.

2142chigu
753-1222
ASSUMABLE
LOAN
Quality, beauty
and convenience
are a few of the adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean
and features a
family room,
fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. Located 1 mile
north of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
$44,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.
• HOUSE AND
80 ACRES
'Attractively
ren2odeled 3
bedroom _home
and, 80 acres
located 13 miles
northwest of Murray. Land includes
several 'acres of
good timber and
approximately 30
acres tendable. Offered at only
862,500 through
Kopperud ,Realty,
711 Main.'

GET CUE TO
NATURE
With this private 5
acre fenced track
near KY Lake.
Situated
beautifully with a
private drive and a
stocked pond. You
can do sr ,
e great
re19,.
i A, and
fishi. 7it your own
private retreat.
Concrete block
basement with
roof goes withthe
property. Price
Just lowered to
$10,000 and owner
will finance.
Phone any
member of the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team at 7531222 for all the
details. Price just
reduced.

URVUSOFFERPD

46 HOMES PO& SAII
house for sale or rent
Call 753 6412.

Five room house four
miles East Lame kit
Oen, stove, city water
Couples, references
$150 00 Call 753 7551

Two bedroom mobile
home for rent fully fur FOR RENT OR LEASE
fished $110.00. Call 753 1
1879 after 5:30.

30 BUSINESS RENTAL
23 EXTERMINATING

MURDER

3IE
43 REAL ESTATE

19,7 Thunderbird geed
canddlek AM FM rod*,
tied glue. kW OM tirol
Con lel 2533

Older home on comma'
cial lot • near Amiwommin.
area Price to se* Can
Piordont 1r --Tenrraisee
Realty 7$3 4156
Unique log home three
bedroom, central gas
heat with hall basement
Assumable 104111 Call
PurcIorn I Thurman
Realty 753 4456
HOMO for 410 by WOW ,
1505 Oak Or., excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over IAN
sq ft. riving area. Fut*
carpeted. Phone Paatecall
before 5.00 p.m. 554-4111
or after 5:00 p.m. $51
/MO. Ask for Ken Adams.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
built in applionceS. Must
sell 130,000. Call 401670
47. MOTORC
Custom made leather
lockets. trousers. hats
Minor shoe repair Myr
ray Leather Shop, Dix
'eland Center. 759 1633

PLO LOW
r 4$1Xle
iwo, swum tree este
trimiviiimu
sell
er
.ENwrietes 4)4 7.97
Givnernse by seem
continuous tainers.011ed per raw wisuoga
Nom Carl won 71) 7110
for free est.mate

or
Sole
1979 Ford Torino
door 6 cylinder. one
owner local car

PU RDOMS
OldwwebIle
Peoshos
Caddlea
TS/WS
14141•Man

MOBILE NOME
ANCNORS ioldieRinfunGi
roots sealed. paha aim
ings.and Maw.,
for mobil* Mimeo
1173 lack garafror
Need work an row trees"
Tannin% NNW% Pleo
wig. complete remeyat
and mare Celt 410141911.
TREE SERVICE.for Oro'
tesuonet free care 753.

A*i,all driveways ;4
parking Sots sealed by
Seers Per flip 99114111not
_SOUSUTRVC 5 (
ftl PS/V.'
1945 Custom Ford 307 AIA
Ag*Dr:
engine good fires Price CABiNET$.' goo c-ose%„.
130000 7535302
music cont1H*1.
iteasaitabIe 04140
197) Datsun pickup truck,
r o
.4 yr*
recently overhauled. 79
paperhan9ing. Raultafills
miles per gallon Call 753 farm
buiklingl. fop, side&
5241
Commercial or

residential Call Tremon
Surplus AWOL Cars. and
Farris 759 1967
I1S Suzuki motorcycle
Trucks available Many
wish to trade tor PA Sell for
NOT JUST
under 1200 00 Call Ca/Wrote and blacks and
system. Call 753.3'279.
312-742 1143 Ext 2641 tor boick
Basements -A HOME...
AN ESTATE
1975 350 Monde information on how to driveways. sidewalks and
storm cellars 70 years
combination road end Purchase
OF MIND
experience and tree
trait
bike.
EXCNIftlif
Beautiful 4 or 5
estimates 753 544
condition. Call 4372744.
1971 Ford Courier Of take
bedroom, 3 bath
Concrete and blocks and
Over payments 753 1304
Gates borough
brick Basements, drive
ways, sidewalks aNd
home on a duble
1951 Chevrolet pickup fair storm cellars 20 years
lot. There are two
condition Call 436 KU
experience and free
A sharp blue 1976 7110-1
heat pumps with a
estimates 753 5476
white
Dafsun
let
has
new
1977 Ford F 250 4X 4 Coil
humidifier., center tires, chrome wire after 5 p m 436 7212
tral vacuum
wheels, pioneer stereo
system, intercom,
system $4750.00. Call 753
1923 internationat. farm
INN INS 561rakas
5490 or 753 2922.
automatic garage
truck. lift flat bid Price
ofer00000 All work
door opener, wet
geere•texd. Free
1979 Mazda RX7 low 521150.18. Call 798081
bar, and two
Isftelips. Cal 759.1859
mileage, one owner, all 10 GMC
Von conversion
patios.. Everything
S 753-6
options. Call 733.3006.
Fully customized with
you need for comrefrigerator, sink, stereo, Sammy Tidwell painting
1976 Triumph TR•7 exfortable,- leisurely
cellent condition, sharp. couch (converts into contractor E xperienced
bed), rally wheels interior and exterior limn
family living. Call
$3250.80. Call 153 2615.
custom paint arid cap ling Free estimates Call
for an appointtains chairs. 13,000 miles 753 4486 or 753 0.487
ment today, 7531964 El Camino with 1971 Reply to
753.5014.
barrel,
carVI,
2
350
1222, Kopperud
Will inspect and clean
automatic
burator,
OFFE105chimneys 498 8958
Realty. We are
transmission, AM FM SERVICES
members of Multiradio, good tires. Call
Roy's Carpenter Shop We shampoo carpets
- pie listing service.
after 1:30 753-4589
Custom cabinets, wood guaranteed references.
reasonable 759 9633
19711 TV Triumph low working, furniture repair.
mileage, en', extra shim,. formica, replace wood in
Extraordinary
old cars. If its wood work ALCOA
Call 437-4437.
ALUMINUM
Cattle
Imo call 753-4124
SIDING or vinyl siding
Farm
and trim. Aluminum trim
Over 100 acres of lush 1971 Pontiac LeMans
Sport 350 engine newly cret
clover and fescue
GENERAL
HOME for brick houses. Jack
e,
pastures, 3 ponds, plus overhauled transmission. REPAIR - 15 years-es Gkrotr 7S3-1873.
automatic water trough, Call 436-2107 after 6 p.m.
perience. Carpentry, con Alexander Septic Tank
2 wells and 3 excellent
umbingroofing, Cleaning Vacuum clean
plumbing,
barns, woven wire
1973 Buick wagon 1500.00 sliding. NO JOB TO ed from your driveway
fences all,around plus
SMALL. Free estimates. Industrial, residential, or
759-1445.
exterior fences. Farm is
in A-1 condition, limed
Days 474.2359, nights 474 commercial, 24 hour ser
and fertilized regularly,
vice Call 753 5933
2276.
1977 Toyota Celica. Best
Spacious 3 BR brick
home with double
offer 753-5573
Appliance Service - Give K & K Stump Removal
garage and lots of exus a call we repairem all. Do you need stumps
tras. Call Spann Realty
Dryers, washers. removed from yoor yard
Associates for details.
refrigerators, stoves and or land cleared of
753-7734.
stumps'
) We can remove
freezers. 7s9 1372
stumps up to 24- below
the ground, leaving only
CRAMP-ED FOR SPACE
Aluminum Service Co ,
sawdust and chips Call
- Your family will enjoy
for free estimate, Bob
aluminum sod ytti4
this large 3 BR, 2 bath
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
1974 Fiat, 35 miles
brick ranch house with
*lint custom trim
Kemp, Jr 435 4319
large family room, forper gallon, excellent
work. References Call
mal dining room spacious
condition.
Automobile macOanic
Will Ed Bailey, 1S3eat in kitchen and oversizwill do work on automatic
9.
ed living room. Also
and all gasoline engined
1972 Grand Torino,
featuring fenced yard,
trucks. Alf work done
We accept green hides for
red sharp, extra nice.
garage and attic .storage
guaranteed. Call 437-4546.
fanning. Murray Leather
you have yard, yard and
Shop. Dixieland Snooping SEASONED
more yard on this 1 1/2 acre
1979 Monte (orio,
FIREWOOD I.
Center 759-9633.
lot conveniently located 2
Mixed hardwoods 18" 24"
extras.
all
boded
with
miles from town. You get
available. $27.50 a rick
Will strip and refinish fur dellvered. Cali
a great deal here for a
John
niture.
Murray
Leather 15oVer at 753-1531.
small price. Come and
Shop. Dixieland Shopping
see for yourself. Call
Spann Realty Associates. 1980 Citation four door, Center 759 9633.
,ARPLIgt:ICE SeVI5Fpower steer ing- brake*,._
753-7724.
air. 753-9400 after 5:63, ,
r&Ike*
FtaX-rif..1
.
7e
flni i& fres9r .7MffErianta tam-tare et .W, ES TINGHOUSE:e70
years
elverJence,,
Itotior.
;
1973 Camaro AM-FM, this frodbileS011111 1088i
itafPer, ears Aostasties
44 LOTS FOR SALE power and air, runs good. quickly and efficiently. Service
203 5. 5th St. 153
" Two new tires. Needs Free estimates 759.1913.. •
417"tor 753
paint $1200.00. 217-4170
All your plumbing and air
ElectrIc answer set
40 acres '2 mile highway after 5:00.
conditioning needs. Also vice- cans on ifttegg •
frontage Route 1345 next
1976
SE
Dodge
one
Aspen
do carpentry, r painting,
to Irvin Cobb esort.
electric
gruirco112641.
253
.vnlag61
Mf
1,
,
$48,000, $8000.00 down owner, snriff_Y;A: rooting spd,gOncrsty. All.libirt(174447:14..
.
automatic, poWerrliftril work degei-Inallitisfectiog Owner financing. Will ac
roof, bucket seats, cruise 70-2111.
. •
1
°04/9
•14.91.411,10/141(14.cept boat or travel trailer
Call 753-7788
or trade in. Write Bill Ot
Roy's Carpenter Shop.'
tesen Carbondale, Ill. or
Prix Custom cabinets, wood h"lng
call 61-8.549 3002 after 5 1977 Pontiac Grand
excelent condition working,furniture repair, see
occlage
l rl• Muds
p.m.
$3300.00. Call 436-5531 formica, replace wood in located' 10 miloS east on.
after 5:30 p.m.
old cars. Eight foot Hwy.94.
starter kitchen S431100
45 FARMS FOR SALE
1975 Lincoln, rebuilt Call 753-4124. ,
CARPET CLEANING
engine, has some rust,
Free estimates. Satrsfred
Exclusive farmiette with fully loaded $1350.00 759- Will clean basements, at references Vibe vac
garages,
tics,
haul
away
woodland, pasture, 1465.
steam or quick dryclean
junk. Call 436-2292.
organic garden, large
,ing. LEE'S CARPET
1973
Cadillac
Sedan
753
stock barn with electriciCLEANING,753 5827
Firewood -for sale $20.00
ty, work shop, garage $561.
436delivered.
rick
Call
area. Clean two bedroom
1977 Ford Granada two
Professional office and
brick homowith large kit
door, automatic, air con- 2292.
building maintenanke ••chef, carpet, air, wood dition, 45,000 miies, one -gence sales at Sears new, daily or weekly Lee's
stove, electric heat owner $2950.00. Call 753- Call Sears 753-2310
for- Carpet Cleaning 753 5827
$25,000. Call evenings 759- 0806
free estimate for your
1644.
oped‘
Carpenter Shop
Carpet Cleaning. Clean Boy's
odor free carpet, last Custom cabinets, wood
longer and smells better. working,furniture repair,
For free estimates call formica, replace wood in
If its wood work
'Jeff's Carpet Cleaning, old cars
All items will sell. Personal property of
753-9126. Experienced and ing call 753 4124.

For
Sale

1511113

t

ABSOLUTE
AUCTION

Tommy Starks, Saturday November 14th
at 10 a.m. Rain or shine. Location off
Highway 94 East on- Highway . 2,80 just
west of the East Elementary School.
sold: Autarnobiles 1- '1951
Stuedeboker; 1 - 1968% V.W. Bus; 1B.M.W.; 3- Morris Miner.
Tgbe sold asis where
several spore
parts to vehicles of this vintage, many
repair manuals'and books concerning
autos; two window a/c units, double deck
tool chest, childs wooden wagon, two
large trunks, solid brass bed, two
bicycles, water sports equipment,
camera tripod, airplane prop, wooden
folding choirs, extension lodders, and
much more. Sole conducted by Bonk of
Murray 753-1 893

To be

reliable.
Will sharpen hand saws,
Vacuum cleaners Kirby, chain saws and skill saws.
Electrolux, Filter Queen, Calt753 4636.
Rainbow with all at
tactiments, all pood as Floor Sanding • 8.
new S129.00. Call Paris finishing. 31 6127
901-642 7473.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
725 I.. P. MAW St.(halm hen Csairogmel Ceettrl
Specializing in Senior Citizens
esk cars si.te Open Moors
Mon., Toes., Mors., Fri., Sot.
842 753-360
For A

t.f-It I III. VII HI( 11 kb.. IF ILEK &

Nowmber11-19111

II

Bel Air Center Only!
Prices Good Thru Sunday, Nov. 15,1981
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray
Mon.-Sat.9-9
Sun. 12-6

WAINIART

iue

Our i3ig

Short Sleeve Knit Shirts
•100% Poly Of poly cottori blends
.F ash,collars and v-necks.Asst colors
•Sizes S-M-L-XL

This is Another
Big Wal-Mart Sale,
A Terrific Sale full of the
latestfashions atsuper low
prices,so come on out
and save,save,save'
Ladies Coats
•poiy piush, acrylic blends tyrusne0 denim, poplin.
plaios •Boc1 length and pant coat length,:
•Sles 8-18
•Rich 'all

Skirt and. Vest Sets
•woo biid skirt *Corduroy, flannel & velveteen vests

Boys Fashion
Jeans

'Ladies Wes ern
Shirts

teamed with plaid skirts .Button front vests with
adiustabie backs *Choose from many plaid combinations
•P&Ael colors in blue, mauve, grey, pink, camel or lilac
; 3-1,3
**S ,

'Assorted fabrications
'Assorted styles of
boys fashion jeans
*Assorted colors
*Sizes 8-16

*Cotton and cotton/
polyester blend
'Long sleeves
•Pearl snap closing
'Solids and prints
*Contrast piping
•Western- yoke
*Misses sizes

JP

15

.

m
.
P

•

Save 8.88
Save Up To 4.44
Reg. 10.

eir

Mens Jeans
*Colton/poly blends *Twills and denims
•Popular styles and cuts
'Assorted sizes

Ladies Fashion
Pants
'Polyester & poly blends
'Zipper front
'Assorted waist treatments
*Junior & misses sizes

SUPER COUPON SPECIALS
VALUABLE COUPON•141

I•1

VALUABLE COUPOWN1

I

100% Nylon

1
I

Panties

1

I

11

II

59c I
Reg $1 66

•
a

Assortment of
Ladies

Bras

1

Ni•

Reg"
44

I

$15°'
II

WAL-MART .1.1.11mmill

VALUABLE COUPONaml

I

Assortment Of
Ladies

Bras
Reg.$2,22

50

A

WM:MART
4

'PAL MART 11 ADVENTISID MMEItcumeofSE POtier — •
•eu, eleineOn
hew. er.ry .0.01.1110 MN. IWO 110W111VS,, Ou. 10 any
unto/1e~
reason an edwreseed alve le 4101 evelable 101
*#.1.116.1 we gam g
Ct
cmiwe Of neweet her Re reerthendee 10 be
Mechem eA us.Sail
arvir whenever evieleele 0/ mil WI YOU • angle 4011. si•apiperably
nilieclvon gnu WSflew.*P,ne4 to
cpantags

I

VAWABLE COUPON°,
I

Men's Pocket Tee

Shirts
•

I

Reg.$2.97

I

$200

1
a

Shop and compare!Wal-Mart
really does sell for less every day.

